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The Double Vanicon.
A Dubilier Variable Condenser
giving simultaneous control of
wo to -ed anode circuits. This is

a very useful condenser to the
experimenter. Capacity of each
side 0.00025 mfd, complete with
balancing plate

Price 25/6

The Ducon.
An aerial adaptor made by
Dubilier, it is inserted in an
electric lamp socket a :d con-
nected to your set, thus convert-
ing your wiring system into an
aerial and doing away with out-
side aerials.

Price 10/.

95. 99ScliAKA

p. 110111

The Dubrescon.
A new Dubilier device
that - protects valves
from being burnt out by
insertion in the holder
the wrong way round.
Connected in an H.T.
lead it is a permanent
protection, and is not a
fuse.

Price 6/-

UBILIE

Our Business.
Because we value our reputation,
and because we take a genuine
pride in our manufactures apart
from their function as profit -
makers, we are always exerting
ourselves to the utmost to main-
tain the high standard that it has
always been our aim to achieve.
For this reason, therefore, the
two words --"Specify Dubilier"-
are buttressed by all the moral
weight and all the material
resources of the world's largest
Condenser Manufacturing Firm.
A Dubilier Guarantee is a genuine
guarantee, and a Dubilier
Product is the best of its kind.

The Dubilier Condenser Company
(19251 Ltd., manufactures:-

Fixed Mica Condensers-Types 577,
600, 600a, 610 and 620.
Vanicon Variable Condensers-the
Vanicon, the Double Vanicon, the
Duwatcon and the Vanicon Square
Law.

Anode Resistances and Grid Leaks,
the Ducon, the Minicap Switch, the
Mansbridge Variometer and the
Dubrescon.

Specify Dubilier.

I L

TRADE MARK

DUBI LI ER
CONDENSER CO (1925) LTD

ADVF.RTISEMENT OF THE DUBILIER CONDENSER CO. 11925) LTV 5VCON WORKS. NORTH ACTON. LONDON W.S.

The Minicap.
A Dubilier Anti -Capacity Switch
for use in all types of receiving
circuits for switching in and out
Valves, Transformers, Series -
parallel switching, etc. Soundly
made and thoroughly reliable, it
is strongly recommended.

Price 13/-

111111111197i
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Anode Resistances and

Grid Leaks.
These Dubilier resistances are
very carefully made and graded ;
they can be relied upon to main-
tain their values indefinitely and
are tested on zoo volts D.C. and
zoo volts D.C. respectively.
N.B.-They must not be tested at

higher voltages.
Anode Resistances, ar, , 000-
i oo.000 ohms.

Complete with holder 5.6
Grid Leaks o5-5 megohms 2 6

Type 577
Mica Condensers.

A very good quality
condenser for use every-
where in wireless
receiving sets. This con-
denser is supplied in a
polished metal case, and
is provided with tags for
soldering It can also
he supplied with flexible
wire leads if required.
All capacities t rom
m000t mfd. to o'or mfd.

Price 7/6

TELEPHONE: CHISWICK 524144.
E.F.S 45

In writing to advertisers, please say you saw the advertisement in THE WIRELESS MAGAZINE.
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The reason why the
AMPLION is undeniably
the finest Radio Loud
Speaker and recognised as

the World's Standard.

It will be seen that the
AMPLION is not merely
produced to meet a sudden
demand, but is the result
of years of experience in

-Loud Speaker design and
construction.

The New
Dragon
Type

AR 19.

Thirty-eight years ago . . .

In 1887 Mr. Alfred Graham demonstrated the first practical
Loud Speaker.

In 1893 GRAHAM Loud Speakers placed upon the market.
In 1894 First used in the British Navy. Transmitters applied

to Phonographs for Loud Speaker reproduction.
Demonstrations by Prof. McKendrick at the Royal
Society.

In 1896 Naval Telephones developed and adopted by the
Admiralty.

In 1898 Watertight Loud Speakers Patented. Fitted on
board many warships and mercantile vessels. Tele-
phonic Submarine Signalling System devised.

In 1902 Complete Loud Speaker installations on central
battery plan erected on warships as sole means of
communication.
The most extensive naval installation to date, including
exchange system fitted to H.M.S. Dreadnought.
Graham Loud Speakers applied to all sorts and con-
ditions of service at home and abroad, ashore and
afloat.

To 1919 No less than 12,000 ship installations carried out.
In 1920 AMPLION Loud Speakers produced for Wireless, and

" AMPLION " Trade Mark Registered.
In 1922 AMPLION standardized by leading manufacturers of

radio apparatus.
In 1924 At Home AMPLION sales exceed those of all other

makes put together.
Abroad AMPLION companies formed, and agents
appointed in all countries where Broadcasting is in
operation, ensuring world-wide distribution.

In 1906

Onwards
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The Loud Speaker Supreme

Obtainable from AMPLION STOCKISTS and Wireless Dealers everywhere

Patentees and Manufa.tutcrs :

ALFRED GRAHAM & CO. (E. A. Graham), St. Andrew's Works, Crofton Park, LONDON, S.E.4

Demonstrations gladly given during business hours at the AMPLION Showrooms :--

25-26, Savile Row, London, W.1, and 82, High Street, Clapham, S.W.4. Scottish Depot : 101, St. Vincent Street, Glasgow.

In writing to advertisers, please say you saw the advertisement in THE WIRELESS MAGAZINE.
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Intortantefinnouncementi
ONE of the most decisive and beneficial

steps ever taken in the history of British
Wireless has been accomplished by a
collaboration between the world-renowned
manufacturers of Mullard Valves and Philips
Glowlampworks Ltd., the famous lamp and
valve makers in Holland.
This outstanding collaboration secures for
the British Wireless Industry -

(1) The stoppage of all imported foreign
valves into Great Britain, Northern
Ireland or the Irish Free State by Messrs.
Philips, the largest exporters of Radio
Valves to this country.

This will mean an immediate call for
INCREASED BRITISH PRODUCTION
to meet the demands of the home market,
thus producing
MORE WORK FOR BRITISH LABOUR!

(2) The exclusive use in Great Britain by
the Mullard Radio Valve Co. Ltd. of all
Philips Patents and improved manu-
facturing processes relating to the
specialised manufacture of Radio
Valves.

This means that all Mullard Valves will
be produced under the combined valuable
Philips and Mullard Patents and will be
manufactured in Great Britain, thereby
providing an enormous increase in the em-
ployment of skilled and unskilled British
Labour.

(3) The use of all machinery designs of
Messrs. Philips by the Mullard Co. in
connection with the manufacture of
Radio Valves. These designs are ex-
tremely valuable and are exclusive for
use in England to the Mullard Co.

The advantage of the very latest designs
in machinery cannot be overrated. The
delicate and highly.skilled work of valve
manufacture will be improved and increased
by the use of this modern plant, and there
will be

AMPLE SUPPLIES OF
MASTER VALVES FOR EVERYBODY.

(4) The combined efforts of both the
Mullard and Philips technical experts
to obtain from experiments and re-
search in their extensive laboratories
all radio valve developments from
time to time.

This means that Mullard Valves will carry
the superior advantages of thorough research
and contain the most advanced designs for

PERFECT RADIO RECEPTION.
This gift of service to the British Wireless
Industry will consolidate and preserve the
high standard in the productions of Great
Britain and further the endeavour for the
improved

EXCELLENCE OF
BRITISH BROADCASTING.

The Radio Public of this country will be
the first to recognise the wonderful advan.
tages of this Master Collaboration particu-
larly when it means
MORE WORK FOR BRITISH LABOUR

AND
BETTER RADIO VALVES

Support British Endeavour and
BUY BRITISH GOODS

Mullard
THE - MASTER  VALVE

.4dvt.-T he Mallard Wireless Service Co., Ltd., 45, Nightingale Lane, Balham, London, S.W.12. 13.T.L

In writing to advertisers, please say you sawAe advertisement in THE WIRELESS MAGAZINE.
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Mullard Master Research

The Laboratories
and Works of the
MULLARD RADIO
VALVE CO., LTD.
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ildvt.-The Mallard Wireless Service Co., Ltd., 45, Nightingale Lane, Balham, London, S.111.12. S.T.I.

In writing to advertisers, please say you saw the advertisement in [HE WIRELESS MAGAZINE.
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I am still here
After 23 years of hard work AND SUCCESS. Why?
Because I have helped thousands of people to better
heir positions socially and financially. I am assisted

by a large and expert staff and the advice we give is
sound. If wo cannot help you we will say so ; if we
-an we will tell you how.

We have booklets setting out the possibilities in
connection with each of the subjects shown in the

lists ; send for the one in which you
are interested, or ask for MY PRIVATE
ADVICE, which is free. You incur no
obligation.
Have you ANY Ambition?

The Bnett College specialises in all Exams
WE

rn
iit the following suldecta, and guarantees Most Moderate ClorSc

TEACH tuit ion until succeserid. No extra fees. ayable Monthly. A!
BY POST EXPERT TUTORS FOR EVERY DEPARTMENT

Text Books Free.

COMMERCIAL TECHNICAL TECHNICAL-Cont.
Accountancy
Advert. Writing
Salesmanship
Auditing. Banking
Bcok-keeping
Commercial Arithmetic
Commercial Law
Company Law
Costing. Economics
English and French
Executorship Law
Foreign Exchange
Modern Business Methods
Secretaryship
Workshop Organisation

ENGINEERING
DICTIONARY.

PART ONE FREE.
ro extend the name el
I lie Bennett Collegt
no are publishing an
Illustrated Encyclopir,
lie Dictionary of En-
i neering, Civil, Motor

Elect., Mech., etc.
You may have Part I
-SEE. Send for Part

to -day; you an
slider no obligation.

Architectural Matriculation
Building Construction - Metallurgy
Clerk of Works' Duties Mining
Boiler Engineering Mine Surveying
Boiler Making Motor Engineering
Chemistry Naval Architecture
Civil Engineering Pattern Making
Concrete and Steel Sanitation
Draughtsmanship Shipbuilding
Electricity. Engineering Structural Engineering
Foundry Work Surveying and Levelling
Internal Combustion Telegraphy & Telephony

Engines Wireless Telegraphy
Marine Engineering Works Managers'
Mathematics Course

WRITE FOR FREE BOORLET-
to The Bennett College, Dept.173, Sheffield, naming the subject
you are interested in. Parents should seek our advice for their
SIMS. Please stale your age. Courses specially combined to
meet all requirement,. Why stay in the rot?

MI 1MIIN ME MIMI Mal

IF YOU WOULD LIKE I ITHE MOST
COMPREHENSIVE

RADIO I
CATALOGUE

FOR
E

FULLY

_

ILLUS-
TRATED

4* WITH ALL4/4Cir

411.4g
TH E
BAlt EST

N M AND
/40 -PAGE LATEST

111

II RADIO VP" A P PA RA -

I LIST TUS
A ECONOMIC

ELECTRIC LTD.
Established 30 Years

Head Office :

WRITE
US

TO -DAY
FOR THE

NEW
"EEC'

I
10 F ITZROY SQUARE,

LONDON, W.1.

IL
Showrooms: Branch Showrooms : 1111

3C3, EUSTON RD., N W.1 TWICKENHAM- - MUM MI MI MI kiTelephones: MUSEUM 1055, 5689

In writing to advertisers, please say you saw the advertisement
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Super -Heterodynes!
Send 2 penny stamps for full
details of the Keystone Al! -
British Super - Heterodyne.
The simplest, cheapest and

most efficient.

64/. buys all the parts
for this 2 -Valve Set

MO need to spend a lot of money on a ready-
., built Receiver when you can build the
splendid 2 -valve Set shown above for just over
£3. This is the Popular Wireless Continental
Receiver-a splendid Set for long distance
reception. Now that valves have been reduced
in price no one can say that a Valve Receiver is
costly to build or expensive to run. Send for
the parts you need to-day-wiring diagram;
giving full instructions, is supplied free of charge
to all customers. Our 32 -page Pilot Chart
i post free, 3d.) shows many other Receivers
just as cheap and easy to build. Catalogue
of Components, 48 pages : scores of illustrations,
post free, 3d. Peto-Scott's Wireless Book,
containing over 80 circuit diagrams, poet free,
1/3.

PETO-SCOTT CO., Ltd.,
Registered Offices, Mail Ord,r, and Shoicran

77, CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.C.1.
Branches : LONDON -62, High Holborn, W.C.I.

WALTHAMSTOW-230, Wood Street. PLY-
MOUTH -4, Bank of England Place. LIVER-
POOL -4, Manchester Street.

s. d
1 Peto-Scott Square Law

..Con-denser, .0005 .. 8 0
1 Pete -Scott Square Law Con-denser, .0003....0 9
2 Microstata .. 5 6
1 Two -Coil Holder, Board

Mounting .. 5 6
2 Anti -capacity Valve Holders 2 6
1 Board Mounting Coil Holder 1 6
1 2-meg. Leak and Fixed Con-

denser (Peto-Scold. s .. 3 6
1 .002 Fixed Comlenser (Pelo-

Scott) 1 6
10 Mark III Terminals .. 1 8
6 2 ft. lengths 1/16 Bus Bar,

Nuts, Screws, etc... ..
1 Packet Pane: Transfers ..

1 1
6

,E1 18 0
Plain Panel "Red Triangle,"

13"X 6f"X I!" .. 5 0
Panel drilled, extra .. .. 2 0
Panel engraved, extra .. 2 0
CABINET,13 "X tif 6i with

Baseboard Mahogany .. 1 1 0
Ditto. in Oak .. 19 6

"It's contact that counts!"
says CLIXIE

"CLIXIE"
r

I-

Retail Prices:
CLIX with

Locknut 3d.
CLIX Adapter

with Locknet 2d.
CLIX Insulators

(6 colours)
Id. each.

CLIX Bushes
(6 colours)

Id. pair, I
AUTOVEYORS LTD., 84

in THE

" A radio circuit is as efficient as its
weakest connection," says CLIXIE.
" So, when you suspect faults in your
wiring, look to your connections first.

 Two -point contact-and  touching'
contact at that-is perhaps the com-
monest form of weakness. It's the
outstanding attribute of those ingenious
silly little wiring gadgets to which the
sanest of us occasionally falls victim.
And it simply won't do.
" Nothing will do short of full sur-
face contact, constantly maintained.
And that's why nothing will do but
the plugsocket CLIX.
" The ingenious design of CLIX pro-
vides a large area of contact surface
with the minimum of capacitive metal
in both plug and socket. Hence the
CLIX supremacy over every other
form of plug, switch or terminal."

Are you well connected ? Try

CLIX
The Electro-Link with 159 Uses

VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, S.W.1

"--

WIRELESS MAGAZINE.



THE STERLING
MELLOVOX is artisti-
cally finished in brown,
blue, or purple, with
floral designs on the
diaphragm. 2,000
ohms resistance. A 0 /

PRICE 10/-
At your radio dealer

zinnouncement of T H E
MARCONIPHONE
COMPANY LIMITED,
210 -212, Tottenham Court
Road, London W.I.
Sole Agents for STERLING
TELEPHONE AND
ELECTRIC CO., LTD.

cNeWireless Magazine. October: 1925

here's lif in the
family now/

What a difference broadcast music, song
and interest makes to family life. Greater
still will become the added pleasures of
radio now that the Sterling Mellovox is
here. A loud speaker supremely perfect
in performance, gracefully artistic in
design and offered at a price that makes
the luxury of its reproduction and appear-
ance available to every radioist.

MELLOVOX
Loud Speaker.

In writing to advertisers, ploase say you saw the advertisement in THE WIRELESS MAGAZINE_
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THE LATEST
ACHIEVEMENT
IN CRYSTAL RECEPTION

The manufacturers of the famous
TUNGSTALITE Synthetic Crystal have,
after months of research and experiment,
produced a novel and remarkable Crystal.
It is of synthetic structure and is sensitive

to a remarkable degree.

TUNGSTALITE
ROUND TYPE
CRYSTAL rf

Its unique cylindrical structure gives
these advantages :-

1. Fits easily into any crystal cup.
2. Cannot be chipped by screw

pressure.

3. Provides a maximum sensitive
surf ace area.

No Crystal on the market can compare with it.
Get one to -day and try it.

From all Dealers, and from

TUNGSTALITE LTD.,
47, Farringdon Road, London, E.C. ; or 41, Call Lane, Leeds.

In writing to advertisers, please say you saw the advertisement in THE WIRELESS MAGAZINE.
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An article, specially
written for "171E
WIRELESS MAGAZINE
.by FRED SMITH,Slud/o
Director, Crosley-
WL.W Station,
Cincinnati.
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YOU English get a lot of fun out of comparing
American customs, mannerisms, methods and

purposes with your own. But never mind, the Ameri-
cans do the very same thing. One of my father's
favourite stories was that of an American mother who
was travelling through England with her ten -year -old
son. Asked the boy: " Mother, do these people speak
English ? " And she : " Why certainly, my son."
" Then," replied the boy decisively, " we don't ! "

After all, a sense of humour is simply a sense of
things out of proportion. With half an eye we can
laugh at each other. With a fuller vision of seeing life
from the other man's point of view we may not laugh
so much, but we are sure to have a broader understanding
of humanity at large.

I have been told by many persons prominent in the
American wireless world that European countries were
several years behind us. I know that such is not the
case.

Strange as it may seem from the American point
of view, the English and Germans, notably, seem to
think that we in the States are far behind them ! Imagine
my surprise to hear from a German that American
programmes consisted only of a little music and a great
deal of advertising! Imagine my astonishment to
find that English wireless engineers think that American
broadcast operators do not monitor their sets ! Some
day wireless programmes will be heard clearly back
and forth, and then the wireless public in both hemi-
spheres will be able to form more intelligent judgments.

Our Heading Photograph shows the Whitehall Building, New York City
(Copyright photograph by Ewing Calloway, N.Y.)
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THE IDEALS BEHIND AMERICAN BROADCASTING

The constant argument which European systems
of broadcasting put forth, that is, the systems operating
under monopolies granted by the government, is that
they are keeping the broadcasting situation free from
a. chaos similar to that existing in America !

A Human Weakness
It is very shrewd of their leaders to make this com-

parison ; for it is a human weakness to discover conso-
lation in a condition from which there is no escape by
imagining it to be at least more supportable than that
of others.,

You .might just as well try to persuade a native of
Berlin or Paris that New York, Chicago and all the other
American cities are inefficient and chaotic because the
top stories of their sky -scrapers measure varying dis-
tances from Mother Earth !

You might just as well tell the housewives of Europe
that American homes, in spite of their modern equip-
ment, are not comfortable because Middle Westerners
erect Italian villas along the Lake shore and the Cali-
fornians build Mission Inns by the Pacific 1

We sometimes form our hardest opinions about the
things of which we know least. One of the hopes for
wireless is that it will help humanity to catch a universal
point of view. For the present, however, owing to
inherent differences between races of men, broadcasting
manifests itself with great variability in different coun-
tries. If you are genuinely interested in American
wireless, don't laugh at us, or criticise us-try to
catch our point of view.

A Nation With Material Freedom
We are a nation of one hundred and twenty million

people where practically all of our past has been con-
sumed in conquering material forces and overcoming
material obstacles. An untouched continent has been
our enemy, with the last one hundred and twenty-five
years of mechanical development as our weapon. The
continent has been conquered. It has been conquered
because the American people were given, at the very
beginning, material freedom. The tremendous energy
of this new blood race has developed to material perfec-
tion the art of living because it had material freedom.
Upon this fundamental was our government built. If
a man wanted to build a sky -scraper on a certain
corner, he could do it. If a second business man
desired to erect a three-story building next to the
sky -scraper, he was free to do so.

This is the American freedom of which you hear
so much, the freedom to do as you please materially.

* * * * *

In the development of so vast a territory no complete
metropolitan centre grew up simultaneously as the
Mecca of all good things in America. Our country has
no Paris for its France, no London for its Britain.
Washington is scarcely even the political centre. Most
of our presidents have come from Virginia, New York
State and Ohio, our writers from the Middle West, our
athletes and millionaires from all over. New York
would like to be considered the solar plexis of America,
but San Francisco is three thousand miles away !

Besides, Chicago and Boston have excellent opera,
and these cities, with Cincinnati, St. Louis and a dozen
more have symphony orchestras comparable to the
world's best.

It is very probable that the American Telephone
and Telegraph Company would have enjoyed building
up from New York a situation similar to that created
by the B.B.C. It does, in fact, control the telephone
system in America, and a most wonderful work it is
doing at that ; but there the situation was unique, and a
coherent universal control was desirable.

From the Atlantic to the Pacific
When it came to broadcasting, every city wanted to

lift up its voice. When a concert or event worthy
of national reception is at hand, a splendid spirit of
co-operation prevails, and the programme is relayed
from the Atlantic to the Pacific and the Lakes to the
Gulf, with a quality of transmission that is one hundred
per cent. A parallel will prevail in Europe with Conti-
nental simultaneous tie-ups for broadcasting stations
in ten or twenty countries by telephone line.

I have been told frequently by Europeans that the
craze in America is one by which people listen either for
distance or for jazz, and nothing more. Let me tell
you about the " D.X. hound " first-the listener who
wants distance.

The American thinks in terms of distances. His
country is so big he must think in this manner. For
example, the state of Texas is as big as the country of
Spain. The state of California is nine hundred miles
long-something like the distance from London to
Rome. The American'travels-in his car-for thousands
of miles every time he has a vacation.

Distance is a part of the atmosphere of America. So
when he, the American wireless fan, sits down to his set,
he wants, at some time during the evening, to hear
the music and the voice that comes through thousands
of miles of space.

There is one more factor in the American make-up
you should understand : the valuation of publicity.

No Trade Secrets
In America the old idea of trade secrets has passed

into the regions of tranquil oblivion. Big business
has discovered that a big heart and a warm hand clasp
will get you more business than secret devices and
stealthy spying. The thing the American manufacturer
strives for to -day is good -will. He picnics his em
ployees and he banquets his clients. He wants the
good -will of everybody. He has already learned the
significance of the Spanish proverb : " There is no small
enemy," and has translated it into : " Every friend is
valuable."

Immediately we discover in this the answer to
" Why does America favour commercial broadcasting ? "
as well the answer to the similar question : " What does
the American who pays for broadcasting get out of it ? "
The simple answer-good-will.

May I be permitted to dispel the fallacious idea that
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A PEEP INTO AMERICAN CONDITIONS (con/if-wed)

Coma of W E A Fs reception room showing
entrance to studios.

a commercial programme consists
chiefly of a lengthy description of silk
underwear or the superlative. qualities
of automobile tyres ?

The gentle fact is that the adver-
tiser who pays for broadcasting gets
nothing more than a simple " The
programme this evening is, given
through the courtesy of Hotel Gibson,"
some two or three times in the course
of an hour. He has learned from
his own judgment, and from the ex-
ample of a few thoughtless broadcasters
who ruined their reputation by over -
advertising, that the main thing for
the listener is a good programme, and
that no one enjoys being told too
frequently that he is being feted.

I am giving you the picture of America through the
eyes of an American who endeavours to see things
impartially and without prejudice.

It is such a common fallacy to believe that countries
other than our own have no ideals. It has been a very
useful fallacy when we needed excuses of any nature
to give us moral strength in time of actual controversies
-wars. It gives one such a sense of superiority ! May
we not hope that wireless, with further rapid develop-
ment, will make us all neighbours and so wipe out such
narrow and short-sighted views ?

Every nation has its ideals born of its history and its
environment. And so has America. Perhaps we run
ashore once in a while out of pure exuberance of en-
thusiasm. But certainly behind the blunder there lived
the beauty of an ideal. And so it is with our broad-
casting.

Behind all that mass of individualistic expression

there is a common ideal, the desire to
give to the American public the very
best of the world's culture.

I have had letters from the directors
of the principal stations in the United
States giving some particulars of their
work. Their responses show that they
are- full of enthusiasm for their work,
and that we in America are working
earnestly and sincerely for the develop-
ment of the broadcasting art.

Here is a paragraph from the letter
written by the director of K S D, St.
Louis Post Dispatch :

" There are two other achievements
of which we feel proud-one is that -
for three entire seasons we have

Luxury is the keynote of all American tromIcasting stations. as can he seen from this photograph
of a reception room.

broadcast every symphony programme given in this
city by the St. Louis Symphony Orchestra ; and for two
entire seasons we have broadcast each of the operas
presented by the Municipal Opera Association in the
Municipal Open Air Theatre at Forest Park, St. Louis.
Of course, there are many other things we have done
of which we feel proud, but these are, you might say,
the high lights in our three years of broadcasting."

The 5 K W, Pacific Coast, station of Earle C.
Anthony, Inc., writes :-

" We have numerous remote controls, having
exclusive broadcasting rights at the Philharmonic
Auditorium, Los Angeles Evening Herald, Coliseum,
Aeolian Residence Pipe Organ, and Southern California
Music Company. The classical and semi -classical is
preferred in programme arrangement."

From K D K A, Pittsburg :-
" As consistent reception is possible over greater dis-

tances by use of the short wave than the long one, it is
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What American Studio Directors Have to Say
the short-wave set that has been used recently to
transmit programmes half -way around the globe, the
programmes having been relayed regularly for a week
at a time by stations as far distant from Pittsburg.
as Australia, New Zealand and South America, as well
as Europe and South Africa.

This is the first time that programmes have been
regularly. and consistently relayed half -way around the
world, and establishes K D K A as the pioneer in
world-wide broadcasting, as it was in the field of
national broadcasting."

From W 0 A W of Omaha, Ne-
braska :-

" One of our most recent and pro-
nounced wireless activities was our second
anniversary celebration. We received
approximately one hundred and eighty
thousand responses, twenty-two thousand
of which were telegrams.

".In connection with our programme
for cementing the friendship of rural and
urban communities, W 0 A W has given
the great wheat and corn belt area of
the Middleweat, including Iowa, Nebraska,

Aerial of W 0 C, Davenport,

Minnesota, Missouri, Kansas and the Dakotas, an in-
valuable service in the scientific education of agricul-
turists in the proper methods of farming and
horticulture by co-operating with the University of
Nebraska."

From the manager of broadcasting, General Electric
Company :-

" You will undoubtedly make many interesting
observations on the effect of broadcasting as an agent
for promoting mutual understanding. I am glad

1
.azkagawmast...lazs.,,arealusgaira,,

Iowa, owned and operated by the Palmer School of
Chiropractic.
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Aerial of W T A M, Cleveland, Ohio, owned and operated
by the Willard Storage Battery Co.

that it is being utilised by those who are in-
terested in improving world conditions, and I
hope that a high standard will always be
maintained in broadcasting. Such standards
are not only desirable but are necessary when
broadcasting has the power to deliver messages
to homes everywhere and to audiences includ-
ing people of all ages."

Perhaps I may even speak of the Crosley
L W station, Cincinnati, where I have been

studio director for the past three years :-
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A PEEP INTO AMERICAN CONDITIONS (Continued)

More than two years ago I wrote the first play
written expressly for wireless production, a poetic
fantasy of springtime, under the title of " When Love
Wakens." Subsequently I wrote several other " rad-
arios,'" besides translating and adapting many more.

Twenty -minute Plays
Perhaps the most interesting of these latter were

included in a group of programmes given weekly over a
period of ten weeks, each one taken from the dramatic
and musical literature of a particular country. The
plays were cut down to twenty or thirty minutes, and
surrounded by music typical of the countries from which
they came. Among the former were plays by Benavente,
Wilde, Sudermann. Ibsen, Molnar, and Tcheltofl.

In the early autumn of 1923 we conducted. at W L W
the first contest for original wireless plays, or " rad-
arios." Our contest was followed by others at Schenec-
tady, London and Berlin.

Those people who say that a
wireless censor is not needed have
evidently never considered the pos-
sibilities if a golf championship
were ever broadcast.

Should the new station be pro-
nounced Daintree or Daventry ?
Some of the dispossessed Chelms-
ford listeners get over the diffi-
culty by pronouncing it very
unsatisfactory.

A man charged at one of the
Metropolitan Police Courts had
been to prison fifty times. It was
not stated whether he was an
oscillator or just an ordinary
criminal.

It is a very healthy sign that the prominent stations
of the past remain the principal stations of the present.
Sometimes I am shown European figures indicating that
a large percentage of the stations come and go. The
stations that come and go are the little ones without
capital or clear ideals. They are the type operating
on one or two hundred watts. Sometimes the high -
power stations change hands just as newspapers do,
or restaurants.

But the privilege of operating, the control of a wave-
length, is too rare and precious a possession at present
to let go carelessly. The big stations are on the air with
regular, dependable and first-class service day in and
day out.

.*

One of the marked tendencies in American broad-
casting- is the evolution towards wireless showmanship.
It is now pretty generally recognised that the per-
formance for wireless must evolve into a distinctive

RIPPLES
The new station at Rome will be

able to transmit five programmes.
simultaneously. Just the thing for
broadcasting the proceedings of
some of our Town Councils.

Paris is said to have been relaying
several of our British programmes
lately. Evidently the French are
better at relaying than repaying.

An invention makes it possible to
bottle" speeches by wireless. In

many cases we fear that a special
type of cork would be necessary to
prevent the " gas " escaping.

The wireless orchestra which plays some three con-
certs weekly at W L W is composed of first -stand
members of the Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra, and
is directed by the Assistant Symphony Director. Fritz
Reiner himself, the famous conductor of the Cincinnati
Symphony Orchestra, has directed concerts on special
occasions at the studio, and the symphonic concerts
from Emery Auditorium are frequently broadcast.

A beautiful feature given to the listeners of the
Cincinnati station every summer is the season of grand
opera at the charming open-air theatre in the Zoo
Gardens. The season runs eight weeks, with splendid
caste and chorus from New York, the orchestra of sixty
men being composed of picked men from the Cincinnati
Symphony Orchestra. Every Monday night for eight
weeks W L W broadcasts a complete opera.

It would make a long history indeed to tell of all the
splendid service being rendered by the leading American
wireless stations ; for there are many more who are just
as active and just as sincere as those I have had time
to mention.

It sounded like the voice of the
loneliest spot in the world, said one
writer with regard to the broadcast
ocean waves. Like the teetotal bar
at Wembley on the day of a Glasgow
excursion, in fact.

We have had a request from a
correspondent for back numbers of
" The Wireless Magazine." But
we don't quite know what he means,
for the W .11I. has never been a back
number.

A request has teen made that the
B.B.C. should give more poetry in
the programmes. This is what
comes of installing wireless sets in
lunatic asylums.

and characteristic show much after the manner of the
motion picture. The thrill of mere distance has long
since died-the fan now wants both distance and
splendid entertainment-and the infant demand of the
public for well planned performances is rapidly, develop-
ing into an intelligent insistence.

Kingdom of Public Power
Broadcasting is the kingdom of public power, and the

voice of its king is the opinion of the people. A success-
ful broadcasting director is one who gives back to the
people, who reflects back to the people, an expression of
their own highest sentiments. And in American broad-
casting the will of the American people is being obeyed.
American ideals are being maintained : the will to
material freedom, exemption from personal taxation,
the stimulating effect of competition and the evolution
toward artistic showmanship are the manifestations
of the will of King Radio in America.

* * * * *

In a subsequent article I shall tell you of my im-
pressions of European broadcasting.
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This device has been specially designed, built and tested by the Technical Staff of "The Wireless Magazine"

ON a cold, damp autumn evening,
when the family is comfortably

seated round a roaring fire, some-
one is certain to remark how nice it
would be " to have the
wireless on." Nobody
stirs, for they all know
that in the next room,
where the wireless set is
kept, the temperature is
hovering round zero.
Each member of the circle /f
waits for somebody else
to brave the cold.

What the Trigger Is
By means of the small

extra piece of apparatus, however,
that we have called a " trigger," the
loud -speaker automatically bursts
into life as soon as the local broad-
casting station starts to transmit.
Not a control or a switch need be
touched. The whole
sequence of events from
the beginning of the local
transmission to the light-
ing up of the valve fila-
ments of the receiver and
the reception on the
loud -speaker is entirely 0002
automatic.

Not only is the re-
ceiver brought into action
automatically, but when
the transmission ceases
the sequence of events is
reversed and the receiver
is automatically switched
off.

Moreover, in nearly
every broadcast pro-
gramme there are one or
two items that do not
suit the taste of those
who are listening and on
such occasions the set is usually
switched off. When the set and the
loud -speaker are placed in two differ-
ent rooms of a house, however, it

001

is very convenient to have close to
the loud - speaker a switch that
will break the filament - lighting
circuit.

`Trigger" Circuit Diagram showing Relays.

-0002

TO DISTANT
CONTROL

SWITCH

.001

15T RELAY

2 MFD

2"D RELAY

Owing to the resistance of the
wires leading from one part of a
house to another the valve filaments
cannot be turned off by means of
a switch directly connected in the
L.T. battery circuit.

5
00

004.

DISTANT
CONTROL
SWITCH-- - - _

TO LT ON SET

TO LT.
ACCUMULATOR

which is in no way connected to the
filament -lighting circuit.

Before any detailed explanation
is given we should like to emphasise

the fact that this system
will not work outside the
range of strong crystal
reception. Unless very

0-M- strong signals can be re-
ceived from the local
station on a simple
crystal set there will be
insufficient energy in the
" trigger " aerial to oper-
ate the first relay.

In the trigger itself
there are two relays, one

of which (the first) is a very sensi-
tive Weston relay operated by the
minute crystalset current. The second
relay is not so sensitive as the first,
and is controlled by a much greater
current.

HT

LT.()

=MI <i).

2 MFD..,:t.)

LT ACCUMULATOR L.
I I

"Trigger" Circuit for Crystal and Two L.F. Amplifiers.

To get over this difficulty a distant -
control switch is incorporated in
the " trigger " circuit which cuts off
the filament -current supply, but

Separate Aerial
A separate aerial is

required for the trigger
on which the waves from
the local broadcasting
station are received and
tuned -in by the usual
tuning coil and con-
denser. The oscillations
thus received and tuned -
in are then rectified by
the crystal detector trans-
forming them into uni-
directional impulses,
after which they pass
through the moving coil
of the first sensitive relay.
This coil takes the place
of the phones in an
ordinary crystal set.

The extremely minute
current which passes
through the crystal and

the relay coil is sufficient to give the
relay a small magnetic field of its
own.

Round the coil is a very strong

I-
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THE " TRIGGER '? SWITCH (Continued)

magnetic field created
by a large permanent
magnet. The relay coil
is normally in such a
position that the per-
manent magnetic field
of .the magnet and that
temporarily possessed
by the coil are at right
angles. The resultant
of the two is sufficient
to turn the moving re-
lay coil on its pivots.

Contact Blade
Fixed to this coil is

a very light metallic
blade which, when the
coil turns, makes con-
tact with a metal stop.
So long as any current
is passing through the
relay coil, the blade

NOTE ALL MOLES
NOT MARKED
DRILL

13
32

32

32 2

2 .4-
32 I

)0%4

32

32

-

A

and stop will b e
making contact.

As soon as the local station closes
down, however, current will cease
to flow through the relay coil and
the contact between the blade and
stop will be broken.

The second relay
consists of a coil having
a large number of turns
of wire wound round
a soft iron core. As
soon as any current
passes through this coil
the iron core becomes
a fairly strong magnet,
capable of attracting
to itself any compara-
tively light piece of
steel or iron placed
in its vicinity.

The filament -light-
ing battery is con-
nected in series with
the blade of the first
relay coil, the metal
stop and the field coil
of the second relay.
Immediately the blade
and stop of the first
relay make contact, a
fairly large current is
passed through the
field coil of the second
relay, magnetising the
iron core.

Placed at right
angles to the iron core
and about in. from

7"
Layout of "Trigger" Panel.

it is a long springy iron reed. At
the moment that the iron core of
the second relay becomes magnet-
ised this iron reed is pulled towards

the end of the core
and contact is estab-
lished between the end
of the reed and an-
other adjustable metal
stop.

As in the case of
the first relay, this
contact is broken as
soon as current ceases
to flow in the field
coil (that is, as soon
as the blade and stop
of the first relay
separate).

The final step in
the cycle of operations
is the completion of
the filament -lighting
circuit. The iron reed,
contact stop, and the
L.T. terminals of the
valve receiving set are
wired in series with
the L.T. filament -

lighting battery as shown in the
circuit diagram.

Second Relay and the Valves
Simultaneously with

the closing of the con-
tacts of the second
relay the filament -
lighting battery is able
to supply the neces-
sary current for heat-
ing the filaments of
the valve.

The set which has
previously been tuned
to the local station
comes into operation
and operates the loud-
speaker, which may be
placed in any part of
the house.

In order that the
set may be switched
off from the same
room in which the
loud -speaker is placed,
a simple " off and
on " switch is con-
nected across t h e
moving coil of the first
relay.

When this switch is
closed the current
passing through the
crystal and relay coil
is shunted off through
the switch, thus

DETAILS OF
TRIGGER

CONSTRUCTION

SOFT -IRON
ARMATURE

SILVER
CONTACT

7 "

rte
k"""a 3-a

PHOSPHOR
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Relay Armature

HOLES

+cD

-1"
Details of celluloid covering

for magnet. 3
t3

Armature Bracket.

DRILL is

2wow%) IN LAYERS
WITH 11°36 OCC
COPPER WIRE

Bobbin Details.

}".

Armature Bracket

I
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THE  TRIGGER" IN PICTURES

A system and mechanism (developed by the

Technical Staff of "The Wireless Magazine")

by which your valve set, if within " crystal

distance" of a broadcasting station, is switched

on and off absolutely automatically, and is also

controlled from a distant point where the loud-

speaker is placed.
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THE " TRIGGER " SWITCH (Continued)

Detailed Photograph showing Arrangement and Wiring of the " Trigger" Unit.

breaking the contacts of the first
relay.

The actual receiver requires a
separate aerial from the trigger. It
is possible, however, to work an L.F.
amplifier by the method indicated,
no separate aerial being required.

A circuit diagram of this arrange-
ment is given ; it will be seen that
the only difference is the insertion
of the primary of a low -frequency
transformer between the crystal and
the coil of the first relay.

Components Required
There are very few parts required

for the making of the trigger. A
complete list is given below :-

Radion ebonite panel, 7 in. by
6 in. by in. thick. (American
Hard Rubber Co.)

ooi-microfarad variable condenser.
(Lissen.)

0002-microfarad fixed condenser.
(Dubilier.)

2-microfarad fixed condenser.
(T.C.C.)

Crystal detector. (Radio Instru-
ments.)

Weston moving-coil.relay. (Econo-
mic Electric, Ltd.)

8 terminals. (Belling Lee.)
Fixed coil holder.
Push-pull " off and on " switch.

(Lissen.)
Quantity of No. 36 -gauge d.c.c.

copper wire.
With the exception of the No. 36 -

gauge wire, the parts necessary
for the construction of the second
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relay must be home
made.

Making the Relay
In the construction

of the actual receiver
t h e armature taken
from an old electric bell
was used. If this can-
not be obtained, how-
ever, the reed, or arma-
ture, may be made up
as shown in the
sketches.

A large French nail,
about in. in diameter,
is used as the iron core
of the second relay.
Two ebonite end
cheeks, if in. in diame-
ter, and about i in.
thick, have a hole
drilled through t h e
centres large enough
for the nail to pass
through with a very
tight fit.

The winding space
between the two cheeks
is 2 in. long. This
space is wound full of
No. 36 gauge wire, the
two ends being pushed
through small holes
drilled in the cheeks.

Preparing the Panel
The 7 in. by 6 in.

panel is a standard
size, and may be
bought with the edges
ready squared up. A
drilling diagram is given
showing the centres
and sizes of the holes
required for mounting
ponents.

The tuning condenser is
in the centre with the
fixed coil holder di-
rectly above. In the
left-hand bottom corner
is seen the semi -per-
manent crystal detec-
tor, and in the opposite
bottom corner is
mounted a push-pull
switch that breaks the
accumulator circuit
when it is essential that
the trigger should not
work for long periods.
This is not the distant
control switch already
mentioned.

On the left of the
panel are mounted the

'Wireless Magazine. October 1,7215

are connected. The
top two terminals on
the right-hand side of
the panel are connected
direct to the L.T. ter-
minals on the receiver,
while the bottom two
terminals are joined to
the filament -lighting
battery.

A wooden baseboard,
7 in. by 5 in., is attached
to the foot of the panel
at the back. On it are
mounted the two re-
lays and the 2 -micro-
& -ad fixed condenser.

An idea of the dis-
position of these corn-

ARTh ponerits may be gained
from the wiring
diagram.

Contact Points
This diagram also

shows how the arma-
ture of the second
relay is mounted and
how the contact points
may be made adjust-
able. In operation it
will be found that these
contact points need to
be carefully adjusted.

Wiring should pre-
sent no difficulty if
reference is made to
the wiring diagram and
the full -page pictorial
diagram.

Soldering tags are
already provided on
the first relay.

VARIABLE
TO COIL HOLDER

CODDEMSER -DM MFD.

FIXED k.ONDETISER

AERIAL

-DETECTOR

9

n RELAY

Gb

FIXED
CODDE115ER

2 MFD.

the

Wiring Diagram of the "Trigger" Unit.

corn- aerial and earth terminals, together
with the two terminals to which

mounted the distant control switch wires

Front of "Trigger" Unit.
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Operation
Attach the trigger to its own aerial

and earth (both of which should be
efficienf) and plug in a coil in the

fixed coil holder suit-
able for the local sta-
tion. This station
should be carefully
tuned -in until the
maximum current
passes through t h e
moving coil of the first
relay.

It should be noted
that when the local
station is tuned -in, the
blade attached to the
moving coil moves up
or down and makes
contact with one of the
two metal stops. It
will probably be neces-

(Continued on page 235)
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The Second of Two API -ides
C. Whitaker -Wilson

IN a previous article (How to Broad-
' cast Speech) I began by recom-
mending that all speakers should
realise from the outset that the
microphone, being entirely out of
their own personal control, can in
no way be regarded as being of the
slightest assistance to them in their
work of broadcasting. It merely
does its work of collecting the vibra-
tions of their voices and of passing
them on elsewhere.

Cold and Dead " Mike"
I contrasted the microphone with

a car, and pointed out that whereas
a car is almost human in the hands
of its sympathetic owner by reason
of its being directly under his own
operation, a microphone is cold and
dead (so far as any help as a vehicle
for effect is concerned) because the
control is in the keeping of someone
else. And if this be true for the
speaker it is also true for the singer ;
for song is only an elongated and
more tonal form of speech.

Therefore it follows that the
successful singer is he who, while
respecting the microphone as a
means of conveyance only, and most
certainly realising its limitations,
can (otherwise) forget its existence.
And from this thought arises another
-one which bears directly upon the
basic principles which govern all
broadcast song : The very act of
successfully forgetting the presence of
the microphone should constitute the
very soundest reasons why a singer
should never sing better than when
broadcasting.

For surely he has everything in

his favour to assist him in his inter-
pretations, in that it requires but a
small effort of his imagination to
persuade himself that he is alone-
rehearsing rather than performing-
and no singer ever sings better than
he does in the best moments of his
private practice.

There is a great thought lying
behind this, and one which can be
of real use to the young singer
especially. There is no question ,of
the visible audience. So that if he
can, in his private practice at home,
concentrate sufficiently to become
oblivious to his surroundings, he
stands a very good chance of doing
much the same sort of thing with
only a lifeless machine placed fifteen
feet in front of him.

That is a very different proposi-
tion from a crowded hall. At the
worst the singer should only be
dimly conscious that he has an
audience-somewhere--a fact which
should be more than a little instru-
mental towards steeling his nerves
for the more intimate ordeal of
singing in public in the ordinary
sense of the word. In fact, I am of
opinion that the British Broad-
casting Company may be indirectly
responsible for many a young singer
finding his feet from the nerve point
of view, because broadcasting is so
much easier than concert giving from
the aesthetic side.

I do not want to labour this point,
but as a voice -trainer with some
experience behind me, I unhesi-
tatingly say that nearly every vocal
or interpretive fault can be traced
to bad actions of the nervous system.
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The singer may not realise it, but it
is a fact, nevertheless, that most
faults emanate more or less from a
misusage of the diaphragm. In other
words, if anything goes wrong with
the wind supply an impurity of
some kind is bound to result. This
is because the diaphragm is under the
direct control of the eye.

In case this statement is likely to
cause any confusion or doubt in the
mind of any young singer who reads
it, I will proceed to prove it. You
cross a road, and narrowly escape
being knocked down by a passing
car. Where do you feel the un-
pleasant sensation of being thor-
oughly startled ? In your eyes ?
No, your diaphragmatic regions I
But your eyes saw the danger:
why do they not ache, or something ?
Because the knowledge of your
danger, and the fear immediately
resultant from it, is telegraphed-
on a main trunk line, be it noted-
to your diaphragm, with the net
result that your respiratory system
is immediately disturbed and your
pulse heightened.

Bad Breath Regulation
To translate this thought to the

art of singing-which, after all, is
the use of a wind instrument-is but
to point to the fact that any dis-
turbing element is likely to cause
bad breath regulation, from which
almost any class of fault may arise.

I fear that I have taken a long
time to say all this, but I am anxious
to insist that as the nervous system
rules all things in song interpreta-
tion, the sooner the fact is realised



the better for the singer. And I
repeat that broadcasting under the
present studio conditions is an
excellent beginning from this point
of view.

Practical Hints
But it must not be concluded

from all this that everything in the
studio garden is bound to be lovely.
Were it so, broadcast song would be
by far the best type of transmission
by wireless, which it certainly is not.
There are many pitfalls to avoid,
unfortunately.

First-as in speech so in song-
tone is of the utmost importance.
And it is in this respect that one of
the greatest difficulties in broad-
casting song arises. For the sake
of those who have yet to make the
acquaintance of a broadcasting studio
it may be as well here to observe
that everything in the room is
heavily upholstered or covered in
some way. The ceilings
are draped-in some cases
padded ; the walls are hung
with curtains ; the floor
thickly carpeted. This is, of
course, to prevent undue
echo.

And this unexpected lack
of resonance in the singing -
room has been the direct
cause of many failures of
those who have sung. It
is useless for singers to com-
plain that their voices sound
like nothing else on earth in
a broadcasting studio. It
is so, but there it is, and
there it will be I The only
way to deal with the matter
is to realise it at the outset
and to remain unaffected
by it.

Out of Tune !
A large percentage of

those who have sung out
of tune (and their name is
legion) have done so simply
because they have been
taken unawares and thor-
oughly demoralised at the
of their own voices. The
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it will see that the effect is far worse,
even, than the singer imagines.

So when you go to broadcast
go prepared to hear your voice
rather dull and toneless. But do
not be distressed at what it sounds
like so long as it feels perfectly right.
It is for you to know when this is.

If you have been properly trained
you should know by the " feel " of
a note or phrase whether or not it is
correctly produced. I have had the
opportunity of being present at
more than one audition, and 1 have
always noticed that the singer who
is accepted is he who sings with
ease and restraint. The others are
refused. Were it not so, there
would be more bad broadcasting of
song than there is.

I think it is true to say that a
singer who cannot make his words
travel as far as his tone is better
silent for ever. For surely the very
essence of song might be defined as

DE MORTUIS OSCILLATO

°WETLY he sits and he fingers the knobs
Of his D.F research set and sadly he sobs,

As he turns his frame round to the East and the West
And seeks the location of each howling pest.

He weeps through the microphone now and again
In accents of gently remonstrative pain :
" Please do not do it. Oh, don't oscillate,
DO take a few volts off your overworked plate."

Slowly he ages and slowly he greys,
But still against howling his voice he will raise.
And Ham-handed Henry he bitterly hates,
And Oswald also as he still oscillates.

When Chirruping Clarence shall chirrup his last
And howling shall be but a thing of the past,
There'll be a white tombstone beneath the tall pines,
And on it the stranger shall read these sad lines:-

Much howling sore long time he bore,
Remonstrance was in vain,

But golden harps don't oscillate,
And now he's out of pain. I. L.

ound
esult,

particularly in the case of sopranos
and tenors, has been a certain
amount of over -pressure from the
diaphragm in the high notes.
And this is just where microphone
and singer have parted company so
far as artistry is concerned. A
microphone is no flatterer, even when
the best tone flows forth ; but if
there is any tendency to over -press

the presentation of a musically set
poem before the listener so vividly
that the words are visualised with-
out the slightest effort upon the
part of the listener. Anything else
desirable in the matter of expression
and depth of interpretation can be
added to this but not given in place
of it.

It is no good relying upon the
listener making an effort for the
singer's sake : people make no effort
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to listen, but audiences are able
to-and do-absorb a certain amount
of diction by watching the singer.
Is it necessary for me to point out
that in the case of broadcasting all
this is denied to him who broad-
casts ?

" Intense" Diction
Diction through a microphone

Must, therefore, be intense. And to
this end all practice at home should
be with this thought in mind. Let
the singer persuade some friend
who writes shorthand to " take
him down " in a song whose lyric
is unfamiliar to him, and this with-
out being within his vision.

This, and any modification of it
which the ingenuity of the vocalist
can devise, should be experimented
with to the utmost. Moreover, I
offer it as a suggestion that, before
ever the song be rendered musically,
or even read, that the words should

be committed to memory
and recited aloud. I argue
that every singer who

RIS broadcasts, knowing the diffi-
culties of musical reception
by means of the ear only,
should go to the most ex-
travagant limits in this
matter if he wishes for
success.

And, finally, all sudden
effects must be studiously
avoided. One has only to
watch the meter in the
control -room during the
broadcasting of a song to
realise that sudden fortis-
simi and pianissimi are in-
effective. The former may
blast ; the latter miss alto-
gether.

Volume and Tone
All loud passages must be

guarded most carefully ; all
soft ones must carry good
vocal tone. The micro-
phone is entirely mathe-
matical and scientific ; it is
neither artistic nor wsthetic.

You are concerned with appealing
sounds ; it prefers to think of
them as vibrations only.

But, like all accurate thinkers, the
microphone is the first to say that
there is nothing the matter with the
best. And therein lies the art-
and the pleasure also.

MR. R. M. FORD seems to be as
troublesome to the P.M.G. as his
namesake Henry is to the motorist.
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Daventry
IF there was one thing which

pleased me above all others about
the opening ceremony of the new
high -power station it was the state-
ment that, as far as broadcasting
was concerned, Daventry would be
pronounced as spelt and not as
Daintree, the pronunciation known
to the natives of the district and to
a few wise historians.

We have enough fancy pronun-
ciations amongst the names of our
towns already. So far the B.B.C.
folk have avoided places with
catchy pronunciations and it would
have been a pity if they had fallen
over their most important station.

Imagine what confusion and
quarrels " Daintree " would have
caused amongst our peaceful and
law-abiding listeners -in. Imagine
the number of free fights " Daintree "
would have brought about in our
wireless clubs. Tricky pronuncia-
tions have been known to be the
cause of the breakdown of lifelong
friendships, even amongst wireless
men.

I have never forgiven the man
who corrected me when I said some -

Correcting the native pronunciation.

body or other had gone to Bi-
cester.

" You mean Bister, do you not ? "
he said in tones of ice.

A strange thing with regard to
these tricky pronunciations of the
names of towns is that pronuncia-
tions with which we are perfectly
familiar here at home do not always
obtain in other parts of the empire.

For example, one of the things I
remember so well about Ottawa,

the Canadian capital, was that the
tram conductors all called out
" Glos-cester Avenue," instead of
Gloster Avenue as we should have
called it.

Difficulties
Possibly the greatest difficulty

with regard to the new straight-line
frequency variable condenser is that,
were this condenser to be brought

The room required to rotate a plate.

into general use, wireless experi-
menters and broadcast listeners would
everywhere be compelled to think
in frequencies as measured in kilo-
cycles instead of in wavelengths as
measured in metres.

The transition from metres of
wavelength to kilocycles of fre-
quency is not a difficult one (there
is a simple relationship between the
two) but nobody ever takes kindly
to a new system of measurement
and wireless folk are no exception
to the general rule. Besides what
would happen to all our wave -
meters ?

The plates of the new condensers
are, in shape, like an elongated D.
Because of the large degree of
elongation, the plates of the rotor
of such a condenser require con-
siderable room in which to move.
Moreover, the area of a plate is
quite small compared with the
amount of room it requires for
rotation.

This elongation of the rotary
plates makes it necessary to have
a much larger number of plates
than in a circular or straight-line
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wavelength (square -law) condenser
of the same maximum capacity.

For example, to get a maximum
capacity of .0005 microfarad in
one of the new straight-line fre-
quency condensers, it is necessary
to have twenty-three rotary plates.

I wonder how soon these new
condensers will be on the English
market and I wonder what their
reception will be like.

GO

Wireless and Geography
A schoolmaster friend of mine

put the " Grand Good Night " as
broadcast on Sunday, July 19th,
to a most ingenious use. He gave
each member of his class a blank
map of the British Isles and in-
structed them to indicate the
position of any place mentioned
in the speech which he was going
to read to them.

He then read the " Grand Good
Night " to them slowly pausing a
little when a particular place or
country was mentioned. I asked
him what the results were like when
he corrected the maps.

Guessed it was Wales by the spelling.

" Very good indeed," was his
reply. " The majority of the places
were well known to the children.
Tintagel and Marazion set them
fast. Very few of them were able
to place the Rhondda Valley cor-
rectly although most of them guessed
by the spelling it was in Wales."

" Did they get the Fens and the
Broads ? "

" Most of them did. We have
made a special study of the holiday



districts recently. The little isles
proved too much for many of them."

" Did anybody get the whole lot
right ? "

" One little fellow did, but his
father is a great wireless enthusiast
and he had actually drawn up a
correct map with the boy before I
set the exercise."

IP

Whitewashing Aerials
A little while ago we were being

asked to make our outdoor aerials
as conspicuous as possible so that
flying birds would be able to see
and avoid the aerial wires. Now
we are being asked to make our
indoor aerials as inconspicuous as
possible since wires inside a house
are an offence to the artistic eye.
Moreover, we are told that an
indoor aerial is apt to spoil the
effect of the decorative work of the
house painter.

Have you an indoor aerial ? Does
your indoor aerial consist of a number
of unsightly wires, black or copper,

An °fence to the artistic eye.

running under the spotlessly white
ceiling of the pink and magenta
drawing room ?

What are you going to do about
it ? Luckily for you, there is a
remedy for such wireless wickedness.
Those horrid black or copper wires
must be whitewashed. More than
that, they must be whitewashed in
such a fashion that they cannot be
told apart from the spotlessly white
ceiling.

Have you whitewashed your
indoor aerial, Mr. Halyard ? " you
ask and quite rightly.

" Well, no," I am bound to reply,
" I always use D.C.C. wire for my
indoor aerials, so there is no need
for me to whitewash my wires."

Aerial Risks
A would-be wireless enthusiast

asked me yesterday what risks
he would run in erecting an outdoor
aerial.

" None whatever," I replied ;
" provided, of course, that you,

exercise a moderate amount of
common sense."

" But I know absolutely nothing
about electricity," he said in rather
an aggrieved voice, " and there
are telephone wires running across
my garden very near the place
where I would like to fix my aerial."

I suppose you have often met
people with this same curious dread

A curious dread of electricity.

of what they call electricity. Most
wireless enthusiasts are aware that
there is little to fear from land
telephone lines as such. There
may be induction effects from such
wires, but the results of such effects
are more likely to be amusing than
dangerous.

The other day I saw an aerial
wire which, at its middle point,
passed under a set of twenty land
telephone wires. I remember the
feeling of apprehension I had as
I looked at that aerial wire. I
wondered what would happen if
one of the telephone wires fell over
a power line somewhere and that
same wire fell across the aerial.

* a es 0
Holiday Personalities

" Had a good holiday, George ? "
I asked one of my wireless friends
a day or two after his return from
the seaside.

" Pretty fair, jolly good weather,"
he replied.

" Done any wireless on your
holiday ? "

--- 'sta.
" I knew he was a Russian.''

" Not a bit, but I've had a rare
good wireless holiday all the same."

" How do you make that out if
you have done no wireless reception
at all ? "

" Easy-I've talked wireless morn-
ing, noon and night to every wireless
Tom, Dick and Harry I came
across."

" I don't see much of interest in
that."
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" Oh ! Don't you ? "

" Very well then, there is no need
to discuss it further."

" But that would be a most
unsatisfactory way to leave it.
Explain yourself, if you can,
George."

" Well ! Through talking to every-
body I could about wireless, I
got into contact with some of the
most interesting American person-
alities in the whole wide world."

" Some of the big pots ? "
" Rather."
" Tell me their names. I know

most of the big pots-by name."
" Never got to know their

names."
" George, you're leg -pulling, as

usual."
" Well ! You're asking the

questions."
" Who were your wireless big

pots, George ? "
" The first day I was at the sea-

side, I ran across the inventor of
the oscillating crystal."

Interesting American Personalities.

" How did you know it was he ? "
" Why, he told me, of course.

Not only that, but I knew he was
a Russian because of the snow on
his boots, and because he had had
to have his beard cut from round
his ears in order to get a pair of
earphones on."

" George, you old rascal. What
other big pots did you meet ? "

" I met the man who has been
doing wireless for three years and
has never burnt a valve out the
whole of that time."

" What a big pot ! How did you
run across him ? "

" Oh ! I got talking to him in a
wireless shop."

" What was he buying, a valve ? "
" Dear me, no. He was buying

a new piece of crystal. His old
piece had lasted him three years."

" George,

England's Worst Aerial
I have been spending a part of

my holidays at a well-known seaside
resort on our western coast. As
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is always the case with me. when I
visit a new place, ctne of the first
things I did was to have a walk
round to see what kind of aerials
there were in use.

I did not see anything exceptional
in the way of good aerials, but I
think that I saw an aerial which
would take a deal of beating in an

A Wireless Lunatic.

all -England worst -aerial competi-
tion.

This extraordinarily bad aerial was
a twin -wire aerial fixed over the
roof of a small bungaloW. There
were two chimneys to the bungalow,
one at each gable end. To the
outside of each chimney a short
vertical mast was secured and the
aerial was slung between these two
masts. The " horizontal top " of
the aerial could only have been about
twenty-five feet in length.

The horizontal wires had not been
pulled tight between the masts.
They hung quite loosely in the most
slovenly fashion. The two down -
leads were taken from the horizontal
wires, not at the centre points nor
at the ends, but somewhere about a
third of the way along the horizontal
span. Moreover, they were not
even opposite each other. One
must have been a good yard further
along its horizontal wire than the
other.

The two down -leads were fastened
to a piece of thick, insulated cable
and this thick cable was actually
lying on the sloping roof. There
was a fair-sized twisted loop of this
cable hanging over the edge of the
roof.

Probably this loop was an alterna-
tive to shortening the cable.

The lower end of the insulated
cable was fastened to an aerial
lead-in in the usual way.

I have not the least hesitation
in saying that this aerial was the
worst aerial I have ever seen. My
fingers itched to get at it and so
would yours have done. I did not
make the acquaintance of the owner
of this bad aerial, but I formed the
idea that he was either a wireless
lunatic possessed of many valves
or a wonderful genius with a wonder-
ful crystal set. Mcist probably the
former.

Which Set Shall I Buy ?
Of all the constantly recurring

wireless questions which are being
put before you, I wonder which
you find the most consistently
difficult. I know which constantly
recurring question bothers me the
most. It is the one asked by the
novice who has decided to install
a wireless set and is puzzled to know
what kind of a set to buy.

I always feel like running away
when I am asked that familiar
question : " What kind of a set
would you recommend I should
buy ? "

It is really most terribly difficult
to give a definite answer to that
apparently simple question. What
I feel I should like to say is something
like this :

" Well, I should not buy such and
such a set because it is so difficult
to tune, and I should not buy that
and that set because it does not
get the distant stations, and I should
never buy a set which employs a

4,0011
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That Bothering Question.

movable reaction coil, and so on
and so on."

Not very helpful is it when you
talk like that to a wireless beginner ?

There is one point, however, about
which I feel most emphatic when it
comes to recommending a type of
set for the novice, and that is that
it is most unkind to recommend a
valve set which employs high -fre-
quency amplification.

The more I see of high -frequency
amplification in the hands of the
unskilled listener -in, the less I like
it. I am convinced that the majority
of those who possess valve sets
would do infinitely better with
low - frequency amplification than
with high -frequency amplification.

Another point about which I feel
decidedly emphatic is that it is
frequently not in the best interests
of wireless to advise the addition of
a valve amplifier to a crystal
set.

Two valves following a crystal
detector will give about as much
volume as a single -valve with re-
action. It always seems to me much
better to advise the making of a
two -valve set, detector valve and
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low -frequency amplifier, and to leave
the crystal set alone just for use
as an emergency set when the valve
set cannot be used for some reason
or other.

Valve Holders
I have a wireless friend who is

in the Post Office. Rather a useful
place to have a wireless friend,
isn't it ? The friend I refer to
though, is only in a very subordinate
position. In fact, he sells stamps,
postal orders and, I believe, wireless
licences over the counter.

Now this Post Office friend of
mine, let us call him Dot for short,
came into my house the other even-
ing to have a look at a three -valve
set of mine. Dot and I went over
the set very carefully and we had
a most interesting talk about the
different component parts.

Practically everything came in
for discussion, fine adjustment,
variable condensers, coils, grid leak,
terminals, transformers, switch and
wiring. I noticed though, that
my P.O. friend made no remark
with regard to my valve holders.

The valve holders I am using in
that particular three -valve set are
of a type which I consider to be
amongst the very best of present-
day anti -capacity valve holders,
and I was rather disappointed that
Dot took no notice of them.

A few evenings later I had a
call from another Post Office friend
(same Post. Office). On seeing my
three -valve set he at once exclaimed :

" So that is where Dot got his
new valve holders from, is it ? He's
been talking of nothing else for a
couple of days."

A Valve Holder.

Funny that Dot should have
adopted the one component he had
never said a word about, wasn't it ?

ti 0
A Hill Shadow

During a recent visit to one of
England's beauty spots, a picturesque
village in the Pennine mountains,
I came across a peculiar example of
a " wireless shadow." The village



I refer to consists of a number of
scattered houses, some on one side
and some on the other side of a
deep valley.

In a talk I had with a local wire-
less enthusiast, I learnt that recep-
tion on the eastern slope of the
valley was always excellent, whereas
reception on the western slope was
invariably poor.

" What is the reason ? " I asked,
greatly interested.

" I suppose that the western
mountain throws a wireless shadow."
was the reply.

" But would a hill shadow cause
reception to be bad from all direc-
tions or only from one particular
direction," I asked.

" Here, at any rate, the hill
shadow causes reception to be bad
from every direction. No matter

- in what direction a transmitting
station lies, you can get that station
twice as loud on the eastern slope
of the village as on the western
slope."

" What is the geological forma-
tion of the eastern hill ? "

" Chiefly clay and gritstone."
" Is the western hill different ? "
" Yes. It is all limestone."
" Don't you think it might be

the earth which is at fault on the
western slope ? "

" It might' be. Would you like
to see a set working on the western
hillside ? "

" Very much indeed."
" Come along then."

*CIO
The Shadow Dispersed

We climbed the hill and entered
a cottage where a three -valve set
was working on 5 X X and giv

A hill Shadow.

ing rather faint loud -speaker re-

sults.
" There you are," said my new

friend, " pretty poor, isn't it ? "
I admitted that it was.
A few questions elicited the fact

that the " earth " consisted of a
soldered connection to a main water
supply pipe. My first glance at the
cottage as I approached it had
satisfied me that the aerial was an
exceptionally good one.

" Do you mind if we try a
counterpoise ? " I asked the owner
of the set.

" Not at all. I have plenty of
spare wire," he replied.

We rigged up a temporary counter-
poise of No. z8 bell -wire, the counter-
poise running immediately under the
aerial at a height of six feet above
the ground.

Reception was no better with
the counterpoise than it was with
the earth. I began to nose round.
The aerial was all right, but the
aerial lead-in ! I never saw such a
mess-up. The wing nut on the out-
side of the aerial lead-in was abso-
lutely black and so was the end of
the aerial down -lead.

I took the wing nut off and rubbed
its inside surface on a stone. Then
I separated the seven strands of
the down -lead and cleaned each
one carefully with a blunt pocket
knife.

After screwing the down -lead to
the lead-in tube again, we tried

Could hear the Loud -speaker outside
the House.

the set once more. Signal strength
was infinitely better ; in fact, you
could hear the loud -speaker outside
the house whereas before you could
only just hear it in the room.

The owner of the set had put down
the deterioration in the signal
strength he was obtaining to the
" hill shadow " and had not even
given a thought as to there being
some other reason for the poor
results.

I found out afterwards that re-
ception on the eastern slope of
the village was certainly better
than on the western slope but my
experience with the three -valve set
on the western hillside shows that
it does not do to pay too much at-
tention to the bad reputation a
place may get for wireless reception.

Accumulator Terminals
My oldest accumulator has been

showing a tendency to come home
from the charging station with
corroded terminals. I often lend
this old accumulator to wireless
friends who need an accumulator
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in an emergency, so perhaps it has
suffered at the hands of those who
have borrowed it.

The other day I lent this old
accumulator to one of my oldest
wireless friends. After trying the
accumulator, my friend brought it
back to me and told me with a
rueful countenance that he could

11.11.1LII

The Changing Station.

get nothing at all out of it. I was
rather puzzled at this, for the
accumulator had only come back
from, the charging station fully
charged the day before my old
friend borrowed it.

However, on examining the ter-
minals on the accumulator, I found
that the circular bases of those
terminals had been covered with
a thick layer of pitch. In order
to allow connection to be made with
the terminals, a loop of thick copper
wire had been placed in the pitch
on each terminal base. The idea
was that the bare copper wire loop
would protrude above the pitch
and so make contact with the wire
attached in the usual way to the
accumulator terminal.

Unfortunately, however, the wire
of the loop was too thin or the
layer of pitch was too thick, which-
ever way you like to look at it,
and no contact could be made with
the accumulator terminals.

It was very kind of the man  in
charge of the charging station to
" pitch into " my old accumulator
in this fashion and I was sorry to
have to take the pitch off.

A little vaseline smeared on the
terminals would have been much
better and would no doubt have
prevented corrosion just as much
as the pitch 'would have done.

HALYARD.

FINGERPRINTS are now being trans-
mitted by wireless. Perhaps that
accounted for the presence of so
many on our soup plates at the
Brighton boarding-house last week.
WIRELESS will increase security,
says a diplomat. But not the
security that our moneylenders de-
mand-it would be impossible to
increase that.
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Ushgv)OurflouseTelephoneAskAerial
IT is obvious to anyone who gives

a thought to the matter that the
immense network of wires carrying
the telephone traffic of London and
other large towns must absorb an
appreciable amount of energy from
broadcast ether waves.

Induced Currents
Whenever an electromagnetic

wave cuts across a conductor it
induces an electromotive force,
which, if there is an available circuit,
spends itself as an electric current.
In the case of the ordinary aerial,
the current circuit is the path to
earth, and pains are taken to tune
this path to the frequency of the
wave, so that the currents not only
flow through to earth, but are also
built up to a large value by the
oumulative action of syntony.

If there is no such circuit available
then the electromotive forces in-
duced in a conductor by the impact
of ether waves are dissipated as
eddy currents. Any large mass of
conducting material, such as the
iron latticework used in reinforced -
concrete buildings, a leaden roof, a
metal bridge, or the like, absorbs a
large proportion of any wave energy
that passes by, incidentally robbing
or screening any wireless receiver in
the immediate neighbourhood.

Lowering Aerial Efficiency
In the ordinary way a network of

telephone wires may be regarded as
acting in much the same manner.
It is well known that a mass of
telephone wires lowers the efficiency
of an adjacent wireless aerial, especi-
ally one lying more or less parallel
to their course.

From this aspect the telephone
system may be regarded as inimical
to wireless. At the same time, under
certain circumstances, it can be
made to serve a distinctly useful
purpose.

At first sight the telephone lines
feeding a subscriber's instrument
would appear to offer an excellent
ready-made aerial. There is an
elevated wire well insulated and
supported, and an excellent lead-in
taken directly to the sitting -room or
hall or wherever the instrument is
located. The only drawback is that

the whole system is too carefully
insulated. There is no circuit to
earth, and it would be fatal to the
telephone service to make one in the
ordinary way.

But it is possible in a very simple
way to open up a circuit which will
be able to tap off from the overhead

RECENIMG SET

METAL PLATE
UNDER PHONE

STAND

Fig. 1.-Method of Using Telephone as
Aerial.

wires the radio -frequency currents
induced by ether waves, whilst
leaving the ordinary telephone cur-
rents absolutely unaffected.

This can be done by merely
standing the telephone instrument
upon a metal disc or plate, as shown
in Fig. r, taking a lead from the

TELEPHONE
CONDENSER
(METAL PLATE
AND PHONE?

rumEn Cf
RECEILIMC 5

SET

EARTN

Fig. 2.-Theoretical Diagram
Arrangement.

of above

plate to the aerial terminal of your
receiving set, and joining the earth
terminal of the latter to an ordinary
outside earth plate, or to the nearest
water pipe.

The explanation lie's in the fact
that the metal disc constitutes one
plate of a condenser, the other plate
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of which is formed by the parts of
the telephone instrument that are
associated or connected with the
lead-in wire from outside. This
condenser, it will be observed, is
actually in series between the over-
head wires and the lead to your set
and thence to earth.

What the Condenser Does
So far as the low -frequency cur-

rents used in ordinary telephony are
concerned the condenser forms an
absolute bar to their passage, so
that none of the telephone -service
energy is lost. On the other hand
the radio -frequency currents induced
as previously explained in the over-
head wires readily jump across the
condenser and enter the new circuit
opened out to earth via your re-
ceiving set.

It will be found that the ordinary
size of coil used with a standard
loo -ft. aerial will tune -in to the local
broadcast station on the new aerial
so formed. The signal strength is
about the same as that given by a
frame aerial of eighteen -inch sides.
Ten miles from London good head-
phone strength can be secured with
two valves.

An Actual Experiment
In the actual experiment the

telephone instrument was merely
placed upon a tin pie -dish, a wire
being roughly clipped to the pie -
dish and taken to the aerial terminal
of the set. A good outside earth
was used. Tuning, though broad,
was fairly well defined. With greater
refinements better results than
those mentioned could no doubt
be obtained.

In practice the telephone aerial
is not one to be recommended for its
efficiency. It does, however, offer
a convenient alternative to any
telephone subscriber whose aerial is
for some reason or other temporarily
out of action. Also it affords a
means of using a portable set in any
hotel or boarding house fitted with
a telephone but otherwise unpro-
vided with facilities for the wireless
enthusiast.

The actual receiving circuit is illus-
trated diagrammatically in Fig. 2.

B. A. R.
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AWireess Adventure
AsW.W. Jacobs Might Have Written It

(Slightly mixed and with deep apologies)
"

WIRELESS telergraphy," said
the night-watchman, as he

gazed with an expression of intense
longing on his face and a curious

" As I was a -saying, wireless telergraphy is a
wunnerful thing."

unceasing moistening of the lips,
alternately at an empty tankard at
his feet and at the darkness studded
with pin -pricks of light which veiled
the beauty and charm that made
Wapping such a haven of hope to
lightermen ; " Wireless telergra.phy
is a sort of a-a kind of a-. . . ."

His arms and hands suddenly
began to cleave the air to illustrate
to his companion what wireless tele-
graphy really was, and a boy scout
taking the air on the wharf side
stopped dead and tried to read the
signals.

Young Joe Green followed the
fascinating movements of the night-
watchman's arms and hands and
then shook his head in self-pitying
modesty-wireless was beyond the
likes of him.

" As I was a -saying, wireless teler-
graphy is a wunnerful thing."

He paused impressively, and
young Joe could hardly contain his
admiration. The night-watchman
looked at the tankard, moistened his
weather-beaten unkissed lips, heaved
a reminiscent sigh and spoke again.

" But this 'ere wireless tele-tele,-
you know, wot you speak through,
fair beats me." Again he paused.
His head sank lower and he sat as
if in deep meditation. Joe began to

fidget ; then he looked at the deck
where the night-watchman's 'eyes
were . fixed, saw the tankard, seized
it and disappeared into the night.

When he returned, the night-
watchman, asking no questions,
quickly reduced the tankard to its
former desolate -condition, and, in-
fused with fresh life, proceeded with
his tale.

" There was Bob Pretty's demer-
stration at Little Mugglesford. I
stayed there last Christmas, and on
Christmas Eve we was a -sitting in
the Blue' Lion ' -just to smoke a
pipe or two, that's all-when Bob
says, suddint like : Let's 'ave a
wireless tele-er-tele-phone derner-
stration '=you know as 'ow Bob
talks big like ; 'fer the benefit of

" Arter poor Bob 'ad gone, we 'card the wireless
voice as plain as plain could be."

retired wireless men.' Bob had just
a -won the Christmas raffle, and
George Cadger was a -growling in the
corner at Bob's luck in winning the
raffle year arter year. Somebody
else ought ter 'ave a turn at writing
the slips of paper and taking round
the 'at,' he says, annoyed like.

" Well, we all, 'cept George, thinks
the demerstration would be great
fun, so Bob goes home for his wire-
less thingamegibs. 'E was mighty
quick, was Bob, and George ses as
'ow 'e 'adn't bin 'ome. Well, 'e
comes back with 'is wires and stuff
and looks round the room fer a
proper place ter put it. Then he
notices the speaking-toob above
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George's 'ead and, perlite like, asks
George ter move. George gits up
and, moody like,. glares at Bob, but
Bob 'ad a face as kind as an angel's,
and he fixes 'is wireless to the toob.

" That will catch the woscell-
bashtins,' says Bob, big like, and
we all gives 'im a clap, 'cept George.
' Now,' ses Bob, looking at his big
gold watch, the one he won at the
'arvest raffle, ' the signals will arrive
in ten minutes' time. While we're
waiting, I'll take the kerlection fer
our brave wireless heroes.' Of course,
we all gives liberal like, 'cept George,
and then waits fer the signals.

" Poor Bob, he missed the signals.
Just at the moment they was due,
he 'ad a bad attack of the coughs-
fair broke 'im in two, they did, and
'e 'ad ter leave the room. Arter
poor Bob 'ad gone, we 'eard the wire-
less voice as plain as plain could be
by putting our earn against the
speaking toob. It was wunnerful.
I wish poor Bob could a-'eerd it-
it was uncommon like 'is voice.
Soon after the wireless signals
stopped, arter saying, perlite like,
' Best wishes ter Little Muggles-
ford,' Bob returned, looking much
better.

" Then up gits George and accuses
Bob of perveriferkashun, and Bob

" Then up gits George and a:ques Bob of
perveriferkashun."

turning the other cheek like, ses
gentle : ' Orl right, we'll call up
Paris by wireless and see.' Exkuse

(Continued page 246)
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Permanent Detector
ASIMPLE permanent crystal de-

tector can be made as follows:
It is made up of a piece of glass

tube and two pieces of copper wire,
which are bent to shape and, after

Semple Permanent Detector.

being pointed with a file at one end,
inserted in the tube.

A small quantity of powdered
hertzite crystal is placed in the tube,
between the wires, which are con-
nected to two terminals.

If bent to the shape shown in
the sketch, the wire can be bent
inwards should it not make proper
contact with the crystal powder.

E. P. F.

Holding the Panel
THE operation of testing a set is
greatly facilitated by using panel

Device for Holding Panel.

supports of the
illustration.

The distance between the clamp
pieces (which are fixed by means of
wood screws to the leg of the device)

type shown in the

is determined by the thickness of
the ebonite used in the set.

The gap should be adjusted so
that the clamps just grip the edge
of the panel when the latter is in
position.

D. R. B.

Loop Aerial
WHEN a wireless set is confined to a
small space it is often a matter of
considerable difficulty to dispose of
the loop aerial when it is not in use.

This problem can be solved by
adopting the method illustrated.

Two wooden arms are fastened to
the wall in a manner that will per-
mit them to turn easily. In addition
to this, the aerial is pivoted so that

Loop Aerial.

it can be revolved. When the loop
is not in use it may be placed flat
against the wall. F. C. L.

Anti -capacity Hint
MOST experimenters have, at some
time or other, experienced the annoy-
ing phenomenon of capacity effect,
more especially when attempting
to tune -in distant signals.

Extension handles are not only
ugly, but are very apt to foul other
controls.

A sure and not at all clumsy
method of avoiding this is to fit all
tuning condensers with a metal
scale and connecting them all to a
common earth. H. S. F.
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Coil -holder Extension
THERE is sometimes a difficulty
in mounting an ordinary two-way
coil -holder behind a panel owing to
the fact that the control arm may
not be sufficiently long.

COIL MOLDER

rkiii;111511illt.

PANEL -k_

COOPLING

BASEBOARD

CONTROL
ROOD

Coil -holder Extension.

The difficulty can be overcome in
the following way : Get a piece of
2 B. A. rod and fix it to the coil -
holder control (as shown in the
diagram) with a Meccano coupling.

In this way the coil -holder can
be mounte4 sufficiently far back
to clear panel mounted components,
such as variable condensers, etc.

A. A. W.

Connecting -up Batteries
I r is often necessary, when experi-
menting, to join up a number of
pocket -lamp batteries in order to
get the right amount of H. T. voltage.

A simple means of connecting -up

Method of Connecting Batteries.

batteries, which saves both time and
trouble, is by making use of the
ordinary wire paper clip, as shown
in the sketch. The clips are good
conductors. B. R. S.



THE wireless enthusiast laid down
his phones with a sigh. " Coming,

my dear ! " he called wearily.
" Botheration ! " he muttered to him-
self as he followed his wife upstairs
to dress for dinner.

It was not until he was advancing
towards the lady with arms out-
stretched, a black tie dangling from
one of his fingers, that in responding
to his mute appeal she broke the
silence.

" The Jacksons want us to go in
and play bridge after dinner," she
ventured timidly.

" Well, I don't want to go," he
replied petulantly. " There is an
extra good concert being broadcast
from Newcastle to -night, and I want
to try out some new dull -emitter
valves I've bought ; my old ones
use up the accumulators amazingly
quickly."

" You've spent every night for
the last five weeks on your wireless,"
complained his wife. " I don't think
it is quite fair to me ; you know I
cannot stand sitting all the evening
with phones over my ears like you
do."

" Well, I bought a loud -speaker,"
snapped the man, " and you didn't
like that either ! "

" Nor could you expect me to
enjoy it when you kept on switching
on and off in an endeavour to listen
to the North Pole-or Timbuctoo-
or something."

" You don't understand," cried
the man in exasperation, " the fas-
cination of long-distance reception,
the stirring of the pulse as the car-
rier wave gradually becomes audible,
the intoxication of hearing a foreign.
language-" his breath gave out.

" Even if you can't understand
it-of course not, dear," his wife
finished the sentence for him.

Tactfully the enthusiast decided
to let the subject drop. He hur-
ried through his dinner in silence,
and, seating himself at his wireless
set again, he switched on his valves,
adjusted the inductance, played
about with the resistance, juggled
with his coils-and swore a mighty
oath.

" Anything wrong, dear ? " queried
his wife blandly.

" I cannot get a blessed sound out

of the thing," he grunted. " I
can't think what is wrong."

" Can I help you ? " asked the
lady mildly.

From the direction of the set came
vague spluttering sounds, but though
they resembled and were in fact
the result of local atmospherics, they
did not proceed from the wireless
instrument.

As the man grew calmer they
gradually died down and then they
faded completely.

" You," said the man in withering
tones, " you couldn't even help me
erect an aerial," and once more he
turned to the set. Feverishly he
rotated several handles and knobs.

" Perhaps you have lost the knack
of it," ventured his wife.

" Ridiculous ! " retorted the man.
" To think after all this time I
couldn't tune -in if there was anything
to tune -in."

" Exactly ! " his wife replied.
" But I knew that if I suggested that
nobody was broadcasting to -night
you would have ridiculed the sug-
gestion, but if your tuning -in is
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not at fault it must be the trans-
mitting which is."

" I suppose it must be," assented
the man somewhat mollified.

" Then perhaps we had better
go into the Jacksons for bridge,"
suggested his wife-and moodily
he consented.

Several hours later, whilst the
enthusiast was somewhere upstairs
snoring, the darkness of the room
was broken by the flash of an elec-
tric torch. Stealthily the bearer
moved across the floor until the silence
was broken by a muffled shriek,
which could have but emerged from
the throat of a female.

Presently a light was switched on,
and after hastily rubbing a damaged
shin the enthusiast's wife made her
way across the room to where the
wireless set stood.

With deft fingers she reconnected
the aerial wire, which she had four
hours previously disconnected, to
the .wireless instrument, and a few
moments later she was listening in
rapt attention to K D K A.

rr
'The Trigger Witch Continued from page 225)

sary to adjust these stops. By
disconnecting the aerial wire it will
be seen whether the contact is
broken.

Connecting -up
Next connect up the trigger to the

set in the manner indicated, attaching
each to the proper aerials. As before
(presuming that the local station is
transmitting) the contacts of the
first relay will close. It will now be
necessary to adjust the contacts of
the second relay so that the points
are just closed. When the first
relay contacts are broken the second
relay contacts should be just open.

Leads from the set and from the
distant -control terminals on the trig-
ger are taken to that part of the house
in which the loud -speaker is situated.
These leads are attached to the loud-
speaker and the distant control
switch respectively.

The set is then tuned -in to the

local station and switched off. The
distant -control switch should be left
in the " off " position (that is, with
the circuit broken). As soon as
broadcasting begins, of course, the
set will be brought into operation.
If desired it may be switched off by
the distant -control switch.

It is important to see that the
contact points of the first relay do
not stick. Any tendehcy to stick
may be remedied by adjusting the
stops.

Results
On an aerial 5 miles west of

London the whole system works
perfectly without a hitch.

It is possible to receive 5 X X on
the set with the trigger tuned to
London, as both stations usually
transmit at the same times. This,
of course, applies to any other
station that transmits simultane-
ously with 2 L 0.
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'THERE can be no doubt that
I eventually wireless will play a

very important part in the educa-
tion of children. It has many
qualifications for this purpose, and
experience in its use will rapidly
remove obstacles which naturally
confront any departure from normal
methods of instruction.

Experimenters on Learning
During the past year a very im-

portant investigation has been
carried out by competent observers
in order to compare visual and
auditory methods of presentation of
material among university students.
As regards the time spent in learn-
ing there appeared to be little to
choose between the two ; some did
better by visual, others by auditory
methods, but, on the whole, no
claim for superiority could be main-
tained for either group.

As to the retention of the material
by the memory, however, the audi-
tory method appeared to have a
distinct advantage. If a similar
investigation with children resulted
in the same conclusions the argu-
ment for the use of wireless methods
would be greatly strengthened.

To obtain the best results, how-

Anolograpa by Misr Janet A11a4 and i.ss Axxes Marlin

ever, a combination of visual and
auditory methods is desirable for
children, and in the near future, when
the loud -Speaker is carefully syn-
chronised with the cinema film, an
advance may be made in educa-
tional procedure, the importance of
which could not be over -estimated.

The wireless method as at present
used can be utilised in an effective
manner by taking advantage of the
great interest it has already aroused
in our children. The novelty and
air of mystery which stimulate this,
however, may soon pass away, and
a more securely based interest will
be necessary to retain the hold it
has now secured.

Attractive and Educational
No effort should be spared to

make the Children's Hour as attrac-
tive and educationally valuable as
possible. In this connection there
must be adequate variety in the
items of the programme ; there
should not be too great claims on
the attention of the children, and
the musical part of the hour should
be of good quality and of such a
character as to relieve any strain
that might have been caused by
careful attention to, say, a story.
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There is no reason why, if the
programme is properly arranged,
there should be anything in the
nature of fatigue felt at the end of
the Children's Hour ; the boys and
girls should have a feeling of longing
for the next performance.

Range of Age
At present the great difficulty

with the Children's Hour is the very
considerable range of age and of
mental development of the children,
as it is obviously impossible to
arrange a series of programmes to suit
groups of children of about the same
age as is done in the class -room.

The difficulty may, however, be
overcome if certain safeguards are
taken ; the problem is to select
material for the Children's Hour
which makes an appeal to children
of varying ages, and in its method of
presentation to have regard primarily
to the younger members of the
listening group.

In this connection the greatest
possible care should, of course, be
taken to secure as broadcasters
people who have a natural aptitude
for the work and who have had
practical experience in dealing with
children. Naturally the broadcaster
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TEACHING THE CHILDREN BY WIRELESS (Continued)

must have a sound knowledge of the
subject about which he is talking,
but a pleasing manner of approach,
a musical carrying voice and an
appropriate type of humour are of
far greater importance than pro-
found scholarship.

Nature Talks
There are. many subjects which

make a constant appeal
to children of all ages.
Stories about animals,
if told properly, are not
only immensely popular
but are of real educa-
tional value. A visit to
the Zoo is for the normal
child a sheer delight.

In an investigation by
the writer of the stories
which give most pleasure
to children, the number
of records which had
reference to animals was
astounding, and though
the percentage fell some-
what after tell years of
age there was a con-
siderable proportion for
every age of school life.
The habits of birds,
accounts of migration
and variety of types of
nest -building are, even
to the town child, of
absorbing interest.

Recent accounts of
territory in bird life, and
the methods adopted by
biids in pegging out
claims for areas suitable
for nesting and the
bringing up of a family, have given
this branch of nature study a greater
scientific interest which is fully
shared by the children.

A well-informed naturalist who
has a gift for imparting knowledge
in a vivid, simple manner cannot fail
to make his nature talks to children
attractive, and he should have a
prominent place in the broadcasting
programme.

Fairy and Other Stories
In this department the popularity

of the story items-and every good
programme for children should con-
tain at least one-will largely depend
on the special qualifications of the
story -teller. There is no difficulty

in finding any number of people
who have an excellent working
knowledge of good literature suitable
for children, including fairy stories
and folk lore, but there are very
few really good story -tellers.

In this particular sphere of edu-
cational activity there are so many
who possess knowledge but so few
who can impart it in that pleasant,

imaginative tale of adventure with
fairy elements, such as " Peter Pan,"

A Kiss for Cinderella," or " Alice
in Wonderland," appeals to both
groups and rarely fails to interest
them. The child -world is so very
different from the adult -world that
a knowledge of child psychology is
a valuable asset for the story-
teller.

i'lablarraybh by Miss Janet Allan and Mr. Agnes Narita.

How they just love to listen -in !

vivid manner which alone appeals
to children. The very successful
lecturer to a class of university
students may prove an absolute
failure in addressing children, though
he may have a great wealth of know-
ledge of the subject of his discourse.

For broadcasting purposes, where
such a long range of age is inevitable
in the invisible audience, stories
specially written for young children
are as a rule unsuitable for the
Children's Hour. Older children
very much resent the type of story
which has a limited outlook with a
definite objective of pointing a too
obvious moral, however suitable it
may be for very young children.

A good fairy story or a modern
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Travel Tales
In many ways visual

mqhods have a distinct
advantage over auditory
methods in giving the
necessary atmosphere
for travel tales, but
much can be done by
wireless.

Young people de-
light in stories about
children of other lands,
their customs, animals,
food, clothes, houses,
schools and methods of
travelling.

The description of
striking differences be-
tween the habits of
people in cold and hot
climates, for example,
appeal to children, who
appreciate anything that
marks a departure from
normal experiences ; it
introduces elements
which find their fullest
expression in the fairy
story, which is universal
in its appeal.

Health Talks
In popular accounts of the main

principles which should be observed
in leading a healthy life, there is a
fertile but practically unexplored
field of the greatest possible interest
to children without the slightest
danger of having any evil effect in
making them unduly introspective.
There is undoubtedly a large body
of interesting material about health
which, if placed before children in
an intelligently attractive manner,
would prove a priceless possession.

Another field which might with
advantage be more fully explored
is the news of the day, from the
child's point of view, which should
include various sports items that

(Continued on next page)
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What AeStuntTansmissions?
TOO much publicity has been

given to what are incorrectly
described in some quarters as our
" stunts." Exception is taken to
this label being attached to the
efforts which are made to broadcast
events that are nothing more than
normal happenings.

Part of Everyday Life
If the occasion that warrants the

broadcast is to be regarded as part
of our everyday life, the broadcast,
while it may hay e about it an element
of novelty in far as it is the first
attempt to transmit to millions of
listeners what would otherwise be
heard and seen merely by a few
hundred people on the spot, is in
reality a scientific fact.

If science through the human
element fails, and fake or illusion
is resorted to in order to convey a
false impression of broadcast accom-
plishment, the term " stunt " may
have some appositeness.

Realism by Natural Effects
But we incline more and more to

realism secured by natural effects,
particularly in the case of outside
broadcasts. If, for example, the
intention is to broadcast the noises
at Epsom on Derby Day, then let
the noises be those actually heard
at Epsom.

If the public is told that the song
of the nightingale will be broadcast,
let it be the nightingale and no
imitation that is heard. If the pro-
grammes advertise a ". sea " broad-
cast, it must be the sound of the
rolling breakers that forms a kind
of background.

Imitated Noises
In the pursuit of this policy,

failure is sometimes bound to occur
indeed, a good deal of courage is
needed to adhere to such a policy.
Practically any noise can be imi-
tated with remarkable exactitude by
mechanical devices, and failure can
thus be eliminated ; but in the long
run this method of illusion would
not be acceptable to the majority
of listeners.

Birds will not, of course, sing,
nor will the sea roar at any moment
that will suit us or listeners them-
selves.

The B . B . C.
answer thequestion

Some disappointment is sure to be
felt in the event of failures ; but
listeners will know that fake noises
have not been substituted for the
real noises which they were led to
expect. In short, if listeners are
told that any particular programme
is backed by natural noises, they
may be certain that such is the case,
and that the sounds are not being
manufactured in the broadcasting
studio.

This is not to say that well-in-
tentioned efforts are not made to
help us in our difficulties. It means
rather that many administrative and
executive problems which are so
obvious to those who are closely

identified with our work are over-
looked by outside individuals.

Great Responsibility
The responsibility of introducing

variety into even three performances
a week is very great. Repetition is a
danger that must be guarded against.

Further, we can only carry out
certain tests and adjustments after
closing down each evening, as the
land -lines are not available during
the day.

AMERICAN farmers get reports of
the markets for butter and eggs
broadcast to them. We should have
thought that the latter were able to
speak for themselves.
AUSTRIA is broadcasting lessons in
English. Judging from the jargon
we hear from American visitors,
this must be how they pick up their
knowledge of the language.

Teaching the Children by Wireless
(Continued from preceding page)

would prove attractive to both boys
and girls.

Loud -speaker or Phone ?
For children, wireless by the

medium of the loud -speaker is un-
questionably better than by the
individual phone from every point
of view. The headphone for the
young child produces a far more
artificial atmosphere than the loud-
speaker, to which the child has
become accustomed by his ex-
perience of the gramophone.

The restricted movement involved
in the use of the phone diverts the
interest and increases any strain
there may be felt in going through
a programme. It would be a great
advantage where possible for a
group of children to be present. The
common laughter at the recital of a
comic story, co-operation when neces-
sary in the explanation of points
misunderstood by the younger mem-
bers of the group, and the discussion
of others, would increase the interest
in many items and add to their
value ; it would also appreciably
reduce the range of age difficulty.
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The atmosphere, moreover, would
be far more natural and approximate
to the conditions of the class -room.
If dance music appeared in the pro-
gramme a short interval of dancing
would give the opportunity of move-
ment and the removal of any abnor-
mal effects of concentrated attention
necessitated by other elements in
the series of items. In crowded
districts the provision of a suitable
room for listening -in for the Child-
ren's Hour would be a very obvious
advantage.

Wider Outlook
Wireless is very democratic in its

tendencies. The possibilities of tak-
ing advantage of it are rapidly
increasing so that eventually the
poorest child, by co-operative move-
ment, may come under the influence
of the Children's Hour.

The wider outlook which it gives
on many matters of extraordinary
interest will become public property
and do something to bridge the gulf
of opportunity which separates the
child in the cultured home from the
child in mean surroundings.



How Wireless Helps the
Cross -Channel Air Pilot:

TriEODORE S. SPRIG'

HULL 0, Croydon ! Imperial
Beef Uncle calling. I am

now above Paris Plage, over." This
is a sample of the conversation that
by now is familiar to many listeners
on the goo -metre wavelength, used
exclusively for work with commercial
aircraft.

Every day, from about io a.m.
to dusk, conversations between pilots
and the Croydon aerodrome can be
heard, for the air liners which daily
leave London's air 'port for the Con-
tinent are all fitted with wireless
and regularly report their positions
on the way across.

Strange Language
The language used may at first

seem strange to the uninitiated, for
it is based on the phonetic alphabet,
like the " pip and ack emma " of
army days.

Thus the words Peer, Uncle,
Orange, Sugar, Pip, Ink and George,
which are frequently heard, refer to
the aeroplane's registration number,
the first letter representing the plane's
nationality, with G meaning British,
H Dutch, and F French.

Then follows the name of the com-
pany owning the machine, and the
last two letters of identification.
Thus " Imperial Beer Uncle " would
refer to a British plane belonging to
Imperial Airways, Ltd., whose last
two letters of registration are B and
U. The Dutch machines are owned
by the K. L. M. and cover the

London -Rotterdam route ; the
French pilots of the Air Union are
recognised by their call sign of
" Farman."

With the aid of wireless the course
of every plane is followed throughout
its journey. High up in the con-
trol -tower on the Croydon aerodrome
an operator is continually in touch
with every machine in the air, and
at any -moment a pilot may speak to
him direct. The message is received
on the high aerial on the Croydon
aerodrome, from where it passes
through the ground station, and so
on to the control -tower.

Here, too, is kept a record of all
machines leaving the 'drome and
their position is marked on a map
with a small flag that is moved for-
ward from time to time, according
to the reports of position sent out
by the various pilots.

Every machine leaving Croydon
must report when passing Biggin
Hill, Lympne, and Paris Plage, but
once safely over the Channel Croy-
don loses all interest in the plane,
which then comes under the care of
the French stations who see him
safely to his destination.

Should a pilot fail to report on
reaching the Fren-± coast, after
crossing the C hannel, Croydon at
once calls him up. If no reply is
received, and if no French station has
heard of him, warnings are at once
broadcast to ships in the Channel
to keep a lookout in case he has

been forced to come down in the sea,
and, if necessary, the Admiralty
are also informed.

This is a very rare occurrence,
however, for apart from the great
reliability of present-day aeroplanes,
a pilot, when in difficulty, sends out
an S 0 S call, giving his position
and informing the 'drome where he
intends to land.

To avoid confusion with ships'
signals; the words " May Day,"
derived from the French m'aidez,
are used instead of S 0 S.

On hearing this call the aerodrome
informs the pilot of the nearest
landing ground, reports particulars
to the headquarters of the machine,
and sends out the necessary assist-
ance and mechanics.

Weather Reports
In addition to these reports of

position, wireless is also used for
the exchange of regular weather
reports between the various aero-
dromes. By this means a pilot
leaving the Croydon aerodrome for
Paris can ascertain before starting
the weather he is to expect on the
way across, and he can also call the
French stations en route for later in-
formation as to the weather ahead
of him and the strength of the
ground winds.

As all communication in the air
is by telephony, there is no necessity
for the pilot to be a trained operator
or to understand the morse code.
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WIRELESS APPARATUS FOR AIRCRAFT

Marconi Type AD D.F. Set.

Aerial at Croydon Aerodrome.

Marconi Transmitting Equipment for Ground Station.

Marconi Type AD Transmitter and Receiver.
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Also, very little tuning or adjust-
ment is required to manage the set,
as the wavelength is fixed at about
90o metres, and the only controls
are four levers, similar to those on a
motor -cycle, mounted be-
side the dashboard and
connected to the set by
means of Bowden cables.

One lever switches over
to the receiving or trans-
mitting valves as required,
another connects with the
aerial -tuning condenser,
while the remaining two
regulate the filament re-
sistance and the reaction
coupling respectively.

The pilot carries a micro-
phone slung from a cord
round his neck and wears
a pair of low -resistance
(120 ohms) phones. Both
can be plugged directly
into the set or connected
up by a length of flex to
the cockpit. The set itself
is exceedingly compact,
and is usually stowed in
the passenger cabin behind
the pilot's seat or in some
other convenient place.

All the machines used
by the British line and
most of the Dutch 'planes
are fitted with a special
Marconi aeroplane set, known as the
AD 6, which is the result of con-
siderable experiment as to aerial
requirements. It has an effective
range of from ioo-zoo miles for
CAI'. telegraphy and telephony.

ti
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The transmitting system consists
of an aerial -tuning inductance with
tappings for varying the wavelength
and a variometer for obtaining
intermediate values of wavelength.

and are connected in cascade across
the generator and speech choke.
A side -tone circuit is also provided
by which the operator is able tc
overhear his own speech and make

sure that the message is
being correctly trans -

14

Key Plan of Type AD 6 Marconi Aircraft Set :-1, Instrument
Box. 2, Remote -control Unit. 3, Microphone. 4, Phones. 5,
Telegraph Unit. 6, Generator. 7, Accumulator. 8, Aerial
Winch with Wire and Weight. 9, Fairlead. 10, Aerial Ammeter.
The following additional equipment is for dual control : 12, Extra

Microphone. 13, Extra Phones. 14, Two Keyboards.

An oscillator valve is coupled to the
aerial by means of a variable grid
reaction coil and an anode -tap con-
nection on the aerial -tuning induct-
ance. A control and sub -control
valve provide the modulating system

ItarraZtillaL,

Marconi Air -driven Generator on Aeroplane.

generator
volts by
resistance

mitted.
A five -valve amplifier is

used for reception. One
valve is used for reaction,
two for H.F. amplification,
using resistance - capacity
intervalve couplings, one
for rectification and the
remaining one for low -
frequency amplification.

The anode circuits of
the receiving valves are
supplied with current from
the generator, which is
fitted with a propeller and
mounted on an exposed
part of the machine.

By means of this wind
propeller the dynamo de-
rives its power from the
slip stream made by the
aeroplane in flight. In the
case of the more powerful
sets, the dynamo is driven
by one of the main engines
through suitable gearing
or by a separate petrol
motor.

The H.T. voltage of the
is reduced to about 8o
the insertion of a high -
in the H.T. field of the

generator. A 6 -volt 25 -ampere -
hour accumulator maintains the
filaments of the transmitter and

Marconi Aircraft Set.
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HOW WIRELESS HELPS THE AIR PILOT (continued)

receiver valves at a constant
potential.

The aerial employed on aircraft
is of the single -wire trailing type,
and is wound round an automatic
winch, the end being led out through
a tube, or " fairlead," and weighted
with an iron ball.

When in the air, the brake on
the winch is released and the 200 ft.
of wire runs out in about three
minutes, the rate being controlled
by an escapement mechanism.

An " Earrn"
The provision of an " earth " at

first appears rather a difficult pro-
position when applied to a machine
several thousand feet up in the air.
A balanced " aerial " is used, how-
ever, and every piece of metal on the
'plane is connected together, or
" bonded," as it is termed.

The set is then " earthed " to this
mass of metal, the only disadvantage
being that the breaking of any one
of the connections immediately
throws out the wavelength and
alters the tuning.

An emergency set for use on land
in conjunction with the existing
apparatus is also carried by many
'planes. This consists of a light
portable telescor ic mast for support-
ing a land aerial and a heavy -
current rz-volt accumulator battery
with a switchboard. The switching
arrangements enable the L.T. wind-
ings of the generator to be con-
nected to the accumulator battery,
and the set can then be operated
in the ordinary way for both
transmission and reception except
that the dynamo acts as a motor -
generator.

Dual Control
On 'planes carrying both a pilot

and an observer a dual -control
extension is fitted, enabling either
or both to participate in the wire-
less conversation or to communicate
with each other without affecting
the wireless circuit.

This extension only entails the
addition of a microphone -coupling
transformer, a duplicate pair of
telephones and microphone and two
small keyboards, but its advantages,
particularly on naval or military
machines, are very great.

In addition to the exchange of

messages between the pilot and the
aerodrome and the transmission of
weather reports, there is another
very important service which wireless
renders to aircraft. This is direction
finding, by means of which a pilot
can ascertain his exact position
when lost or in a fog. At present
there are two separate methods of
obtaining this information, either
by the installation of a special
apparatus on the machine or by
communication with land stations.

In the former case, bearings may
be taken by the pilot of any ground
station which happens to be trans-
mitting at the moment, and whose
position is known. The apparatus
used consists of an amplifier, a direc-
tion finder, a filament resistance,
a tuning circuit, calibrating chokes
and L.T. and H.T. batteries. The
aerials are fastened rigidly in position
in the form of two loops, and the
receiver is designed to cover wave-
lengths between 600 and r,000
metres, the limit usually required
in aircraft workings.

Wireless Compass
By means of a form of wireless

compass, the plane of the received
signals and also the actual bearing
of the station is found. These
signals are then tuned -in and the
final reading is taken when the signals
are at their weakest.

This type of set is particularly
useful in time of war, as the method
is secret and the pilot is not obliged
to give away his position by asking
for a position.

In commercial flying, however,
bearings from ground stations are
almost exclusively used, as, apart
from the saving of the weight of
the apparatus, a greater degree of
accuracy is obtained owing to the
absence of noise and magneto dis-
turbances.

The ordinary type of transmitting
aerial is not suitable for direction
finding, and a separate aerial must
be installed. At Croydon, the D.F.
aerial is a considerable distance
away from the transmitting aerial,
but is controlled by the same
station.

Should the pilot of one of the air
liners have missed a landmark and
be uncertain of his position, he has
only to call up Croydon, give the

number of his machine and ask for
a " fix."

The Croydon operAor then ac-
knowledges the request, tells the
Pulham station ' (in Norfolk) to
stand by, and asks the pilot to speak
for about half a minute, so that the
two stations can tune him in on their
D.P. aerials. Then, by means of
their direction -finding apparatus,
each is able to determine from which
of the 36o degrees of the compass the
sound is coming.

Distance Off'
The distance off, however, cannot

be found exactly until Croydon is
given the bearing found by Pulham,
when the two are laid off on a chart,
where they eventually meet at a
point. The intersection of these
two bearings is the position of the
aeroplane at the time of the message.

The rest of the procedure will have
been heard by many listeners :
" Hullo, Imperial Beer Ink, Croydon
calling I Your position is ro miles
north-west of Dover, over."

On hearing the " over," the pilot
knows that the operator has switched
over to receive, and he then sends
out his acknowledgment of the
message.

To ensure that the position is
accurately received the Croydon
operator usually counts up to the
required number. In this case it
would be, " two, four, six, eight,
ten miles north-west of Dover."

In practice, this method of direc-
tion finding is surprisingly quick and
accurate. It is seldom more than
two minutes from the time the pilot
first calls to the reception of his
O.K., while the bearings have been
proved to be accurate within half
a mile.

Interesting Communications
Communications of this character

and many other conversations of
equal interest are to be heard every
day by all who possess wireless sets
in the London area, and they afford
a novel change from the regular
broadcasting programmes.

Any crystal set which can be
adjusted to receive on a goo -metre
wavelength can hear Croydon work-
ing, but, unless the machine is very
close, it will not usually be possible
to hear the pilot's replies.
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getting
the best from Your Receiver

cACZes cyQ ei2era/ ,Sffeieti6)
WHEN one sees so many in-

efficient home - constructed
sets about one wonders that so
many people are keenly interested in
wireless. They seem to be perfectly
satisfied to listen to a terrible sound
coming out of the loud -speaker. It
is the intention of the writer to point
out the rights and wrongs of the
usual circuits met with, and to show
how to get the best resulfts out of
a straightforward four -valve circuit.

4erials
Before dealing with the interior

part, perhaps a few words on aerial
and earth design would not be out
of place. Remember that the better
your aerial, the smaller the set can
be and the less reaction will be
necessary to produce the same results.
This, of course, means that much
better quality can be produced.

Needless to say, the aerial should
be as high and unscreened as possible.
For the reception of brOadcast wave-
lengths the writer suggests the use
of a single wire, 7/22 enamelled, of
which the total length does not
exceed ioo ft., in-
cluding the lead-in.

Arrange the ends
of the wire in such
a manner that the
lead-in is kept well
away from the wall
of the house, and
the flat top, that
is the aerial itself,
suspended midway
between the two
supports. The
lead-in may be
taken off the end

with small rubber washers put
through. The aerial lead-in and
lead to the set are then attached to
their respective ends of this terminal.

and Earths
Turning to the earth lead, many

people do not consider this very
necessary. But they are mistaken.
A good earth is essential. Use thick
stranded copper wire; the longer
the earth lead, the thicker the wire
should be. Clip and solder it to
the main water -pipe. Intermediary
pipes and gas pipes will not do.
If possible, insulate this lead where
it touches the outside walls of the
house.

If you must use a lightning pro-
tector, get a two -pole 20 -ampere
capacity copper switch, mounted on
a porcelain base, and put it in
a dry place underneath the top of
the window outside. Then there
will not be much leakage or loss
due to capacity or dampness.

Finally, great care must be taken
with insulation. Do not use a
single cotton -reel insulator at each

set. It is proposed to describe
refinemenfs for use on waves at
present used by British broadcasting
stations, between, say, 30o and
500 metres. It is assumed that the
operator is not content to listen to
his local station but wishes to get
farther afield-with a reasonable
amount of success.

For this purpose high -frequency
amplification is advisable. We shall
therefore use one high -frequency
valve, with tuned -anode coupling,
which is the best for all-round
reception. Next comes the rectifier.
For various reasons the valve is
better than the crystal, so we shall
use a valve rectifier.

Note Magnifiers
In order to get strong headphone

signals (or loud -speaker strength from
near -by stations) a note magnifier
is indicated. Transformer coupling
gives the greatest strength per
stage. For really loud signals a
power amplifying valve is necessary.
Transformers again come into use
here, and it is advisable to have a

switching device to
cut out the last
valve when it is
not required.

Having thus
briefly sketched

Hi: out the circuit it
200 is advisable to re -
Y. fer to Fig. i and

note the following
Vev -1- points :-The aer-

ial series tuning
condenser should
be of about 0005
microfarad and, if

c.rev possible, fitted with
a vernier. T h e
aerial and plate

be wound single -layer
well -waxed cardboard

nearest the hot- se
and, if possible,
should be the same
piece of wire ; or, in other words,
do away with joints.

For really efficient reception, the
lead-in should come in at a window,
through one of the panes. If you
are interested in short-wave work,
this is well worth doing as it will
save you a great deal of trouble.
A small hole can be drilled in one
window pane and a brass terminal,

Fig. 1.-Typical Four -valve Circuit.

end of the aerial. Use the " shell "
type, two at least in series with a
rod of ebonite about 6 in. long.
This remark applies to each end of
the aerial. Leakage loss is not the
only trouble with aerial insulators-
capacity losses should be considered
as well.

Now, having settled the question of
aerial design, we may turn to the

+

coils should
fashion on
or ebonite tubes, with No. 20
gauge wire. About 35 turns in the
case of the aerial circuit and 5o turns
for the plate coil ' will be sufficient
for our needs. Make sure that every-
thing is dry. Warm the formers in
an oven, and give them a coating
of shellac. It is not necessary to
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space the windings when working
on broadcast wavelengths.

Reaction
The reaction coil will require

approximately 5o turns of smaller
gauge wire, say No. 26 gauge, and
can be arranged to be coupled on
to one end of the aerial coil. Re-
action can be obtained by coupling
on to the plate coil, and, in fact,
this is strongly recommended by
several experimenters to prevent re -
radiation in the event of the set
oscillating. As this does not prevent
radiation and gives slightly poorer
results, it can be neglected, provided
due care is taken that the set is
not oscillating.

The condenser across the plate
coil should be of .0003-microfarad
capacity, also fitted with a vernier
attachment. The plate -grid con-
denser should be of 0003 -micro -
farad (fixed) capacity, and must be
of good quality. If this condenser
is at all leaky, bad noises will be
heard owing to the H.T. leaking
on to the rectifier grid. Its capacity
is not critical. The grid leak is
of the usual 2-megohm resistance,
but a variable leak is advised for
inal adjustments.

Good low -frequency transformers
must be used. A small condenser
is shunted across the primary of
the first. This can be of about
 oo2 -microfarad capacity.

Switching
Note should be made of the single -

pole double -throw switch attached
to the plate of the first note magni
fier. One side goes via the phones
to the positive high tension, the
other via the primary of the second
low -frequency transformer to the
extreme positive end of the H.T.
battery. A high resistance is
shunted across the primary of this
transformer to stop resonance-
that sudden blatant noise which
will come from the best sets when
a note played corresponds with the
resonant frequency of a particular
transformer.

With loud -speakers these noises
can generally be got over by putting
a fairly large condenser, of .025 -

or o5 microfarad capacity, across
the - terminals. Sometimes resis'. -
ances are employed as in the case
of the transformer.

Another very important item is
grid bias. Glancing at Fig. 2,
which shows the plate -current grid -
volts characteristic of a valve, one

can see that if the valve is not
worked on the straight portion of
the curve, that is, between A and
B, uneven amplification will result,
with corresponding distortion in
the output. By applying negative
grid potential as shown in Fig.
the mean grid voltage can be arranged
to fall in the middle of the straight
portion, allowing equal variation
on either side. Thus true amplifi-
cation with little or no distortion
results.

As the variations on the last valve
are correspondingly greater, a valve
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Fig. 2.-Plate-current Grid -volts Curve.

with a longer straight portion than
that used on the first stage must
be employed. Hence a power am-
plifier valve should be used. In
other words it is no use using
small valves on the last stage as
amplification will only result in a
very distorted form. Full particu-
lars as regards plate potential and
grid bias are always given by manu-
facturers, and as these vary with
different valves it is not proposed
to go into the matter here. On
the last valve the high tension is
generally required to be between
15o and 200 volts.

H.F. Valve
For the H.F. valve the writer

suggests the use of the Marconi
V 24, which is specially adapted
for this work because of its low
internal capacity and small capacity
between the electrode supports. Any
good make of rectifier valve can be
used in the second stage.

In conclusion, pay particular
attention to the following points :
Solder all leads. Use resin flux,

not acid. Use stiff copper wire,
No. 18 gauge is suggested as being
sufficiently self-supporting. Space
all wires, and where they have to
cross, make them do so at right
angles. Use ebonite valve sockets.

Reaction Overlap
Finally, get rid of reaction over-

lap, if present, by varying the high-
tension supply to the rectifier,
altering the filament brilliancy or
altering the value of the grid leak.
(Overlap, it may be explained, is
the tendency of the set to go in
and out of oscillation with a " plop."
It is therefore wellnigh impossible
to tune -in a faint' station, because
as soon as the signal becomes
audible as reaction is increased, there
is a sudden click and the set is
oscillating hard. By loosening
coupling again, the set will suddenly
stop oscillating, on a different setting
from that where it started.)

If the above remarks are adhered
to, the writer is sure that the
enthusiast will be more than satis-
fied with the improved results he
obtains. A. G. W.

A Wireless Adventure
(Continued from page 233)

me all,' ses Peter Jones, at this
moment ; it's purty late, I must
go.' Oh ! wait till the signals
come through,' ses Bob, disappointed
like, but Peter 'as 'is old ooman to
think on, so he goes. Then Bob
speaks to his wires and stuff and asks
for Paris-Lemonade Tower he
called it-and we listens to the toob
and we 'ears, plain as plain could be,
the wireless a -saying. : Thenk Mr.
Robert Pretty for priceless services
on behalf of wireless heroes. Silver
cigarette case picked up by Mr.
George Cadger belongs to one of ourn
wireless men. Please 'and to Mr.
Pretty as a reward for his services.'
So, of course, we makes George
apolergise to Bob and 'and over the
cigarette case."

The night-watchman paused.
" Yus, Joe," he said, with a

pathetic look at the tankard, " and
Bob and his pal, Peter Jones, just
arter came into some money from
a forgotten friend in Borneo, and
bought themselves new clothes and
'ad a month's holiday."

Again he looked at the tankard,
but Young Joe Green was fast
asleep. H. J. SLATER.
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THE stock joke
-oh ves, no

issue of THE
WIRELESS MAGA-
ZINE is complete
without it-is that
the first thing one
needs in wireless
is wire. What is
the first thing a
person who wishes
to install or make
a set does ? He
goes to a shop and
buys wire. What
is the last thing
he does before
listening in ? He
connects batteries
and telephones to
his set with wire.

We all use wire,
immense quan-
tities of wire. Yet
how often do we think whether the
wire we have selected is the best
kind for the particular job in hand ?
How often do we consider the wire
we use in relation to the duty it has
to perform ? There is no doubt that
if we did so our sets would be
better in every way.

One Use Only
Wire has one use in electrical work,

and one only, and that is to conduct
electricity. This conduction of elec-
tricity may be divided into two
classes ; firstly, conduction in which
loss is to be avoided, and secondly,
where a definite resistance has to
be placed in the circuit in order to
achieve a certain object.

To take the first case therefore,
let us primarily see to it that the
wire we get is of the very highest
conductivity. That aim must come
before all others.

In wireless work, where high -fre-
quency currents play such a promi-
nent part, we have to consider other
points in addition to the ordinary
resistance which would oppose a
direct current. Primarily, the
phenomenon known as " skin effect "
must be regarded.

Skin effect is the name given to
the peculiarity of high -frequency
currents for travelling on the surface
rather than in the middle of a wire.
Nearly all amateurs have read of
this somewhere, but practically the
only time they remember it is when
erecting an aerial ; and here conven-
tion seems to have decreed that every-
one shall erect an aerial having

seven strands, of No. 22 gauge
copper wire.

So far so good. But it does seem
a little illogical to connect a rela-
tively enormous conductor such as
7/22 aerial wire straight on to an
inductance coil of, say, No. 28 gauge.
The same current travel through
both-why, therefore, take so much
trouble over one part of a circuit
and so little over another ?

No one wishes to suggest that
inductances should be made of 7/22,
and all will admit that it is better to
have efficiency in one part only of
a circuit than none at all ; but surely
it would pay constructors to give a
little more logical thought in de-
ciding upon the choice of " the first
thing in wireless."

In oscillatory circuits, which for
the purpose of this article may be
said to be all the tuning circuits,
high -frequency transformers, and the
like, it is necessary to fix a compro-
mise between efficient conductivity
as represented by low direct -current
resistance and high insulation, and
the losses directly due to such direct -
current efficiency such as high self -
capacity.

In other words, our search for
efficiency in one direction may itself
cause losses in another, and, there-
fore, we have to balance gain against
loss, loss against gain, until we finally
arrive at the point where we get the
biggest gain for the smallest loss.

With regard to the size of wire for
inductances, there can be no doubt
that most amateurs and many manu-
facturers use wire of too small a
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gauge. The reasons
for this undoubt=
edly lie in the con-
structor's efforts to
cut down cost and
reduce size and
weight, but elec-
trically it is poor
economy.

Apart from the
fact that large -
sized wire must
cost more for a
given length, it is
much more difficult
to wind on ac-
count of its stiff-
ness.

Short - wave
working, say, on
any wavelength
below Soo metres,
demands highly -
efficient, sharply -

tuned coils, chiefly owing to the
necessity for obtaining selectivity due
to the congestion of the broadcast
wave -band.

I would ask any amateur who is at
present .Using basket coils wound
with, say, No. 26 gauge wire, to make
a set of similar wavelength out of
No. i8 gauge, to substitute them in
his set, and note the difference in
selectivity and sharp tuning. As a
rule, the difference is positively
amazing.

On the higher wavelengths there
is no need for such efficiency, and
the finer wire coils may be used with
success.

The question of the insulation of
the wire we use is of vast importance.
We have a selection of four media-
namely, cotton, silk, enamel and
air.

Air as an Insulator
Wherever possible use air, that is,

wind the coils with bare tinned
wire, and support it on the very
smallest and thinnest of ebonite
supports. Space the turns well-
such is the only method of reducing
self -capacity in short-wave coils.
Never mind the bulk which results
from the use of such wire and con-
structional methods-the efficiency
obtained will be worth it.

Unfortunately, in the case of
plug-in and other forms of inter-
changeable coils, we are in rather a
quandary. Such coils must needs
be fairly small and possess a high
degree of mechanical strength in
order to stand the constant pulling
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and pushing which they are bound
to receive.

Enclosed Windings
Compactness of the windings is

therefore essential unless they are
to be completely enclosed in ebonite
casings, or surrounded by tape or
some other form of protective cover-
ing.

Enamelled wire should never be
used, except for very large coils,
owing to the thinness of the covering
and the subsequent closeness of the
windings. Double -cotton covering is
probably the best, for it is fairly
thick. Shellac varnish should never
be put on wire used
for coil winding,
owing to the big in-
crease in self -capa-
city that results.

Litzendraht wire
has certain claims as
the best wire for
winding induc-
tances. It consists
of a number of
strands, each separ-
ately insulated, con-
tained in one outer
sheath, usually of
cotton or silk.
Theoretically it may
be claimed to be the
perfect high - fre-
quency conductor,
but practically it
has many di sad van-
tages.

In the first place
it is very expensive,
and secondly, it is
most difficult to
work with, for a
well -soldered joint
to each strand is
essential, and in so
doing, the inter -
strand insulation
must be absolutely
unimpaired. It is
really doubtful
therefore whether,
on the whole, the
use of Litzendraht
is to be recom-
mended

To sum up there-
fore, in tuning cir-
cuits use bare wire it possible, or
failing that, double -cotton covered,
and employ as large a gauge as space
will allow.

The correct wire to use for high -
frequency transformers will depend
largely on the precise functions for

which they are designed. Trans-
formers to be sharply tuned may be
made from the same wire as for in-
ductances.

On the other hand, those designed
to have a fair amount of wavelength
latitude may be wound with finer
wire, say No. 28 or 3o gauge. Such
wire, for example, would be suitable
for a transformer to tune over the
whole broadcast range. The wind-
ings of transformers of this type need
not be openly spaced, and there-
fore enamelled wire may be used with
success.

Aperiodic high -frequency trans-
formers should be wound with re-

WVA.Vonp**Apo'Neo'Ne'VosNroAroWe4

BROADCAST BERT.
(Acknowledgments to Bret Hark.)

IRESIDE on Wandsworth Common and my name is Broadcast Bert.
I do not oscillate nor practise other vicious hurt;

But I'll tell in simple language all I know about the row
That broke up our Society. 'Twos all about a brow!

Now, none there could be keener nor in greater harmony
Than the members, chairman, and hon. sec. of our Society,
Till Micro Mick of Mitcham struck the mortifying blow,
Saying London will transmit of music high brow more than low!

Forthwith, Push-pull Perce of Peckham up and stood his legs upon.
And said he saw no reason to condemn these men of Lon
If we want to elevate the nation you cannot deny
We must feed and over -feed them with brow -music very high.

And then Two -ohm Tom of Tooting rose and spat upon the floor.
And said in all his savvy he had never heard before
Such a bare -faced brazen insult 'pon his class intelligence;
He would wipe the floor wiv all of them and wiv the chair commence.

Then Anode Art of Angel raised a pint of porter, when
A portable loud -speaker took him in the diaphragm.
And he smiled; he swayed; he dropped. The game was quite beyond

his ken;
So we shot his bulk, not tenderly, on to the wireless pram.

But you could not say transformer, 'fore each member did indulge
In an argument whose fierceness made th' accumulators bulge :
And the way they heaved component parts-it made the hon. sec. choke,
Till a 5 -lb. insulator fell, the head of Thompson broke.

But I reside on Wandsworth Common and my name is Broadcast Bert.
I do not oscillate nor otherwise the ether hurt.
And in language quite non -technical I've told the history
Of the high/low-brow explosion that killed our Society.

sistance wire of small gauge-either
silk- or cotton -covered wire of No.
3o-36 gauge is suitable.

While on the subject of resistance
wires, it is important that a well-
known brand, whose resistance is
known to remain constant despite

temperature changes, be chosen.
Such wires as Eureka, Constantin,
Manganin and the like are suitable.
Ordinary resistance wires, unalloyed,
invariably increase in resistance value
as  their temperature rises, with the
result that any current passing
through them will be reduced in
strength. Rheostats and potentio-
meters, therefore, demand the use of a
wire whose resistance may be relied
upon to remain constant.

Internal Connections
Finally we come to the wire used

for the internal connections of the
various components in the set. There

is much to be said
for the three general
methods in use to-
day, which are (a)
bare wire, (b) self -
covered wire, and
(c) wire covered in
sleeving.

The bare -wire sys-
tem, properly car-
ried out, is undoubt-
edly the most effi-
cient. The wire
used should not be
so thick, however,
that in congested
places a considerable
capacity is formed
between one or more
adjacentconductors .
For this reason it is
doubtful if the use
of bus -bar in high -
frequency circuits is
good practice. It is
not necessary to use
1/16 in. thick wire
for it to be self-
supporting. Wire of
Nos. 18 to 20 gauge,
tinned, will be found
quite satisfactory.

Self -covered wire,
either flexible or
stiff, may be used
successfully, but it
has a greater self -
capacity than bare
wire. Providing the
insulation is suffi-
ciently good there is
no objection to two
wires touching where

they cross ; but they should cross at
right -angles. An excellent example
of a well -insulated wire of this type
is Glazite.

Similar remarks as for self -covered
wire apply also to conductors covered
with loose sleeving. R. B. H.

C. T.
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" ENDON calling the British Isles I"
Mr. MacPherson adjusted his

headphones. He had often heard the
announcement. It was a pleasant
voice-nicely articulated, well-nigh
perfect. It was, of course, an Eng-
lish voice, that is to say a voice
with an English accent. Even so,
Mr. MacPherson had no quarrel with
it. He was Scotch himself, but let
that go.

A very good programme was Mr.
Mac's verdict-an extremely good
programme-varied and, well, all
that sort of thing. To suit all tastes.
That was it. The unseen audience
-the great vast unseen audience.
Tastes might differ. But surely
no one could find fault with that
pleasant announcer. Specially se-
lected for his enunciation. Must be
some job, thought careful Mr. Mac-
Pherson to himself. It was very
soothing.

Observe, Mr. MacPherson was
listening after a good dinner-a very
good dinner. He was feeling melli-
fluent. He had that balmy feeling.
His digestion was working mag-
nificently. He was smoking a big
cigar. It was a good cigar. Within
easy reach stood a decanter contain-
ing a quantum suff. of Mr. MacPher-
son's favourite medicine. Mr. Mac
beamed serenely as he listened.

He did not know at what precise
moment broadcasting from London
ceased. It did cease. Something
went wrong, as something some-
times will go wrong-no matter
how seldom-even with the best
conducted wireless. As a matter
of fact, Mr. MacPherson had closed
his eyes. One might almost have
thought he was fast asleep.

" Bump ! Rump ! Thump !
Dump ! " " Ship's morse," mur-
mured Mr. MacPherson to himself.
He had nobody else to Murmur to.
All the rest of the family were out-
at the pictures or somewhere. Mr.
MacPherson was alone. He was
content. He was quite comfort-
able. He wasn't looking for trouble.
It was peace he wanted. He didn't
often get it. Hence he appreciated
it. He felt somnolent. He looked
it. He might have been somnolent.

Now Mr. Mac knew as much about
ship's Morse as he did about the

morse code, which was the same
thing as saying that he knew nothing
at all. But it was pretty safe. He
knew as much as the next. If
anything disturbing occurred on the
wireless Mr. Mac always put it down
to " ship's morse." It sounded well'
It was good enough. It was as good
as anything else.

Then a strange thing happened.
A voice, the like of which for general
h.p. Mr. Mac had never heard the
equal-loud and resonant and boom-
ing-sounded in his ear-in both his
ears to be exact.

It was a mighty voice. It was an

DO YOU WANT
TO BUY A SET?
We shall be glad io advise you
as to which types of sets are the
best for your personal use.
Tell us how much, roughly, you
wish to spend ; where you are
situated; what stations you wish
to receive; whether you intend to
use phones or a loud -speaker,
and we will advise you as to the

general lines of sets that will
answer your purpose.
Send your enquiry with coupon
(p. iii, cover) and stamped ad-
dressed envelope to-

" Buyer's Advice Bureau,"
THE WIRELESS MAGAZINE,

La Belle Sauvage, E.C.4.

unearthly voice. And in fact it
was. Its tones were stentorian.
It was an immense, a tremendous
voice. And yet Mr. Mac smiled as
he sat. His cigar had dropped from
his mouth. Luckily it had gone
out. But he was beyond thinking of
such trifles.

He was engaged with mightier
issues. In his youth Mr. Mac had
read Jules Verne. But more won-
derful than all Jules Verne's imagin-
ings was this-this voice-that was
calling-calling-the Earth ! " Mars
calling Terra ! Hel-lo ! Hell -o ! "

" Yes," replied Mr. MacPherson
(for the Earth), forgetful of the fact,
of course, that he was only a listener,
not a broadcaster.

`NeWirelessMagazine. October, 19251

r

'' Mars calling the planet Earth ! "
" Yes," roared Mr. MacPherson

" What on earth do you want ? "
Of course, Mr. Mac might as well

have been inarticulate. Nobody
heard him-at least Mars certainly
did not-there could be nothing
more positive than that. Mars call-
ing US (no, not U.S. please). Well,
well. This was terrific. My word !
Fancy 1 And a lot of other things
Mr. Mac thought to himself.

" Dut ! Dut! Dut 1 Dut ! " etc.
There it was again. Would nobody
answer Mars ? Where were they,
these broadcasting people ? What
fools ! Would nobody take notice ?
Where were the scientists ? The
addled asses !

He thought they were always or,
duty-Mr. Mac liked that idea-
somebody else always on duty.
He liked relaxation himself. But
then they were scientists. It was
their job. It was their business to
be on the look out for Mars and
Jupiter and Pluvius and Saturn
and a lot of other distinguished
aerial bodies.

That was it. Aeria. ! Could there
be anything particular about his,
Mr. Mac's, aerial ? Perhaps he was
the only recipient ! And he was
lockj awed-that is to say he could
not answer back, much as he would
have liked to. He must investigate
this matter-he would write to the
aerial people-that is to say to the
wireless authorities-to the people
responsible-to the-to the-

But what was this ? Ye gods !
This was something. " Hello,
Saturn ! Mars calling; What under
the Sun is the Earth doing ? I
can't get him. He must be stupid."

" Boom ! bang ! fizz ! squelch I "
A noise like a thousand thunders was
in Mac's ears. Yet to one watching
him-if such a one there had been
-he was to all intents and purposes
fast asleep. His eyes were still
closed. A smile was on his features.
It was a cherubic smile. And
yet strange things were happening.
It was as if Mac heard nothing-
was beyond it.

The contents of the decanter had
appreciably decreased. In fact thcy
had almost disappeared. Where once

(Continued on page 259)
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ARetharfr One -raker
wthRefZexAelion

THE famous Reinartz tuner,
which takes its name from a

most prolific American wireless in-
ventor, John L. Reinartz, has enjoyed
a tremendous vogue in America.
For some inexplicable reason, how-
ever; the British amateur has been
slow to realise its advantages.

Reinartz Tuner
A glance at the circuit diagram

will show that the Reinartz tuner
consists of two
separate coils
magnetically and
statically coupled
together. One of
these coils in-
cludes a semi-
aperiodic aerial in-
ductance of eight
turns which is
magnetically cou-
pled and auto -
coupled to a
secondary coil
tuned by a vari-
able condenser.

The other coil
is connected to
the plate of the
H.F. valve and is
rigidly coupled to
the aerial coil.

Reaction is con
trolled by a van
a b 1 e condenser
connected between the
this coil and the aerial.

This one-valuer has been
speciall9 designed, built
ee tested irCTHE WIRELESS
MAGAZINE" workshop for
volume & selectivity .

in by the suitable adjustment of the
grid -coil variable condenser.

These H.F. oscillations are then
passed on to the grid of the valve
where they appear magnified in
amplitude in the tuned -plate circuit
of the valve. The magnified oscilla-
tions are next detected by the crystal
and pass through the primary of the
L.F. transformer, in the secondary of
which they reappear at a higher
voltage.

turers' names are given in brackets
at the sides of each item :-

Crystal detector (Belling -Lee).
L.F. transformer (C.A.V.).
2 .0003-microfarad variable con-

densers (Portable' Utilities Dial o-
densers).

0005-microfarad variable con-
denser (Portable Utilities Dial -o -
denser).

Filament rheostat (Ericsson).
Radion ebonite panel,' 2 in. by 7 in.

by T3-6- in. thick
(American Hard
Rubber Co.).

8 terminals
(Belling -Lee).

Valve holder
(Burndept).

Fixed conden-
ser, r-microfarad
(T.C.C.).

3 fixed conden-
sers, oor - micro -
farad each (Atlas).

Fixed coil
holder.

lb. of No. 24 -
gauge wire for
winding the coil.

Mahogany cabi-
net with base-
board (see sketch).

Making the
Coils

The Reinartz
tuner, consisting of a semi-aperiodic
aerial coil auto -coupled to the grid
coil and magnetically and statically
coupled to the reaction coil, is wound
on the Lorenz low -loss principle,
giving a high efficiency.

A piece of ebonite or wood about
in. thick and 5 in. square is

40
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Circuit Diagram of Reinartz

end of

Tuning
The H.F. oscillations induced in

the aerial by the electromagnetic
waves passing through the ether from
the transmitting station are tuned -

One -valuer with Reflex Action.

The valve now functions as a low -
frequency amplifier, the rectified
impulses being amplified by the
valve and passed through the
phones.

The following is a complete list
of all the components required to
make this receiver. The manufac-
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The full-size Structograph" Coloured Plate of the Reinartz One -valuer with Reflex Action that is given Free
with this issue (and reproduced on a reduced scale above) is a special combined layout, drilling and wiring diagram

developed by the Technical Staff of " The Wireless Magazine."
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A Reinartz One-valver with Reflex Action (Continued)

There is nothing complicated about this Reinartz One-valver with Reflex Action, as can be seen from this photograph of
the wiring.

required, together with nine 4 B.A.
screwed brass rods, each 4 in. long.
A circle of 4 in. diameter is drawn on
the square of ebonite and nine marks
made round the circumference at
equal intervals. At these marks
holes are drilled to clear the 4 B.A.
rods, which are then inserted and
clamped each side of the ebonite by
4 B.A. nuts. No. 2 4 -gau ge wire
is used for winding the coils.

Winding the Coils
Start winding the coils by going

outside one rod, inside the next one,
outside the next, and so on. The
plate coil of 45 complete turns is
wound first and the wire is cut at
the 45th turn.

Next comes the aerial coil, having
eight turns of the same gauge wire
wound in the same direction and in a
similar manner. The wire is not
cut at the 8th turn, but a loop is
made and the grid coil of 4o turns is
wound straight on without breaking

the wire. Thus we have wound two
distinct coils, one of 45 turns and
the other of 48 turns, tapped at the
8th turn.

This completes the winding of the
tuner. Before the coils are removed
from the former they must be
secured in some way in order to
prevent the wire from coming adrift.
The best method of doing this is to
tie up the coils between the rods
where the wires intersect with stout
cotton or string, after which the
coils may be removed.

A sketch of the cabinet showing
the dimensions and the method of
construction is given on p. 254. Made
of mahogany in. thick, the
cabinet has its two sides, back and
bottom, fixed, while the top is made
in the form of a lid hinged at the
back in order that easy access to the
wiring and instruments is possible.

Provided that the constructor
possesses the tools and the ability
there is no reason why he should not

make the cabinet himself. Nothing
looks worse, however, than a badly
made cabinet, and therefore, in the
majority of cases, it will be better
to place this part of the construction
in the hands of a reputable firm of
cabinet makers.

Cabinet Construction
For the benefit of those few who

desire to make their own cabinets a
few hints are given.

Cut the two side pieces to exactly
the same size, and see that the four
corner angles are all right -angles.
Next, cut the back piece to the
dimensions shown, having the same
height as the side pieces.

The back and the two side pieces
should be glued end screwed to the
bottom piece which, together with
the lid, should have some kind of
fancy moulding round the edges.
The lid is hinged to the back of the
cabinet at the top.

As an alternative to french polish -
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Specially Designed by " The Wireless Magazine " Try It!

The components required for the Reinartz One-valver with Reflex Action are few in number and inexpensive, as seen from
this photograph.

ing the wood may be stained with a
dark mahogany stain, after which a
coat of varnish should be applied.

Baseboard
The wooden baseboard to which

the panel is attached, and on which
most of the instruments are mountLid,
measures 12 in. by 6} in. by in.
thick.

Before any drilling operations can
be commenced the panel must be cut
and squared up. There are two
ways of "'cutting " the panel-one,
by sawing it, and the other by break-
ing it. The latter is by far the
quicker method and should be done
as follows :

Mark out the exact size of the
panel (12 in. by 7 in.) on the piece
of ebonite from which the panel is
to be " cut." Take great care
that all the corners are at right -
angles. Along the marks made lay
a steel straight -edge and with a
sharp steel point make grooves in

the ebonite not less than in. deep
-the deeper the better.

Now place the ebonite on a table
so that the edge of the table coin-
cides with one of the grooves on the
ebonite, and with a sharp blow
from a wooden mallet the superfluous
ebonite will break away leaving a
clean fractured edge. All four edges
may be dealt with in this way.

The fractured edges may be cleaned
up by rubbing with emery cloth.

Drilling may now be started. Re-
ferring to the " Structograph " tem-
plate and wiring diagram, it will
be seen that there are twenty-three
holes to be drilled in the panel,
including the four screw -holes for
the purpose of attaching the panel
to the baseboard.

Using the " Structograph"
The centre positions and sizes of

these holes are indicated so that
all that is necessary is to place the
template (which is full size) flat over

253

the panel and mark through with
a sharp steel point at the centres
all holes to be drilled.

The template is then taken away
and holes of the sizes indicated
drilled at these marks.

Having completed the drilling the
next step is to mount the components.

On the bottom of the panel are
fixed the two phone terminals. Just
above these are seen the three vari-
able -condenser dials, while on the
top of the pane appear the filament
rheostat (on the left) and the crystal
detector (on the right).

In the left top corner are the aerial
and earth terminals, and on the
right-hand side of the panel the four
battery terminals.

The three variable condensers de-
serve special notice in that in each
the whole instrument is enclosed
in the dial itself. These condensers
have a very low minimum capacity
and in operation they possess a
very smooth action.
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A Reinartz One-valver with Reflex Action (Continued)

On the baseboard behind the
panel the L.F. transformer, valve
holder, coil holder, coils and the four
fixed condensers are mounted. The

Method of Winding Coil.

low -loss coils are clamped between
two ebonite strips which arc then
screwed down to the baseboard.

Wiring Up
Given away with this issue of THE

WIRELESS MAGAZINE iS a special
" Structograph " coloured wiring dia-
gram and panel -drilling template.
All the instruments and terminals
included in the grid circuit (this in-
cludes the aerial and earth circuit)
are shown connected with a thick
black line. The filament -lighting
circuit is shown in red and the plate
circuit in red and black.

Beside each terminal will be seen
a small letter. These are for the
purpose of indicating which wire to
connect up first. For instance, all
the terminals marked a are joined
up first with one wire, then all those
marked b, and so on. With this
diagram as a reference wiring up is
an easy matter.

Suitable Valve
Actual experience in the handling

of this receiver shows that the type
of valve used has a very great effect
on the results obtained.

With some types of valves, indeed,
results could only be described as
poor. It is essential, therefore, that
a suitable valve should be used.

We recommend for this purpose
a Metropolitan -Vickers Shortpath,
type SP i8, which gives excellent
results. The filament consumption
of this valve is 3 ampere at a

pressure of 1.8 volts. A 2 -volt accu-
mulator cell is suitable as a source of
filament -current supply.

It will be noticed that the valve
functions efficiently when the fila-
ment is at a dull red heat.

Operating the Set
The chief advantages of the

Reinartz tuner are its simplicity in
operation and its great selectivity-a rare combination. Tuning
is accomplished in the following
manner :

Set the reaction control condenser
at zero and search round for signals
by slow.ly rotating the grid - coil
tuning condenser (in the centre)
and the anode -coil tuning condenser
(on the right). When signals are
heard the catwhisker on the crystal

Details of Coil Support.

A

GRID (OIL
40 TURNS

A
AERIAL COIL
8 TURNS

A

PLATE COIL
45 TURI1S

Arrangement of Coil Tappings.

should be adjusted until a sensitive
spot has been found.

It should be noted here that when
the catwhisker is off the crystal no
signals should be heard, thus denoting
the valve is not rectifying. If
signals are heard the H.T. voltage
should be adjusted until the signal
strength is at a minimum.

Having brought the crystal detec-
tor to its best, signals can be further
strengthened by adjusting the reac-
tion condenser.
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Good Aerial and Earth
If the constructor desires to

bring in far -distant stations it is
essential to have a good aerial -earth
system. It is useless winding low -
loss coils and increasing the efficiency
of the whole set to a maximum if
the most important part is neglected.

Some idea of what this set will do,
provided the above instructions are
carried out, may be gathered from
the following test report. On an
aerial about eight miles from 2 L 0
this station came in at remarkable
loud -speaker strength. Three other
stations were received on the loud-
speaker-L'Ecole Superieure on 458
metres, " Le Petit Parisien " on 345
metres, ant' Birmingham on 479
metres.

Many other stations were received
using the phones. Among these the
following were .particularly good :
Brussels on 265 metres, Hamburg on
375 metres, Bournemouth, Cardiff,
Manchester, Glasgow and Madrid.

Tuning will be found to be ex-
tremely critical. Indeed, at this
distance from z L 0 (8 miles), it
was quite possible to cut out this
station and tune -in Cardiff.

Reaction Control
Reaction is controllable through-

out the entire tuning range by
means of the left-hand variable
condenser. In all probability it
will be found that when the dial is
set at an angle of about 25 degrees
the set will burst into oscillation.

The most sensitive point for
reception will be found to be just be-
fore this oscillation limit is reached.

Another very critical control is

PANEL
SUPPORT
FILLETS

Details of Cabinet.
the filament rheostat. If the
brilliancy of the filament is too
high it will become difficult to stop
self -oscillation,
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The Invisible Audience
A Storms by ci.D.Millard
Illustrated hyLeo.Cheney

THE Stentor voice, borne by
tireless waves of energy, of the

mammoth broadcasting station at
Haintree made itself heard over the
length and breadth of the land-in
crowded city dwellings and in isolated
farmhouses on bleak wolds.

Over half the continent of Europe
it sounded ; for its voice was far
more powerful than any other purely

(Not-E.-The conversations in this
story set in italic type form parts of
a programme transmitted from the
Haintree high -power broadcasting
station. For the sake of simplicity,
the few words used to introduce and
connect this dialogue have also been
printed in italic. Each character
and incident is imaginary.)

Listening to the loud -speaker on the hotel terrace where
it overhung the Grand Canal.

broadcasting station in the world,
and the excellence of its programmes
attracted listeners in every land west
of Suez.

It was even heard in the vast
tracts of the North American con-

tinent ; for on this par-
ticular night the nation-
wide chain of broadcasting stations
controlled by the railways was relay-
ing the programme that Haintree
provided from the old country.

So Haintree had at the moment
many millions more listeners in
foreign lands than in the very Eng-
land which it was intended to serve.

So perfectly had the broadcasting
instrument been wrought by years
of research, that the listener in the
log -cabin in the Rockies, and the
girl honeymooning with her lover in
Venice and listening to the loud-

speaker on the hotel
terrace where it over-

hung the Grand Canal, heard the
clean-cut voice of the English an
nouncer with as much clarity al;
the director in London.
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THE INVISIBLE AUDIENCE (Continued)
A Story by J. D. Millard

0 0 Illustrated by Leo. Cheney

The station director was taking
an easy evening. The programme
was of the popular " round -the -
stations " type, and the switching
from one to the other of the English
stations for excerpts from their
programmes did not require his
supervision.

There were no distinguished guests
to receive, and he could safely leave
the conduct of the evening's enter-
tainment in the hands of his assistant.

* * * *

" Haintree station calling. You
have just heard the Ride of the
Valkyries ' played at Pinebourne.
From a watering -place in the south
we will now go over to a great manu-
facturing town in the north. Stand
by for one minute, after which we will
see what Manecaster has to give us for
the next quarter of an hour or so."

* * * * *

The lonely man in the cabin in
the Rockies, who had given up an
ill -paid post in an insurance office in

homeland to seek fortune in the
great Dominion, leaned forward with
eager interest. Manecaster was his
home town.

And the girl in Venice smiled at
her husband.

" To think we've come all these
miles to get away from it, dear, and
now Manecaster is thrusting itself
upon us even in this beautiful spot.
What is the good of sitting beside
the Grand Canal if a few wires
stretched overhead can force us to
remember Manecaster with its Market
Street on a rainy day ? "

* * * * *

A play was evidently in the course
of being broadcast from the Mane -
caster station, for, after the slight
clicks of the switches as the transfer
was made to Manecaster, a man's
voice was heard :

" Here's that young fool of a Kenneth
on the phone wants you, Mona. But,
before you speak to him, let's get to the
bottom of this. What's the good of
suggesting that I should go to the
theatre alone ? What would be the fun
in that ? Are you sure you've made
no other arrangements ? It seems as
though you want me out of the way."

It was a woman's voice which
answered :

" Whatever are you looking at me
like that for ? Of course I'm not

going anywhere. Whom should I go
with ?"

At the tones of her voice, the man
in the Rockies and the girl beside
the Grand Canal started slightly.

" No, it can't be the Mona I
know," each whispered softly. " She
has never acted before."

* * * *

The man continued insinuatingly :
"You know well enough whom I mean."

" What in the world are you talking
about ?"

" I suppose my lady innocence never
thought of the man on the phone ?
Your-Kenneth?"

He paused before the last word, and
spat it out at her like a pistol shot.

" Be quiet ! He'll overhear every-
thing you say."

" What do I care ? I want him to.
He's not altogether unconcerned in this
affair. Were you going out with him -
this evening ?"

" And suppose I were ?"
" You don't usually refuse an

opportunity to. come to the theatre
without  some good reason. You've
been seeing too much of your young
bounder lately. Perhaps my company
isn't so entertaining as his ? "

" Oh, please don't be ridiculous,
and don't talk like the jealous husband
on the stage. Let me have the phone.
I have something to tell Ken."

* * * * *

The listener in the far west of
Canada and she in Venice jumped
up with sparkling eyes. There was
no mistaking the intonation of the
" please " in that " please don't be
ridiculous." How often had not
their sister Mona used the same
expression to each of them ?

" Gee, what. luck Calgary relayed
the programme from the old country
to -day of all days," breathed the
Canadian.

" Mona blossoming forth as an.
actress," murmured the girl on the
Grand Canal, with just the tiny
thought at the back of her mind-
" She might have told me."

* * * * *

. " Let Master Kenneth wait-answer
my question. You'd rather go with
him than with me ?"

" Don't be so childish, Jim. I
refuse to answer you."

" Come now, the truth I "

" Really, Jim, what does it matter
if I did intend to go out with him ?"

" Th n you had arranged this
thing ?"

There was silence a moment. Then
the man asked again.

" Come, answer me ! "
" I shall net. Almost yon. make

me hate you, Jim, with your silly
szispicions."

" So you hate- ,me, your husband,
and the soft spot in your heart you
reserve for this upstart, this intruder,
Kenneth ?"

" Yes ! Yes ! A thousand times
yes. You jealous fiend ! "

* * * * *

Everyone of the millions of listeners
to that voice in two continents read
the scornful passion and the exas-
peration of a woman tried too long
that rang through it. The man
listening in the lonely cabin in the
Rockies moved a little uneasily ill
his chair. He knew Mona in a
temper. To the girl in Venice the
scene of the moon reflected on the
waters of the lagoon seemed to have
lost its peace and beauty. The con-
viction in the actress's voice rang

was not so much
meaning that she

of the Haintree
ear for a great

actress. Her voice carried perfectly
by wireless. He reached for the
list of programmes. He must find
out her name. It would be good to
get her to act for his own station.
He ran his finger down the list. It
stopped at the words " Manecaster,
Thursday, 7.3o p.m. to 10.0 p.m.-
Light Orchestral Music."

The director looked at his watch.
A quarter to eight. He frowned, and
looked again at the programme.
Then he rang the bell and told the
boy who answered it to ask Mr.
Smith to see him for a few minutes.

" What's this you're putting out ? "
he asked Smith, his assistant, when
he presented himself. " I thought
I heard your announcer say you were
going over to Manecaster for an
excerpt from their programme ? "

" Certainly, it is Manecaster, sir."
" Look here, it's down  plain

enough : 'Manecaster, Thursday,
7.3o p.m. to io.o p.m.-Light Or-
chestral Music.' Get Manecaster on

terribly true. It
her words as the
lent them.

The director
station had an
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the phone and ask "em why they've
altered their programme."

" Yes, sir. But don't forget that
the private wire was blown down in
the gale last night. We're on to
the Manecaster studio by a Post
Office telephone line."

" Yes ? Well, just see what they're
up to."

He turned again to the loud-

speaker. The male character was
speaking:

* * * * *

" You really mean what you say-
you hate me ?"

" I do ! I do ! Let me come to
the telephone. Oh, Jim ! Jim !
What are you thinking about ? Don't !
Oh, don't look so cruel. Your eyes

WirelessMagazine. October 1925

are starting from your head ! You're
mad, mad ! Oh, don't touch me !
Ugh ! You frighten me ! Oh, help !
Help ! Kenneth ! Kenneth ! Oh,
Kenneth, can you hear me ? Help !
H 's choking me. I can't stand it any
longer. Oh my God ! Oh ! Ken !
Ken ! Ken ! "

The voice died away, sank with a
thick obbin,P, sound.

In the lowly cabin in the Rockies a man was
standing with face blanched and with fear looking

out of his eyes.

The man spoke in the soft, croon-
ing tones of a madman.

" Oh, my darling little Mona, how
still you are. Pretty ! Pretty, you
look ! Wake up and kiss your Jim.
Wake, I say, wake ! Dear God, she's
quite still ! She doesn't move ! Mona !

What have I done ? Mona ! Mona !
She's only asleep, asleep."

Then there was silence.

" Marvellous acting," said the
station director. " What had Mane -
caster to say ? "

" Manecaster are carrying on with
their orchestral concert, sir. They
haven't been broadcasting a play
this evening. God knows where
that is coming from ! " He waved
excitedly at the loud -speaker. " It
-it didn't sound to me like acting."

"You mean ? "
" I don't know, sir. It's too

horrible. It's-"
" Well, never mind speculating

now. Switch over to one of the
other stations and then try to trace
through the telephone exchange
where this free play came from."

* * * * *

In the lowly cabin in the Rockies
a man was standing with face
blanched and with fear looking out
of his eyes. He tried not to believe
what he knew was true.

And in Venice a shriek pierced the
silence of the heavy night and the
honeymooning girl was carried in-
doors in a dead faint.

* * * * *

The next morning the post -bag
of the Haintree station was filled
with letters from all parts of tho
country commenting on the bril-
liant acting of the unnamed actor
and actress in the portion of the
programme picked up from Mane -
caster.

They continued to pour in for a
week from all over the Continent.
The next week brought hundreds of
letters from Canada and the States.
all congratulating the " magnificent
performance, rivalling Sarah Bern-
hardt at her mightiest," as one writer
put it. Many wanted to know the
identity of the actor and actress.

There was, too, an incoherent
cablegram from a Canadian, who
apparently was under the impression
that the actress was his sister,
demanding assurances of her safety.

* * * * *

The explanation of the mysterious
broadcast play must be sought in a
room in Manecaster, in which are the
" clever actor and actress " on that
particular night.

She, a young and pretty woman,
is lying back in an easy chair smiling
blandly at her " opposite " in the
play, who is her husband. He is

(Continued on page 273)
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Fig. 1.-Plans of Three Indoor Aerial,.

AVERY wet afternoon recently
caused me to stay indoors

when I should have been helping
a friend to erect an outdoor aerial.
I spent the afternoon and the greater
part of the evening following in
carrying out a number of experi-
ments with indoor aerials.

Considering the results I obtained,
I am very glad the rain kept me at
home that afternoon. It is a long
time since I tried an indoor aerial,
and I was astounded at the signal
strength I obtained.

Set Used
The receiving set used in the ex-

periments was a three -valve set-
detector valve, followed by two low -

indoor aerial

former station being 40
and the latter 50.

For my second indoor
aerial I used a longer
piece of the flex. This
was stretched across
the room in which the
receiving set was placed,
as was the first aerial,
but immediately out-
side the door of the room
the aerial wire was fas-
tened to a hat -peg.

The wire was then
taken down the corri-
dor, through a door at
the end of the corridor
and into another room.
This time the aerial
wire was everywhere
free from the walls
of both corridor and
rooms.

The run of this second
aerial is indicated in
Fig. r by the letters

frequency amplifying valves. A
loud -speaker was used, and at no
time did I employ my phones for
tuning -in a station.

The wire used for the indoor
aerials was ordinary double -lead
electric lighting flex. The two leads
were connected together at the re-
ceiving end of the aerials but not
at the open ends.

First Aerial
My first indoor aerial was a length

of the flex slung diagonally across
the room in which was the receiving
set, thence out through the door
of the room and down a corridor.
The length of the aerial was in all
some 36 feet, 12 feet being in the
room and 24 feet in the corridor.

Inside the room the aerial was
free from thewalls,but in the corridor
it ran along the wall, being passed
over several picture nails. Fig.
shows a plan of this aerial, the wire
running from A, the receiving set,
to a in the corridor and down the
corridor wall to c.

With this simple
and a good earth of buried metal,
I was able to get Nottingham, 25
miles away, at weak loud -speaker
strength. I was also able to hear
Manchester and Birmingham, the

miles away

A, n and E. At the end E a super-
fluous lo feet of the wire was made
into a coil and hung over the corner
of a picture frame.

Results on this aerial were appre-
ciably better than those on the first,
but the loud -speaker signals were
only of medium strength from Not-
tingham, Manchester and Birming-
ham.

My third indoor aerial was dif-
ferent from the second, the coil of
wire at the free end being opened
out and slung across the room in
such a way as to be almost at right
angles to the main portion of the
aerial in the corridor and second
room. The run of this third aerial
is indicated in Fig. r by the letters
A, o, E and F. The average height
of this aerial would be about 9
feet.

Results
The extra ro feet of aerial seemed

to improve matters considerably.
With a little patient tuning, the fol-
lowing stations were heard : Sheffield
(zo miles), Nottingham (25 miles),
Manchester (40 miles), Birmingham
(5o miles), Leeds (55 miles), Liver-
pool (65 miles), Newcastle (r2o
miles), London (140 miles), Glasgow
(220 miles),

Of these stations Nottingham
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Fig. 2.-Fourth Aerial.
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came in at good loud -speaker
strength, and Manchester was also
good., The more distant stations,
although audible on the loud -speaker,
were, of course, weak.

In putting up the fourth indoor
aerial use was made of the available
indoor height of the house. A
length of 15 feet of the flex reached
from the receiving set across the
room and out of the room to the foot
of the stairs. Thence the next
3o feet of the flex were taken up
vertically beside the stairs right up
to the topmost point of the house.

Fixing the Wire
At this highest point the wire

was secured to a small screw placed
in a beam which formed one of the
roof supports. The remaining 20
feet of the aerial wire were then
taken horizontally through a door
and across an attic.

Fig. 2 shows the run of this fourth
aerial, the portion A to B being on
the ground floor, the portion B to c
being vertical and the portion c to D
being horizontal on the top floor
of the three -storied house.

This fourth indoor aerial gave
excellent results. Nottingham was
audible on the loud -speaker all over
the ground floor of the house, and
practically all the stations mentioned
in connection with the third indoor
aerial were audible over the room
in which the receiving set was
placed. J. R.

GETTING THE BEST
FROM VALVES

WHEN you buy a new valve of
the general-purpose type it is

as well to test it out in various parts
of the set to see if it has a " best
position." Owing to the perfection
to which modern methods of manu-
facture have been brought there is
not usually a great deal of difference
between any two of the same make.

Still, 'there are tiny variations
which may make a good deal of
difference to the valve's performances
as a high -frequency amplifier, rec-
tifier or note magnifier. Sometimes
you will find that a valve makes a
particularly good detector, and if you
do so it is just as well to reserve it
for this duty.

When a valve is found to function
especially well in a certain position
its cap should be marked H.F., R or
L.F. J. H. R.
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1\19 2. Th,e Grataude of the Sheik.
ONCE upon a Time, the Sheik -

engineer of a Wireless Broad-
casting Concern who was resting from
his laborious Tasks in his Den by
the Forest of Hampstead was visited
on a Certain Day by a Member of
the Great Army of Listeners.

Without calling upon Him to
state the nature of his Mission, the
venerable Sheik bade him Welcome,
set a cold Collation before him and
besought him to partake of his
Hubble-bubble.

As the rich smoke of the fragrant
Latakia was wafted on the evening
breeze, the Visitor spake thus :

" 0, Thou Wise Master of Wires,
I have come to Thee to appeal for
monetary Aid. In the precincts of
my Hut dwelt a lusty Radio Fan
who, sadly enough, without timely
Warning, hath been called unto his
Fathers. It is our desire to give
our Brother Oscillator a seemly
Interment and we would wish to
erect a sumptuous Mausoleum to
encompass his Remains for the
Consolation of his Kith and Kin.
But we lack the wherewithal to
defray the cost of such a lordly
burial. Perchance, in Thy great
Benevolence, mayest Thou grant

assistance to attain our laudable
aims."

The Wise Sheik stroked his snow-
white Beard and Silence reigned
for an appreciable Space of Time,
then taking the narghile from his
lips, he replied : " Good Stranger,
May Thy Shadow never grow less.
An Oscillator, sayest Thou ? Yea,
readily will I offer aid and material
assistance to such a noble Cause."

Whereupon, drawing from a well -
lined silken purse, five shining silver
Robertos of the Realm, he handed
them to the Visitor. With profuse
thanks and many genuflexions the
Stranger prepared to withdraw,
when the Sheik, by a peremptory
-but courtly-gesture, arrested his
departure.

Taking from a goodly Pile lying
on his Alchemist's table, a crisp and
crackling Fisher, he pressed it into
his caller's hands, adding, the while,
in sympathetic Tones : " Thou hast
rendered unto Me a great Service,
Friend, and I am truly thankful.
Place this in Thy pouch and inter
four more Oscillators. Peace be
with Thee."

MORAL : One good turn deserves
another. JAY COOTE.

The Bewitched Aerial (Continued from page 249)

there had been a noble plenitude,
alas ! there was a vast shrinkage.
The plenitude had shifted quarters.
It was indeed reposing beneath the
ample waistcoat of Mr. Mac, reposing
gracefully-nay sprawling-in his
comfortable chair, phones still in
position though. Mr. Mac was
nothing if not thorough.

" Righto," suddenly said Mr. Mac
at this stage, apparently a propos of
nothing. But Mr. Mac knew better.
He was holding converse in his
own way with certain heavenly
bodies.

" Who ? " roared Mr. Mac7--he
seemed to think it necessary to roar
to be heard so far off-" right you are,
son." (Or was it " Sun " Mr. Mac
said ?) " Venus ? And Adonis ? Eh,
what ? How do ? How do ? "

Mr. Mac made rumbling noises.
He made curious sounds through
his nose. Had it not been for the
earphones and the crystal set in
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close proximity one might almost
have thought that Mr. Mac was not
entirely conscious of his surround-
ings. He had that appearance.

But fancy Mars on a crystal set !
Mr. Mac (nor nobody else) could not
get over that. It must be the aerial.
He would have a lo_ lc at that
aerial. Something-was-happening
-out-there

Mr. Mac extricated himself from
the wreckage and gazed about
dazedly. The phones were no longer
on his ears and the aforementioned
crystal set was a wreck.

" Why, whatever's madder ? "
quoth Mr. Mac to himself, having
no other audience. " Thought had
Mars-blessed-"

But Mr. Mac got no further for the
door opened and Mars entered-
that is to say the footstep was Ma's,
and when Ma's wrath was exhausted
on Mr. Mac he saw, if he did not hear,
Stars ! PHILIP AUSTIN.
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A CRYST- SET
With Potentiometer Control

eatwfiiskep
Adjustment

RECENTLY there has been
a marked tendency to

revert to the old-fashioned
perikon crystal detector owing
to its stability and immunity
from loss of sensitivity by
mechanical vibration.

For efficient operation, how-
ever, this type of detector
often requires a small addi-
tional potential across it so that the
operating point may be moved to
the most suitable portion of the
characteristic curve.

Permanent Detector
A set is described in this article

that employs a very efficient perma-
nent type of detector, having a small
dry battery and potentiometer to
control the voltage applied to the
crystal.

As will be seen from the circuit
diagram, one side of the crystal
detector is connected to the moving
arm of a potentiometer, each end of
the latter being joined to a small dry
battery of two cells joined in series.

Built by " The
Wireless Magazine."

A centre tap is taken from between
the two cells and is connected to one
side of the phones.

By moving the arm of the poten-
tiometer a small negative or positive
potential may be applied to the
crystal.

Components Required
For the construction of this simple

set the following apparatus will be
necessary :-

Ebonite panel, 4k in. by 61 in. by
* in. thick. (Any dealer will supply
this.)

0005-microfarad square -law con-
denser. (Wates Bros.)

Potentiometer. (Lissen.)

G.
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Crystal Set Panel Layout.

AERIAL

".1 Wiring Diagram of Crystal Set with Potentiometer Control,
showing also Disposition of Components.

Plug-in Coils
Fop Any'

Wavelength

Paramount crystal detector
Single -coil holder.
7 terminals. (Belling Lee.)
Small oak case.

ConstructiOnal Details
The nearest standard size

panel obtainable from the ma-
jority of wireless dealers is one
that measures approximately

7 in. by 6 in.. This, of course, will
need cutting and trimming before
drilling operations can be commenced.

Carefully mark out on the bought
panel the piece to be cut off and
with a sharp instrument make deep
grooves (not less than -1-in. deep)
along these marks. It will now be
found quite easy to break off the
superfluous ebonite with a sharp
blow of the hand.

Next comes the drilling. No diffi-
culty should be experienced here if
use is made of the accompanying
panel -drilling diagram.

The variable condenser and poten-
tiometer are both " one -hole fixed "
and are mounted centrally on the
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A Crystal Set with Potentiometer Control (Continued)

Under Side of Panel of Crystal Set.

panel. On one side of the panel is
fixed the coil holder, while the crystal
detector is plugged into a pin and
socket mounted on the opposite side.
The three terminals seen on one edge
are for connections to the dry cells,
the middle terminal being connected
to the centre tap of the battery.

Having drilled the panel and
mounted the components, wiring
may be started. This is done as
shown in the wiring diagram. Use
No. 16 -gauge wire for connecting
purposes.

This type of wire is rigid enough
to support itself, and with it there
is no necessity to use insulated
sleeving.

Cabinet
The cabinet consists of a plain oak

or mahogany box into which the
panel and instruments may be con-
veniently fitted.

Tuning is accomplished by plugging
a No. 5o coil (or the equivalent) in
the coil holder and rotating the
variable -condenser dial. \\lien sig-
nals are received the crystal is
brought to its most sensitive point
by the adjustment of the potentio-
meter.

When the set is not in use it is
advisable to disconnect the dry
cells, otherwise they will run down
(although very slowly) through the
winding of the potentiometer.

17(
I><

VVVV\YVVVVV.
POTENTIOMETER

=-.1111 11T_

CENTRE TAP

Circuit Diagram.

Watch Your Filaments
WE are often cautioned against

allowing the, filaments of our
valves to run at excessive tempera-
tures. This is sound advice as far a5.
it goes, for filaments are short lived
if they are allowed to burn toe
brightly.

At the same time it must not be
forgotten that very bad reception
may result from failing to heat the
filaments to a temperature that is
high enough. This is not always
realised by amateurs, who often
apply too small a filament voltage
in the interests of valve economy.

Distortion
If the filament is too dull the

characteristic curve is a very short
one, and distortion is likely to occur
it signals are at all powerful, since
the working point may be taken
on to either the upper or the lower
bend.

The best method of making sure
that your voltage is neither too great
nor too small is to use a good volt-
meter, which should be applied across
the filament legs when the valve is
working. The makers' figures may
be taken as correct when the valve
is new, though the voltage may need
to be a little higher after the valve
has seen a certain amount of ser-
vice. J. H.R.

Another View of the Crystal Set.
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The Submarine and 1

Some Wireless Adventures

THE first wireless set ever con-
structed and installed by the

writer was a small spark trans-
mitter and crystal receiver, which
was put together out of various
odds and ends for use in the sub-
marine then commanded by him.
That was in 1912. The set was used
during the manoeuvres of that year
and, with a good deal of tinkering,
an effective range of about five miles
for two-way communication with the
depot ship was obtained.

This does not sound very great,
but when it is remembered that the
set had to work in a compartment
containing a boo -11.p. iti-cylinder
petrol engine, and that the con-
ditions therefore approximated to
those under the bonnet of a powerful
motor -car, the reader will perhaps
pause before scoffing at such results.

Submarines as Scouts
At that time there were no

" official " wireless installations in
British submarines. It was simply
due to the initiative and enthusiasm
of a few commanding officers that
there were any sets at all. And those
we had never really got beyond the
experimental stage.

The reason for this apparent
apathy on the part of the higher
authorities was probably that no
One had any conception, before the
war, of the immense value of sub-
marines as scouts. That it was not
due to lack of keenness is sufficiently
proved by the fact that the head
of the Submarine Service at that
time was the famous Sir Roger
Keyes, the glory of whose exploit
at Zeebrugge on St. George's Day,
1918, can only fade with the very
memory of the British Navy itself:

The Latest and Largest of the
K Class Submarines.

But the war soon showed what
submarine scouts could do. Al-
though the British Submarine Ser-
vice did obtain some very fine and
sometimes spectacular results in
the actual infliction of damage on
the enemy, it was in the unobtrusive,
and often very monotonous, task of
watching the German coast that the
greater part of their real work was
done and, alas ! the greater part of
their very heavy losses sustained.

A submarine, as was soon dis-
covered, is unrivalled for this pur-
pose, for it, alone of any sea or air
craft, can see without being seen.
And it, alone of all light scouting
craft, need have no fear of being
cut off by a superior force of the
enemy. Mines, in fact, were our chief
danger on these patrols. And even
these we could often get underneath !

But it is obviously not of much
use to obtain information without
the ability to report it, and to report
it quickly. The need for efficient
wireless sets thus early became
apparent, and throughout the war
developments in this branch of
submarine equipment went on apace.

There were two principal diffi-
culties. Firstly, that the inside of a
submarine, especially in the smaller
boats, is not only very crowded but
very noisy. Secondly, that the need
for instant readiness for submersion
necessitated special arrangements of
masts and aerials in order that time
might not be lost in getting them up
and down.

The nurse problem was tackled,
as it had been in other craft, by the

fitting of elaborate " silent cabinets,"
somewhat resembling public tele-
phone call -boxes, with double walls,
the intervening space being filled
with some fibrous substance to
deaden the sound.

1 hese were all very well, so far as
shutting out noise was concerned,
but, unfortunately, they also shut
out air, so that the plight of the
telegraphist during a prolonged
watch' tended to become rather
parlors. This led to the fitting of
special ventilating fans, which again
had to be designed for silent running.
So that complication and demands
on space grew rapidly.

Aerials
The first arrangement of the aerial

was to support it by a single mast
alongside the conning -tower and
have it in two or three lengths, so
that they would telescope to a
height not greater than that of
the tower. An arrangement of
pulleys and a small winch served
for getting these masts up and down.

With these masts the aerial was
a sort of inverted V, the two
ends coming down to the bow and
stern, the vertex supported by
the mast. This had a very serious
disadvantage, for the bow and
stern of a submarine, in anything
like rough weather, are practically
constantly submerged. The aerial
was therefore very frequently
" earthed." So it was not long
before a " two -mast " arrangement
came in, the aerial then becoming
an ordinary T type.

The  two masts had to be of a
different type from the single one.
The telescopic principle was aban-
doned for a " folding down " one,
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the masts being hinged at the foot
and fitted with a large lead counter-
poise weight.

They were situated, of course,
near the ends of the boat and
therefore in such a position that it
would have been impossible in a
seaway for men to get to them for the
purpose of raising or lowering them.
They had, therefore, to be fitted
with special gearing, led through the
hull so that they could be worked
from inside. Originally this was
hand operated, but later motors
were provided to make the operation
quicker.

The " Bight Patrol"
Two little incidents . connected

with these folding masts may not
be devoid of interest. The first
happened to the writer himself.

Returning one night from a
" Bight Patrol " he was approach-
ing the " Cockpit of the North Sea "
-the Hinder Light Vessel. It was
very dark, moonless and not over
smooth. When only about a thou-
sand yards from the light vessel
(which, being Dutch, was burning
its light) a succession of " shapes "
suddenly loomed up in the glare
of the " One-
two--three-four ! "

The writer did not Wait to count
any more ! It was a destroyer
flotilla ! Whether British or German
made no difference; for the British
destroyers had orders to attack a
submarine on sight, the onus of
proving one's friendly character
being on the submarine. Hastily
pushing the look -out man down the
conning -tower, the writer fell after
him, ringing the alarm gong as he
did so, and slammed down the lid.

Now, a well -drilled submarine
crew could get right under in less
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than half a minute from the alarm.
So that by the time the writer
reached the foot of the conning -
tower we were at something like
twenty feet depth.

" The masts are jammed ! " said
the first lieutenant.

" Let 'em ! " I replied. " Take
her to fifty feet ! "

But, when we settled down at
fifty feet, we found that the pressure
of the water had made those masts
utterly immovable. And, as they
were a good deal higher than the
periscope, we couldn't come to the
surface without showing them for a
considerable time before being able
to see ourselves. It was close on
dawn, and to come up in daylight
with those masts up seemed the
next thing to suicide, if there were
anything about.

We struggled with them for about
three hours but finally had to risk
it. The first thing I saw as the
periscope broke surface was a
British squadron of light cruisers
(Admiral Tyrwhitt's famous " Har-
wich Striking Force " to be exact)
within about half a mile of us !
Down we went again, expecting to
be bombed unmercifully with depth
charges !

But luckily the breaking sea, for
it was getting rougher every minute,
prevented them seeing even the
masts. So finally we did get up and
into harbour, after six anxious
hours' delay, due to those wretched
masts !

The other incident is really curious.
In this case the masts saved the
boat as they so nearly lost the
writer's. A certain British " E "
boat while on patrol sighted a
Zeppelin disabled and floating on
the water. She had, I believe, been
hit by anti-aircraft guns and

gradually lost so much gas that
she had to come down. The sub-
marine promptly "went for" her
with the twelve -pounder gun she
carried, finished her off and rescued
a number of survivors of her crew.

It happened to be the last day of
her patrol, and accordingly, after
dark, the " E " boat set a course
for Harwich, the prisoners being
safely shut up in a compartment
forward. During the night the
submarine ran suddenly right into
the midst of a German light cruiser
squadron (probably searching for
the lost Zepp.).

A Large Hole
Before she could dive she was

under the glare of searchlights and
a very hot fire at extremely short
range. But she got down quite
safely and, in due course, up again
to resume her homeward voyage.
What was the captain's astonish-
ment on coming up in daylight to
discover a large, jagged hole in the
superstructure forward.

Investigation showed that a six-
inch shell had hit and burst in the
lead counterpoise of the foremast.
The fragments of this were all over
the superstructure, but the solid
hall -ton weight had prevented the
shell from doing any damage to the
main hull. It was a near thing ! So
near, indeed, that the Germans, who
had been close enough to read the
boat's number on her conning -tower,
reported definitely that they had
sunk her.

As they must have seen the shell
burst as the boat disappeared, our
official denial would have been
regarded as futile lying.

But there was the evidence of
their own prisoners who were, in
fact, the only people on board who

A Unique Stern View of the World's Largest Submarine, X 1.
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The Submarine and Some Wireless Adventures (continued)
By Lieut.-Com. H. W. Shove, R.N., D.S.O.

heard the explosion, above the
noise and scurry of diving. The
compartment in which they were
confined was directly under the
foremast, and between them and
their own shell -burst was only the
thin plating of the hull. They had
reason to be thankful for that lead
weight I

Telescopic Masts
Later on the folding masts were

abandoned in the boats designed
and built during the
war, and telescopic
metal ones, collaps-
ing directly into the
hull and worked hy-
draulically were sub-
stituted. The se ,
going straight up and
down, parallel to one
another, kept the
aerial taut under all
circumstances and
avoided tangling up
when submerged.

The actual sets
first fitted were of
the spark type. But
with these the range
was found to be com-
paratively short. In
order to be able to
send reports from
the farthest patrols
of the North Sea,
gear of the Poulsen-
arc type was fitted in the later boats,
and many of the earlier ones were
converted to this system.

As this was a much more bulky
apparatus, the space problem be-
came very acute and was finally
solved in some of the boats by the
removal of a torpedo tube.

This " tooth -drawing " was bit-
terly resented by some of the
commanding officers, who had
dreams of sinking the High - sea
Fleet " off their own bat." But it
was undoubtedly the right policy.

As Lord Beatty is reputed to have
said, " All I want the submarines
to do is to let me know where the
enemy are. I'll do all the sinking
required, if I can get the Battle
Fleet at them ! " (Alas, he never
had the chance!)

Indeed, orders were sometimes

c-

given prohibiting attacks, which
might have had the effect of scaring
the enemy back to port. Even an
unarmed submarine would have
been of the greatest service if she
had had really good wireless.

As directional wireless was de-
veloped, it became possible to mark
down the position of a submarine
transmitting messages. For this
reason only really vital reports were
allowed to be made by our boats
on patrol. The German boats were

of patrolling had really expired, he
would be justified in leaving the
area to " have a go " at her.

He therefore gave the necessary
orders to the other boat (he being
the senior officer of the pair) and
the two " K " boats went inshore
and dived before dawn, the writer
five miles and his consort ten off
shore. It was a lovely morning and
ideal weather for an attack. The
writer, however, saw nothing, and at
last, rather disappointed, came up

and made for the
rendezvous.PoWedsle

PHONE FEVER.
(With apologies to the author of the well-known song

" Sea Fever.")

IMUST go back to my set again, to my aerial up so high,
And all I ask is an ether wave and a coil to tune it by;

And the loud squeak and the valves' howl and the old phones shaking;
And the H.T. in the wrong place with the lone toobe- breaking.

I must go back to my phones again, for the call of the ether wave
Is a shrill call, like the long howl which makes the neighbours rave,
And all I ask is a pitch dark night with the cold wind not too violent,
With C P Q and F F B and C F all silent.

I must go back to my coils again to the wiry wireless way
To tune my set at 3 a.m. to receive K D K A.
And all I ask is an easy chair and a bright log fire well tended,
.4nd a quiet sleep and a sweet dream when the long wait's ended.

A. PEARMAN.

W.e"......ONeerw"....04...".

frequently tracked right in or out
of the North Sea by this means.
The writer's very last brush with
the enemy was brought about in
this way.

He was on patrol near the mouth
of the Cattegat, in company with
another submarine (both " K "
boats belonging to the Grand Fleet
Flotilla). On the last night of the
patrol messages began to come
through indicating a German boat
creeping down the Norwegian coast,
evidently making for home.

Plotting the positions on the
chart, the writer came to the con-
clusion that she would be off the
Naze (the southern point of Norway,
at the entrance to the Cattegat) just
about daylight. The Naze was not
within the limits of our patrol, but
the writer decided that, as the time

264

" Hide -and -Seek"
The boats missed

one another at the
rendezvous, and it
was only later, when
we arrived near the
longitude west of
which wireless trans-
mission was allowed,
that we discovered
the reason. We
picked up our con-
sort's report to
head -quarters to the
effect that he had
been hotly engaged
with the enemy sub-
marine. The latter
had been rather be-
hind the calculated
time, so that the
British boat was

on the surface when he hove in
sight.

There followed a duel with guns
in which the British boat was
unfortunately outranged. After that
they played a kind of game of
" hide-and-seek," alternately diving
and rising, each probably trying to
catch the other on the surface
while he was submerged himself.

It ended in a stalemate and my
colleague returned to the base with-
out waiting at the rendezvous (which
would have been dangerous in the
circumstances) .

With a little better luck this action
would have proved a great triumph
for directional wireless.

Even as it was the fact that
contact with the enemy was es-
tablished through its aid proved its
very great value
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THE invention of the thermionic
valve, marvellous though its

results have been in the development
of wireless telephony, has in one
respect been a misfortune. Except
so far as a few enthusiasts like
Mr. James Strachan are concerned,
it practically put a stop for a long
period to the scientific investigation
of the crystal.

Half a Century Ago
The evolution of the valve goes

back half a century to a period
before Clerk Maxwell foreshadowed
those electromagnetic waves, the ex-
istence of which was demonstrated
by the experiments carried out from
1885 to 1889 by Heinrich Rudolf
Hertz. It was in 1878 'that the
discovery was made that a heated
globe of metal gave rise to an
electrostatic disturbance.

In 1883 Elster and Geitel embodied
this discovery in the production
of a two -electrode valve. They
enclosed a filament and a plate in an
exhausted glass bulb and demon-
strated the fact that when an electric
current passed through the filament
a stream of electric particles im-
pinged on the plate. Edison made
precisely the same discovery at
almost the same time, and in 1888
Sir William Preece verified Edison's
experiments and calculations, and
Dr. J. A. Fleming established the
fact that it was negative electricity
that flowed from the filament to the
plate.

A year later Sir J. J. Thompson
startled the scientific world with the
theory that there were particles
infinitely smaller than the atom. It
was not, however, until 1904 that
Dr. Fleming was able to combine all
these discoveries into a valve capable
of rectifying high -frequency oscilla-
tions. Then, in 1906, came the
introduction of the third anode-the

by Spenser San e
grid-by Dr. Lee de Forest, and so
came, in effect, the valve in use
to -day, of which new types and fresh
developments are constantly being
evolved.

Meanwhile the crystal remains the
Cinderella of the wireless world.
The valve has almost completely
superseded it, notwithstanding the
fact that it rectifi 2s the incoming
waves with perfect purity of tone
and a complete absence of distortion.
This neglect of the crystal is due in
the main, of course, to its limited
range, and also in some measure to
the general belief that that range is
more limited than is in fact the case.
Reports of long-range crystal recep-
tion were generally criticised as

freak " results, due either to re -
radiation or to some other cause not
precisely definable.

The data already accumulated,
however, puts the theory of 't freak "
reception out of course, and the
" other causes " are beginning to
assume a much more definite char-
acter. It has become an established
fact that crystal reception is not only
possible, but frequent, over ranges
round about a thousand miles.

What Might Have Been
It is obvious, therefore, that had a

tithe of the attention bestowed on
the development of the valve been
expended on the crystal, this simple
method of reception might have
occupied a far more important posi-
tion than it does to -day. The valve
enthusiast regards the crystal set
as a toy, fit only for the beginner,
whereas properly handled and de-
veloped, it may, and in some cases
already has, become an instrument
of extremely high scientific value.

Two circumstances have contri-
buted to the general belief that the
crystal set is essentially a short-range
instrument. One is the fact that

2'66

the B.B.C. transmissions are sent
out on an extremely low power, and
the other that the majority of crystal
sets on the market are regarded as
perfectly satisfactory if they give
good results within 15 or' 20 miles
of a transmission or relay station.
The high -power station, however, is
educating crystal users to ranges of
ioo miles or more, and the time is
probaly not far distant when high -
power transmission will be in general
use.

Oscillating Crystals
Much has been heard of late of

the work of a Russian experimenter,
M. Lossev, who has succeeded with
the aid of a potential of 20 volts
in causing the crystal to oscillate.
It seems to have been completely
forgotten that this discovery was
made nearly four years ago by an
English electrician, Mr. Leslie Miller,
and that it formed the subject of
Patent No. 183,692 of 1921.

Had Mr. Miller's invention received
the attention that was its due, we
might easily by this time have
been able to transmit as well as to
receive by means of the simple
crystal, and at the same time to
have vastly extended its effective
range.

It is a singular corollary to this
neglect that scientists have to admit
that even at the present time they
cannot explain the unidirectional
conductivity of the crystal. One
hypothesis describes its action as
electrolytic. Another attributes its
peculiar properties to thermo-electric
effects at the point of junction be-
tween the crystal and the fine -wire
contact. There are other theories
equally tentative, but the problem
has not yet been solved. When it
is, it is safe to prophesy that the
crystal will have a new lease of life.

(Continued on p. 305).
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Broadcast Music of the Month

AGLANCE at the programmes of the past months
reveals an unaccountable " rise " in the pre-

dominance of classical music : unaccountable inas-
much as it is against the direct preference of the
general masses.

Where the Aerials Are
After taking a journey through the suburbs and outer

ring of London, and noting that the aerials are not on
the mansions but on
labourers' cottages,
it is difficult to con-
ceive the inmates sit-
ting down to enjoy a
Brahms symphony or
Bach's Italian Con-
certo.

Especial attention
seems to have been
paid to the instru-
mentalists during the
month, and in most
cases they have been
of noteworthy fame.

Amongst the ex-
ponents of the piano
have been Miss Irene
Scharrer, one of the
earliest of famous
broadcasters, Lafitte,
the French pianist,
Edward Mitchell, of
Manchester, Miss Irene
Brooke and Miss Una
Truman, Miss Isabel
Gray and Wassili Sa-
pellnikoff, the Russian pianist. The latter's playinerin
a recent Sunday programme of the Tchaikowsky B -flat
minor concerto was entirely appropriate, for M.
Sapellnikoff was the first soloist to introduce this work
to London, playing under the conductorship of
the composer himself at the Royal Philharmonic
Society, of which Sapellnikoff is an honorary mem-

ber, a distinction which is shared only by two other
living pianists.

He has appeared at over fourteen of their concerts,
and played before almost all the crowned heads of
Europe.

Appointed a professor of the Imperial Conservatoire
at Moscow, he relinquished this for concert work. As a
composer, too, he is widely appreciated, and at his
special recital at 2 L 0 included an " Elfentanz " of
his own composition.

Krish, Mannucci and

Miss Irene Scharrer
and Miss Beatrice
Harrison

The work of Irene
Scharrer needs little
detailed comment ; her
work is known
throughout the musical
world, and it is suffi-
cient to say that her
co-operation early in
the month with Miss
Beatrice Harrison, the
'cellist, was a repeti-
tion of the triumphs
both had scored to-
gether on earlier tours
in Europe.

Miss Isabel Gray is
a young pianist who
has achieved a won-
derful success since her
first recital at Wig -
more Hall a few years
back. She is an ex -
student of the Royal

Academy of Music, where she is now on the staff,
and she has broadcast on many occasions.

Two clever sisters are found in Miss Irene Brooke
and Miss Una Truman, who have scored successes all
over the country, both as soloists and duetists.

Miss Truman made her debut with Sir Henry Wood,
recently adding another success by playing for Sir

267
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Miss Mabel Constanduros.

Mr. Foden Williams.

Miss Isabel Gray.

Mr. J. H. Squire.

Miss Miriam Licette.

Mr. Edward Clark. Miss Kathleen Moorhouse.

Landon Ronald the Saint -Satins Concerto
in G minor.

Miss Brooke is equally talented both
as pianist and composer. She has played
in most of the great cities of the kingdom
and was the first pianist to introduce
Glazounov's Concerto to Nottingham
audiences. Both sisters are familiar
names in broadcasting circles.

Best for Broadcasting
It is well known that for broadcasting

purposes the violoncello is the " king of
instruments." It was well represented,
notably with the playing of Frederic
Casano in his famous combination, the
Casano Octet.

Mr. Casano has played both as soloist
and in concerted music at every big city,
and there is no doubt that he has in-
dubitably proved the power of the
miniature orchestra in broadcasting.

Beatrice Harrison has also appeared
with immense success, while the same
instrument has been heard to advantage
in the hands of two young 'cellists, Miss
Edith Lake, who made a reappearance
at a Sunday programme recently, and
Miss Kathleen Moorhouse, of Manchester.

The latter is an ex -student of the Man-
chester Royal College, as well as of Arnold
Trowel, and she has appeared as soloist at
the Halle concerts. She is now also a mem-
ber of the Edith Robinson String Quartet.

It was interesting to hear Mr. Leonard
Hirsch in London when he broadcast at
2 L 0, for most listeners have heard
him when tuning -in to Manchester.

Leader of the 2 Z Y Orchestra
Mr. Hirsch was the first leader of the

2 Z Y Orchestra, and for a long time
carried on the first Radio Trio. He has
played many solos, and has been playing
concertos since the age of fourteen,
afterwards winning the John Webster
Memorial Exhibition and being sent by
the Manchester Royal College of Music
to represent them at the Patrons' Fund
Concert in London. Here he played
Lalo's Spanish Symphony with the Royal
Albert Hall Orchestra.

A member of the Halle Orchestra, prior

Mr. W. Braithwaite.

to his entering the broadcasting service,
he has now relinquished this to become
violinist in the famous Catterall Quartet,
taking the place of Mr. J. C. Bridges.

Amongst the instrumentalists also may
be remembered Miss Christine Hawkes,
the lady concertina -player, who has
broadcast on several occasions.

Although most people appear to think
that a conductor is an amiable nonentity,
intended more for ornament than for real
use, it is safe to say that a vast deal depends
on the man who " waves the baton."

We have had admirable opportunity,
also, of realising the differences made
by various conductors.

In the provinces, of course, there is
the weekly performance of the Municipal
Orchestra at Bournemouth, under the
famous conductor, Sir Dan Godfrey.
Few men have achieved more successes
or fought more strongly in the cause of
the British composer.

It has often happened that the work
chosen first by Sir Dan, and played in the
Winter Gardens at Bournemouth, has
become famous in London, where it
might never have been heard had it
not been for his intuitive recognition of
the best in music.

Sir Hamilton Harty has broadcast
268



Mr. Middleton Woods. Miss Edith Meredyth.

also, as well as Eugene Goossens, one of Our
most brilliant composers and conductors.

Mr. Warwick Braithwaite's work as
musical director and conductor at Cardiff
continues as always to make that station
a power, while another famous British
National Opera Company conductor was
heard when Aylmer Buesst conducted
the special performance of I Pagliacci.

On the side of the miniature orchestras
come Mr. J. H. Squire and his Celeste
Octet, the Katcher Quartet, and The
Modern Trio, Messrs. Melzak, Mannucci,

M. Ulysses
Lappas.

and Serge Krish, of whom Punch deemed
fit to embody their fame in verse :- .

You may search through all Europe from
Nenage to Nish

For such a delightfully named coalish
As that of MANNucct and MELzAx and

KRISH.
In MELzAx we note the Slavonic ambish ;
MANNucci suggests an Italian dish ;
Andthere's an exotic allurement in KRISH.
Their combined cantilena's as soothing

as squish,
'Twould have banished the madness of

SAUL, son of KISH
Had he listened to MELZAK, MANNUCCI

and KRISH.
Their music I gather, is wholly delish,
But their names are the thing that I

specially wish
To applaud in MANNUCCI and MELZAK

and KRISH.

`NeWirelessMagazine. October. 1925

Mr. Louis Hertel.

Once more the vocalists have been of the
best. Headed possibly by Miss Miriam
Licette, the opera star, who sang the
part of " Nedda " in I Pagliacci with
tillysses Lappas, the Greek tenor, they
include also Harold Williams, Dennis
Noble and Herbert Thorpe.

B.N.O.C. Singers
M. Lappas will be remembered for his

success at Covent Garden last year,
while both Mr. Noble and Mr. Williams
are B.N.O.C. singers.

Mr. Herbert Thorpe is a tenor whose
fame is well recognised in " Old Vic." pro-
grammes, as well as throughout the coun-
try, and he has one of the widest reper-
toires both for operatic and ballad singing.

Amongst many others, the names
stand out also of Miss Olive McKay, a
singer famous in the Manchester district;
Miss Lily Allen, who broadcast again
recently ; and the famous oratorio singer,
Lilian Stiles Allen, who sang at z L 0
for the " Gems of Oratorio " programme,
joining forces with Mr. Walter Hyde and
Horace Stevens, the famous Australian
singer.

Humour
Humour has been mainly given us by

concerted sketches arranged by Mr. R. E.
Jeffrey, and there is no doubt that
extracts from the revues such as Chariot's
Revue and By the Way, as well as his own
arrangements of Radio Radiance make
very good lighter fare.

Some good work has been done by
Miss Mabel Constanduros, whose Cockney
comedy studies are gems in themselves
of imitation ; Mr. Middleton Woods,
one of the earliest of our broadcasting
entertainers, who has toured all the
stations ; and Mr. Foden Williams, who
has the knack of being humorous one
minute and pathetic the next, without
bringing bathos into his turns.

Louis Hertel, Ronald Gourlay and
John Henry have all been on active
service " along the line," together with
Helen4 Millais ; so, taking it all round,
it has not been a bad musical month.

STUDIUS.

Sir Dan Godfrey.

Mr. Aylmer Buesst.

Miss Lily Allen.

M. Sapellnikoff.

Miss Irene Brooke.
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ANEW FOUR ELECTRODE
VALVE CIRCUIT

WHILE nearly
every con-

ceivable type of cir-
cuit has been tried
and exploited in
conjunction with the
three - electrode
valve, comparatively
very little has been
done with the valve
containing four elec-
trodes.

The Dutch firm of
N. V. Philips, famous
as the manufacturers
of the Philips valve,
'however, have intro-
duced (and patented
in this country) a new
four - electrode valve
circuit which we have
tested and found
remarkably good.

Indeed, results
were such as to en-
courage us to build
in the interests of
our readers an ex

.voyft

Built & Te sted by 1HE WIRELESS MAGAZIN E
Experiments with a j

perimental set in-
corporating the principles indicated
in the patent specification.

Mullard Valve Used
At the time of carrying out the

tests, however, we were unable to
obtain a Philips valve of the right
kind, and as an alternative we em-
ployed a Mullard
type DG valve and
found it to give ex -
c Klent results.

Referring to the
circuit diagram it
will be seen that the
filament of the valve
is connected up in the
usual way to the L.T.
battery, while the
plate is also con-
nected through the
phones to H.T.
in the usual man-
ner.

The inner and out-
side grids are joined
together, with the
interposition of a
fixed condenser and

our -electrode valve circuit recently patented ly a famous adch valve firm

grid leak. The outer grid is connected
through a variable resistance (in the
form of a potentiometer) in parallel
with which is joined a condenser
to H.T. Consequently the outer
grid has about the same potential
relativity to the filament as has the
plate.

By careful adjust-
ment of the variable
resistance and the
voltage of the H.T.
battery, it is possible
to obtain tremendous
H.F. amplification,
together with effi-
cient detection.

Apparatus
Required*
The following is a

complete list of the
components neces-
sary for the con-
struction of this
experimental re-
ceiver :-

Radion ebonite
panel, ro in. by 8 in.
by in. thick.
(American Hard
Rubber Co.)

Four -electrode
valve. (Mullard type
D G.)

Valve holder.
(Lissen.)

Filament rheostat. (Lissen.)
Potentiometer. (Lissen).
2 '00 i-microfarad variable Con -

d misers. (Ormond square -law.)
Variable grid leak. (Lissen.)
oo2-microfarad fixed condenser.

(Dubilier.)
.0003-microfarad fixed condenser.

(Dubilier.)
Fixed coil holder.
9 terminals. (Bell-

ing Lee.)
Oak cabinet.

OUTER
GRID

.0003

00?.

DO t

s ---INNER GRID

J

f-iT+

1
/400 OHMS

-& HT -

LT -

19LT+
New Four -electrode Valve Circuit recently patented by Philips.

No Special Valve
Holder Required
A special valve

holder is not needed
for the particular
valve mentioned.
The extra grid is
connected to the
metal cap of the
valve and to this
cap is attached a
small piece of flex,
which may be con-
nected to a separate
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terminal mounted be-
side the valve holder.

Cabinet
T h e dimensioned

sketch (p. 2 73) shows one
of the types of cabinet
that may be used. The
form that the cabinet
may take, however,
must be decided by the
constructor himself, that
illustrated here being
of the well-known slop-
ing type obtainable
from most of the cabinet
makers that specialise
in the manufacture of
wireless cabinets.

Planed oak or ma-
hogany, in. thick, is
suitable for the con-
struction of the cabinet,
the back of which
should be capable of
removal so that the
panel need not be un-
screwed to gain access
to the components and
the wiring, if such a
becomes necessary. 

Panel Supports
The panel fits in flush at the front

and is supported by 1 -in. square
wooden fillets. A finished appear-
ance can be obtained
either by french polish-
ing the wood or by
staining and varnish-
ing.

The nearest standard
panel size stocked by
the American Hard
Rubber Co. is one hav-
ing the dimensions zo in.
by z2 in., from which
a piece 4 in. by zo in.
must be cut.

Mark out the piece
to be cut off with a
square, making sure
that opposing edges are
parallel and all angles
are right angles. The
superfluous strip may
either be sawn or
broken off, the former
method being slower but
more certain ; the lat-
ter method is much
quicker, however, and
if done properly will
leave a clean fracture
that may be finished off
by rubbing with fine
emery cloth.
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fi"

2"

14.

13*
32

2"

10*

NOTE:- ALL HOLES
NOT MARKED
DRILL 5/32"

22

9 " 9"
32

l' 13"
52

32

If,"

course ever Layout of Panel for Experimental Four -electrode Valve Set.

The next step is to drill the panel.
For this purpose a drilling diagram
is given showing clearly the positions
and sizes of all the holes that are to
be drilled. A full-size copy of this

diagram should be drawn out on
stout paper and the template thus
formed should be clamped in position
on the panel.

Holes of the sizes indicated may

HT CI
.001
MFD.

TO IMHER GRID

HT

TO OUTER GRID

P C)

0

111

 0003
MFD.

LT +

O

VARIABLE
GRID LEAN

LT

PHONES -

AERIAL

(010

EARTH

Wiring Diagram of Experimental Four -electrode Valve Set.
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A New Four -electrode Valve Circuit (Continued)

then be drilled through the template
and panel, or, if it is desired to use
the template again, the centres of
the holes should be marked through
on to the panel -by means of a sharp
instrument. T h e
template is then re-
moved : and holes
drilled at the cen-
tres marked on the
panel.

In order that each
component beds
firmly ' down on to
the panel it is ad-
visable to counter-
sink very slightly
each of the holes to
remove the burr left
round the edge of
the hole.

Mounting the
Components
Having completed

the preparation of
the panel the next
step is to mount the
components. In the
centre of the pane]
are fixed the two
small fixed conden-
sers, above which is
mounted the valve
holder with the extra terminal be-
side it for the connection to the
auxiliary grid.

Along the bottom of the panel
t h e potentiometer,
rheostats, grid leak
and fixed coil holder
are mounted, while
in each top corner the
variable condensers
are seen.

The wiring dia-
gram shows the dis-
position of the com-
ponents and the
manner in which
they are wired to-
gether.

Remember that a
connection is made
to the inner grid of
the valve by mean
of the flex attached
to the metal cap.
This grid is joined to the aerial ter-
minal and the fixed grid condenser,
while the outer grid (the usual grid
pin of the valve) is connected to

the other terminal of the grid con-
denser and to the variable grid leak.

Operation
The actual tuning of this set is

View of Experimental Four electrode Valve Set.

in many respects similar to that of a
straightforward circuit, although it
is extraordinarily sharp and very
selective. A Gambrel A or a No. 35

It is essential that the H.T. battery
is of the type tapped at every 3 volts.
The voltage applied to the plate of
the valve is extremely critical, and
for this reason it would be useless to

use an H.T. battery
the voltage of which
cannot bevaried. On
actual test it was
found that 48 volts
gave the best results.

Another point that
may lead the Opera-
tor to think that the
set is not working
efficiently is the little
difference made by
the rotation 'of the
variable condenser
connected across the
potentiometer. In
all probability it will
be found that a fixed
condenser of .00 r-
microfarad capacity
can be substituted
for the variable con-
denser without any
appreciable loss in
signal strength.

Oscillation is con-
trolled by the ad-
justment of the
potentiometer a n d

the filament rheostat controlling the
brilliancy of the filament.

It may be thought that the wiring
of the potentiometer is shown in-

complete for t he
reason that this in-
strument possesses
three terminals and
only two are shown
connected up. It
must be realised,
however, that the
potentiometer is not
used in the usual
way, but as a varia-
ble resistance.

Another View of Experimental Four -electrode Valve Set

coil, tuned by the variable condenser
mounted in the top left-hand corner
of the panel should be used for
broad cast wavelengths.
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Results
Some of the re-

sults obtained with
this set were re-
markable. At a dis-
tance of 8 miles
from zLO this

station came through at the loud-
speaker strength usually produced
by two valves. Daventry was also
received on the loud -speaker with



sufficient volume to be perfectly
clear in a large room. Radio -Paris
was slightly weaker than Daventry.

Most of the B.B.C. stations were
received on the phones, while from
the continent Konigswusterhausen,
Munich, Breslau, " Le Petit Parisien,"
and also L'Ecole Superieure were
audible.

Long -wave Results
It will be found that the set works

more efficiently on the longer wave-
lengths than it appears to do on the
shorter. For the reception of stations
on widely different wavelengths,
different tuning coils will be re-
quired.

The valve requires a 4 -volt accumu-
lator cell for the lighting of the

filament, which
of an ampere.

consumes about 0.7

c"%"-^.1,0"'Nee*NpAnd-^Ne""spo.Ne""\e"Nr"V^Wle,"\ed.\-"1","\e'"Nr,"%e '',..r^"v"'Vd`'Ne""\I-1

SHORT LEADS

THE transmission of the majority
of broadcast programmes takes

place in Great Britain on wavelengths
of between 30o and 500 metres.
The use of the short wave entails
the use of a frequency or number of
cycles per second of between
10,000,000 and 600,000.

Such an extremely high periodicity
requires the utmost care in wiring
up a set, if the reception of distant
stations with a maximum of strength
and a minimum of coupling between
the anode and tuning coils is hoped
for. All the leads in a receiver carry
a certain percentage of high -fre-
quency current excepting the low-
tension leads. The latter may, there-
fore, be comparatively long, yet
not so long as to cause a very
serious drop in the accumulator
voltage.

H.T. Leads
As regards the H.T. leads, these

carry both high -frequency current at
radio -frequency and high -frequency
current of an audio -frequency. Both
are important matters in spite of
the more usually accepted statement
that it does not matter on the tele-
phone side of the detector valve.

Undue capacities and resistances
in the audio -frequency leads will
often increase the fundamental or
natural wavelength of the receiver
and lead to losses in signal strength.
It is, however, quite true that the
leads on the aerial side of the de-
tector are most important, and it is
here that most attention should be
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paid to cutting down the length of the
wire.

The grid condenser and leads should
be so mounted that they are directly
joined to the grid terminal of the
valve socket without an intervening
lead, and the tuning condenser should
be mounted close to this and as
close as possible to the tuning
inductance.

The latter, however, should be
so positioned that the magnetic field
of the coils does not pass across the
metal condenser vanes; in other
words, they should be an inch or so
away from the condenser, and not
right against it. A. J. C.

BELGIUM has adopted 0 U as a wire-
less prefix. France adopted it as
a financial policy, of course, some
years ago.
IN selecting Ann Spice to lecture on
" What to Read," z L 0 seems to
have chosen a lady whose name sums
up the whole mcdern tendency in
literature.
THE health talks from Schenectady,
in dry America, may be quite all
right, but we prefer the well-known
Coue system of repeating the words
" Good health " at regular intervals
about six times daily.
FIVE million Americans recently
listened to two divers who were
broadcasting what they saw at the
bottom of the Atlantic. Five million
minds waiting for news of the dis-
covery of a sunken rum -runner !
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The Invisible Audience
(Continued from page 257)

working himself into a temper. Her
smile only infuriates him further.

" Aren't you feeling well, Mona ? "
lie asks. " Is it a headache ? "

" No, I'm all right."
" Then what's the matter with

you ? Why won't you come to the
theatre ? Only last night you said
you particularly wanted to see the
piece and were grumbling because I
shouldn't be able to take you this
Week."

He gets up impatiently from his
chair and walks up and down the
room.

" Here am I, home unexpectedly
early ; I book seats on the way,
looking forward to a surprise evening
together, and then you sit there
like a dummy and say you won't come
out."

" Haven't you ever felt you don't
want to do something for no better
reason than that you don't feel
inclined ? "

" Have you made arrangements
to go elsewhere ? I know you
weren't expecting me back early this
evening. If that's the reason-"

" No, no, of course not. I-I'd
tell you if I were. I just want to
stay in. Go by yourself if you're
so keen."

There is a tinkle of the telephone
bell. The man mutters impatiently,
strides across the room and pulls the
instrument roughly from its conceal-
ment in the skirts of a doll. He is
in a vile temper.

" Hello I No, this isn't Mona.
This is Mister Beverley. Oh ! and
you're Kenneth Leigh, are you ?
Hold the line a minute and I'll see
if she's in."

Just at that moment an operator
in the City exchange of Manecaster
casually mixed up two plugs on her
switchboard, and with one of them
connected the luckless Kenneth with
the Manecaster broadcasting station,
with whom he held a fruitless and
uncomplimentary conversation.

With the other she forged the final
link in the invisible chain which
bound half the world to the Beverleys'
drawing -room, and a woman's chok-
ing cry was carried to the ears of
millions of people, all but two of them
unconscious of the tragedy to which
they were listening.
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Pull Down the Savoy!
A Scene Written byWILLIAM SHAKESPEARE,

One Time of Stratford -on -Avon.
Scene : London, an Antechamber.

Enthusiastic Constructor and Antipathetic Friend discovered.
ENTHUSIASTIC Constructor (excitedly). My instrument's in tune,

My ingenious instrument, hark ! It works-come on !
(aside) Thou hast done well, fine Ariel.

Antipathetic Friend. Thou shalt have a Licence.
E. C. Come, shall we hear this music ?

How London doth pour out her . . .

A. F. . . . strange and several noises of roaring, shrieking, howling, jingling chains ;
and more diversity of sounds, all horrible.

E. C. Prithee, listen well.
A. F. The fire and cracks of sulphurous roaring-
E. C. (angrily). Listen, but speak not !
A. F. It struck mine ear most terribly.
E. C. A plague upon this howling !
A. F. Go, clear thy crystals,
E. C. The sound is going away, let's tollow it. .

A. F. It sounds no more.
E. C. . . . an impediment in the current,

hold off the " earth " awhile, till I have . .

. . . coupled and linked . . .

. . switches to them.
A. F. (sarcastically). Another experiment !

Thou break'st thy instrument.
 E. C. Do not you meddle, let me deal in this.

(Enter French Expert.)
Who's that ? A Frenchman ?
The Frenchman hath good skill. (to Fr. E.) : Let me have your express opin.Jns,

Where is best place to make our battery next ?
Fr. E. I'll have the current in this place.

What a coil's here !
A reason for this coil ?

E. C. Because my power is weak ;
Let's tune and do it lustily.

Fr. E. (impatiently). Reduce their currents ;
To amplify too much, would make much more . . .
. . . hiss the " speaker."
You are well tuned now.

A. F. Only there is one thing wanting,
What says Monsieur re-Morse ?

Fr. E. (excitedly) : Yonder comes Paris ! Yonder comes Paris !
A. F. Paris ? Paris is dirt to him

.Fr. E. Hear you ?
E. C. Nay, I hear nothing.

Is Paris lost ?
Fr. E. (fresh from Chelmsford) : 'Tis not thy Southern power, of Essex-
E. C. This at Daintry . . .

. . . hath power enough to serve our  turn.
A. F. (pityingly) : Pray you, poor Gentleman, Take up some other station ; here's no

place for you.
E. C. (resignedly) : Let's away to London.
Fr. E. What time o' day is it ?

Between nine and ten, sayest thou ?
E. C. Be silent, that you may hear,

. . . attending but the signal to begin
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Tam. of Shrew iii. z.
Cymb. iv. 2.
Temp. i. 2.
II. Hen. VI. iv. 3.
Much Ado ii. 3.
Hen. V. v. ch.

Temp. v. I.
J. Cces. ii. 4.
Temp. i. 2.
Macb. iv. I.
Temp. ii. i.
Temp. i. I.
Hen. ii. 3.
Temp. iii. 2.
Temp. i. 2.
M. for M. iii. I.
Ham. v. I.
K. John iii. x.
Hen. VIII. v. 4.
M. Wives iv. 2.
J. Ctn. iv. 3.
Much Ado v. z.

All's W ell iv. 5.

M. Wives
I. Hen. IV. iii. 1.
Tim. of Ath. i. 2.
Tit. And. iii. I.
Rich. II. ii. 3.
Two Gents iv. 2.
Rich. III. ii. 2.
Lear v. 3.
Macb. iv. 3.
Oth. ii. I.
Cor. ii. I.
I. Hen. IV. i. 2.
Tr. and Cr. i. 2.
Tr. and Cr. i. 2.

Cor. iv. 5.
I. Hen. VI. i. I.
III. Hen. VI.
III. Hen. VI. v. I.
Rich. II. iii. 2.

Cor. iv. 5.
III. Hen. VI. v. 5.
Tim. of A. i. I.
M. Wives iii. 5.
J. Cos. iii. 2.
Rich. II. i. 3.



E. C.
Fr. E.

E. C.

A. F.
E. C.

A. F.
E. C.
A. F.

E. C.

E. C. .

Fr. E.
E. C.
A. F.

A. F. (aptly) : Westminster, be it your charge.
(Pause),

Now the clock strikes.
What says the fellow there . . . where do the Palmers lodge ;
I do beseech you ?
(repeating items) . . . extremity of weather continuing
. . . no more forecast . .

. and . . . dote upon the exchange
What news ?
There is no news.
. . . the world in praise of Henry
The Devil take Henry !
Oh, that this good Blossom could be kept !
It hath struck ten o'clock ;

Hie you to your bands;
Their music frightful as the serpent's hiss, and boding screech

concert full.
(absorbed) . . . bids me a thousand times " Good -Night "

* * * *
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'owls make the

(after few minutes ) : This music mads me ; let it sound no more.
(kicking over loud -speaker) Hence, vile instrument !
(with a sigh) . . . God save the King ! . . .

(sotto voce) . . . and pull down the Savoy !

I GIVE UP WIRELESS

*

Rich. II. iv. I.

COM. of E. iv. 2.
Lear i. 4.
All's Well iii. 5.
W. Tale v. 2.
III. Hen. VI. v. I.
Much Ado ii. I.

Two Gents i. 3.
I. Hen. IV. v. i.
Rich. II. v. 5.
II. Hen. IV. ii. 2.

M. Wives v. 2.
COY. i. 2.

II. Hen. VI. Hi. 2.
Much Ado iii. 3.

Rich. II. v. 5.
Gym. iii. 4.
Rich. II. iv. I.
II. Hen. VI. iv. 7.

G. R. PALMER.

By THE GROUSER
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I AM giving up wireless. Wire-
less enthusiasts are such un-

friendly and selfish people.
I thought wireless was going to be

a really good thing. I used to borrow
an amateur wireless weekly from little
Timkins, and I got to know quite a
lot about the subject ; in fact, from
its columns I was able to give
Timkins much useful advice on the
kind of set he ought to buy or build.

But after a while Timkins said he
had to use the periodical so much
himself, as he was making a set,
that he couldn't spare it. And it
was only a threepenny weekly, the
skinflint!

* * * * *

Snodworth was a much pleasanter
fellow. He didn't take in any
periodicals, but he lent me a fine text
book, and when I had persuaded
him to build a two -valve set he used
to be very glad for me to pop along
to his house every evening and help
him listen -in. .

Then Mrs. Snodworth got huffy
(as he explained it afterwards)
because they only had two pairs of
phones and she wanted to use one.

" Well, that's easy," I pointed
out. " Get another pair, and I'll
come along as usual."

But a strange look came into his
eye, and he said he didn't think his
" hook-up " would stand another

pair-it would weaken the signals or
something. So I can only suppose
that his wife is too selfish to have me
there.

A schoolboy neighbour whose
father I know slightly made a very
good set, and I was beginning to
derive much pleasure from it in his
little " den " when his habit of
taking bits out of it and explaining

0.1,e,'"V"Nro'N.e.^Nr""\e^1.0-'s1e1

AT YOUR SERVICE.
If your set is not giving the results

you think it should; if you do not
understand how any particular piece
of apparatus works; if you are in
trouble over any wireless point-we
are ready to help you.

Send your query, together with a
stamped addressed envelope and the
coupon on p. iii of the cover to The
Editor, THE WIRELESS MAGAZINE,
La Belle Sauvage, E.C.4.

"..r.41.004e

them to his young friends, just as I
was listening, forced me to realise
that I was getting a little too old for
such juvenile company.

* * * * *

I started asking my (,ity train and
tube acquaintances about their sets,
but I found none of them very keen
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for me to call round and give them
wrinkles. Funny how unsociable
some people can be, isn't it ?

The last straw came when I
tackled Blumpham, who had a three -
valve set.

" I hear you've got a fine wire
less," I said chattily.

" That'th tho," replied Blump-
ham. " And look what I thave in
the thinema, concerth, and tho
on. Tho the phoneth were a thound
invethtment."

" Phones ! " I said. " What you
want is a loud -speaker, man. I'd
love to come along one of these
evenings and help you if you had a
loud -speaker."

What do you think Blumpham
said ?

He said-quite nastily :
" You go home and buy a thet

yourthelf-I've heard of you be-
fore ! "

* * * * *

Well ! Do you wonder that I am
giving up wireless ?

INCIDENTS from the miner's life
having been broadcast, what about
a similar chapter from the plumber's
daily round ? Only it would be
rather wearisome during the intervals
when he was waiting for his mate.
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DO such areas as blind spots
actually exist, or are they

due for the most part to insensitive
receivers ?

A few years ago, blind spots,'
that is, areas where no wireless
signals could be picked up, were
an acknowledged fact, but since
the advent of broadcasting and the
more thorough and universal re-
search into the physical side of
wireless, the presence of blind spots
is now beginning to be seriously
doubted.

Blind Spots Abroad
Some of these blind spots, well

known to commercial operators, are
situated off the coast of Ceylon, and
from these spots wireless com-
munication with the land station
of Colombo is very difficult, if not
practically impossible, when a crystal
receiver is used. The spots have
been investigated by the Mercantile
Marine Department of the Board of
Trade, and ships' operators are
warned of the futility of attempting
to communicate with Colombo when
the ship is passing through these
areas.

Other blind spots have been re-
ported along all the various sea-
boards of the many different coun-
tries of the world, and many have
been reported in the interior of
Great Britain and America.

A number of reasons have been
advanced to account for these blind
spots. One theory is that they are
due to the deflection of wireless
waves into the earth at some par-
ticular point. This theory is based
on the fact that if the earth con-
sisted of some purely insulating
material such as mica, or sulphur,
as suggested by Dr. .Fleming, any
wireless waves radiated from a
transmitter would immediately glide
right into the earth and be lost.
For any 'insulator such as mica is,
curiously enough, a good conductor
of wireless waves and the waves
would pass into the mica in pre-
ference to travelling on through the
atmosphere which would be the
more difficult path.

Now some of the constituents of
the earth, such as mica, marble,
lime, silica and felspar are good

insulators if dry, and so it may
happen that certain parts of the
earth's surface have a preponderance
of these materials. Thus when wire-
less waves reach these areas they
sink into the earth, and so we have
a blind spot.

Investigation, however, has shown
that the constituents of the earth
in these blind areas is no different
to the constituents a few miles
away. So the theory fails some-
what. Also, if the constituents of
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Blind spots are areas where no
signals can be picked up.

In this article our contributor
deals with the various theories
regarding blind spots and the

reasons why their existence is

doubled.

the soil caused a blind spot, a shower
of rain would cover the area with a
layer of moisture, and it is well
known that the latter prevents
wireless waves from penetrating into
the earth. But these blind spots
continue to be blind, rain or no
rain-so again the theory fails.

Another theory is that blind spots
are caused by the presence of mag-
netic fields radiated from substances
in the earth. This theory in its
turn depends upon the fact that
certain ores and rocks such as
basaltic rock radiate a very intense
magnetic field which may have the
effect of deflecting the wireless
waves from that particular area.

This theory accounts for the
presence of blind spots at sea, and
these intense magnetic fields are
very well known to mariners owing
to the fact that the field radiated
from the highly -magnetic basaltic
rock at the bottom of the sea very
often upsets the ship's compass.

The writer suggests, however, that
blind spots in mid -ocean, such as
those mysterious areas in the Atlantic
where no wireless signals have ever
been heard, do not exist except in
the imagination of those who have
told this obviously " sea yarn."

A slightly different aspect of the
last-mentioned theory is that blind
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spots are caused by the absence of a
magnetic field in certain parts of
the earth. This idea is based on
the Steinmetz etherless theory of
wave propagation. Briefly, this
theory contends that wireless waves
are not waves in ether, but are
vibrations in a magnetic field set
up by the earth, which is known to
be a gigantic magnet. Thus, if at
any particular point no magnetic
field exists for some reason or other,
no wireless waves can travel through
that area-and so we have a blind
spot. Nevertheless, compass needles
appear to act in the usual way when
tested in these blind areas, so there
would appear to be no absence of
lines of force in these spots.

Screening
Although a large number of blind

spots have been reported in Eng-
land, research has shown that, in
practically all cases, these blind
areas have been due to an insensi-
tive receiver, or the phenomenon of
screening, or, a combination of both.

Screening is very apparent with
a crystal receiver. For example, if
a crystal receiver is placed on the
eastern side of a hill and the trans-
mitting station is to the westward
of the hill, that is, on the opposite
side to the receiver, the latter will
only pick up a very small amount
of energy compared with what it
would receive if no hill intervened
between it and the transmitter.
This is because the hill screens the
receiver from the transmitter ; or,
in other words, the transmitter casts
a wireless shadow over the receiver.
In this case, if it is desired to bring
the energy in the receiver up to
normal strength, all that is neces-
sary is high -frequency amplification.

Thus it has been found that if a
receiver embodying a number of
stages of high -frequency amplifica-
tion is used in a blind spot, normal
reception will be obtained, which
goes to prove that blind spots are
usually, if not always merely,
screened spots.

In addition to hills, buildings --
especially of the metal type-and
trees also cause screening, and it is
now generally acknowledged that
the New Forest is the cause of some



of the blind areas in the Bourne-
mouth area, for trees absorb a con-
siderable amount of wireless energy.

It is probable that some of the re-
ported bad reception from the new
2 L 0 is due to some such screening
effect, and it has been suggested
that the steel masts supporting the
aerial cast a wireless shadow-
especially when the down -lead only
is used as an aerial. In this case
high -frequency amplification will
bring the strength up to normal in
any receiver; or in the case of
London, low -frequency amplifica-
tion should be sufficient.

Similarly it is now believed that
the blind spots around the various
seaboards of the different countries
are due to screening from coastal
mountains, and there is hardly any
doubt but that the blind spots off
Ceylon are due to the high ground
in the vicinity of Colombo.

In fact, wherever investigation
into blind spots has been carried
out the results tend to show con-
clusively that there are really no
blind spots at all, but merely screened
spots which can be remedied by the
use of a suitable receiver with
sufficient amplification. G. H. D.
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RIPPLES
WIRELESS will give us more

vision, says a professor.. He
must mean tele-vision.
EXPERTS admit that there are many
weak spots in the programmes.
But it is just the weak spot that
causes the strong language.
Ix has been suggested that the new
Food Council should undertake the
broadcasting of current food prices.
So far as our own suburb is concerned
this is already done most effectively
by our travelling fishmonger and
greengrocer.

THE ENTHUSIAST'S NIGHTMARE
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Fig. (-Illustrating Eleven Links between the Microphone and the Listener's Ear.

Gilii8AS/0rbOn.?- Paul D/Tyers
'THE chiet aim of the wireless

I enthusiast seems to be that
of obtaining distortionless reProduc-
tion, and to this end the wireless
periodicals have published from time
to time a considerable amount of
matter relating to the construction
of distortionless amplifiers. The idea
seems to be prevalent that if one
uses a resistance amplifier, distortion -
less amplification must inevitably
result. No more erroneous idea
could possibly exist. In fact, it is
far easier to construct a distortion -
less transformer -coupled amplifier
than to construct a distortionless
resistance -coupled amplifier, although
of course, a correctly designed re-
sistance amplifier will give far truer
reproduction than a transformer
amplifier.

Paradoxical State of Affairs
No doubt many readers will

emphatically state that they can
obtain better results with a trans-
former -coupled amplifier than with
a resistance -coupled amplifier. This
is quite within the bounds of possi-
bility. How, then, can this seem-
ingly paradoxical state of affairs
exist ? Before trying to find a satis-
factory explanation we must ask the
question, " What is distortion ? "

If we refer to a dictionary we find

LOW MEDIUM HIGH

(FREQUENCY)

Fig. 3.-Response and Amplification.

that distortion is defined as " Putting
out of shape or misrepresenting."
Looking at the 'question from a
practical point of view, the loud-
speaker should reproduce sounds
which, when appreciated by the
ear, are identical with those which
emanate from the source of the
music or speech, as the case may be.

LOW MEDIUM

(FREQUENCY)

Fig. 2.-Sensitivity of Amplifier.

HIGH

Probably very few amateurs realise
that after the sound waves reach the
microphone their effect is passed on
by eleven different links before it
reaches the listener's ear. This is
illustrated diagrammatically by
Fig. 1, and in each separate section
there is a possibility of distortion
arising.

Effects Counterbalanced
An interesting fact, however, is

that a distortional effect which may
be produced in one section may be
counterbalanced by an opposite
distortional effect in another section.
This fact explains why a badly -
designed transformer -coupled ampli-
fier will sometimes give better repro-
duction than a resistance -coupled
amplifier.

There are really two fundamentally
different causes of distortion in a
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broadcast transmission or receiving
system. The first source of dis-
tortion is associated with the in-
correct 'adjustment or operation of
the various devices which are used,
such as valves and loud -speakers.
The other cause of distortion is
intimately associated with what
may best be termed the " frequency
characteristic " of the various com-
ponents of the system.

Microphone Response
For example, the microphone may

respond more readily to the lower
frequencies than to the higher fre-
quencies, with the result that if the
rest of the transmitting and receiving
system respond equally to all fre-
quencies the resulting music will
contain far too much bass.

As a matter of fact, the writer
has, not come across any microphone
which responds equally to all fre-
quencies. The well-known Marconi
Round -Sykes magnetophone, for ex-
ample, has a sloping characteristic,
or, in other words, it responds more
readily to some frequencies than to
others. This fact, however, is of
no importance, as it is very easy to
make an amplifier which has an
exactly opposite characteristic.

For example, if a given micro-
phone responds feebly to the high

FREQU ENCY

Fig. 4.-Loud-speaker Characteristic.
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frequencies, and fully to the low
frequencies, the amplifier would be
so constructed that it was exceed-
ingly sensitive to the high frequencies,
and comparatively insensitive to the
low frequencies. This point is
further illustrated in Fig. 2.

Constant Amplified Current
The line AB shows the response of

the microphone in relation to fre-
quency, while the line CD illustrates
the amount of amplification with
respect to frequency. The result of
a combination of this description is
indicated in Fig. 3 which shows the
amount of amplified current with
respect to frequency. We thus find
that although the response of the
microphone and amplifier vary with
frequency, the resulting amplified
current is constant over the entire
frequency range.

This amplified current is then
passed on to the sub -control and
qpntrol valves which modulate the
output of the transmitter. In all
these different sections there is again
a possibility of distortion occurring.
The conditions which might bring
about distortional effects, however,
are far too complicated to be con-
sidered here.

We now come to the actual re-
ceiver, which, for the sake of argu-
ment, we will consider consists of
a high -frequency amplifier, a de-
tector, and a low -frequency ampli-
fier which operates the loud -speaker.
Distortion can again be produced in
these four sections. Here we must
distinguish between the two types
of distortion which have previously
been mentioned, namely, mal-
adj ustment and frequency char-
acteristic.

Three-part Chord
Let irk consider what should happen

to a certain chord, for example, con-
sisting of three main groups of
frequencies, high, medium, and low,
which we will call X, Y, and Z,
respectively. If the three frequencies
have been equally treated by the
transmitter we can say for the sake
of argument that we have in the
aerial circuit of our receiving system
three amounts of high -frequency
current which are proportional to
X, Y, and Z.

If our high -frequency amplifier
is functioning efficiently, we can
consider that we have applied to
the grid of the detector valve three
amplified voltages which are again
proportional to X, Y, and Z. Again,

if our detector is functioning effi-
ciently we can consider that we have
passed on to the low -frequency
amplifier three sources of low -fre-
quency current which are again
proportional to X, Y, and Z ; and
similarly if the low -frequency ampli-
fier is functioning efficiently we can

Fig. 5.-Resistance-coupled Amplifier.

consider that three amplified currents
will be passed on to the loud -speaker,
which are also proportiohal to X, Y,
and Z.

Are we then justified in saying that
the loud -speaker will emit a musical
sound which is identical with that
which passes through the micro -

In.

Fig. 6.-Last Two Stages of Amplifier.

phone ? It would appear at first
sight that this must be the case,
but as a matter of fact it is not so.

Although the low -frequency cur-
rents which are applied to the loud-
speaker truly represent the sound
waves which originally affect the
microphone, it must not be imagined

Fig. 7.-Circuit to Diminish Treble
Frequencies.

that the loud -speaker will reproduce
identical sounds. The loud -speaker
has a frequency characteristic in
exactly the same way as the micro-
phone has a frequency characteristic.

In the case of a loud -speaker,
however, the frequency character -
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istic is far more complicated. The
frequency characteristic of the loud-
speaker is determined partly by the
electrical constants of the windings,
but more particularly by the acoustic
properties of the sound conduit or
horn.

Sensitivity Increased
It is not at all uncommon to find a

characteristic of the shape shown in
Fig. 4, which indicates that over a
certain range of medium frequencies
the sensitivity is enormously in-
creased. If, now, a loud -speaker of
this type is connected to a receiver
which amplifies all frequencies
equally, it should be obvious that
distortion must inevitably result, as
the medium frequencies will be
reproduced considerably louder than
the extremely high or low frequencies.

We thus come to a very important
fact, namely, that if the transmission
is proportionally representative of
the original speech or music, our
receiving system should actually
distort in order to obtain pure repro-
duction. Theoretically it is quite
possible to calculate and design a
receiving system which, when com-
bined with a loud -speaker having a
characteristic similar to that shown
in Fig. 4, will give substantially
pure reproduction.

Good and Bad Amplifiers
As has been previously mentioned,

a really bad amplifier will frequently
give better results than a good
amplifier ; this is due to the fact that
unequal amplification is occurring
over various frequency bands, and
it may happen that less amplifica-
tion is obtained at the frequency at
which the loud -speaker is most
responsive, with the inevitable result
that a very good approximation to
correct reproduction is obtained.
The reader should not imagine that
lie can be assured of good reproduc-
tion merely by using what may be
termed a bad amplifier.

Obviously the scientific way in
which to approach the subject is to
build a receiver in which each valve
amplifies substantially distortion-
lessly, and further, to include in
various parts of the circuit devices
which will differentiate with regard
to various frequencies, or bands of
frequencies. The reader will find
that much interesting work can be
carried out on the following lines.

Reception is first carried out by
employing an ordinary resistance -
coupled amplifier, such as that shown
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LISSENIUM

The Pop, lar Reinartz Circuit
The extreme selectivity and smoothness of reaction control obtainable with

semi-aperiodic " aerial coupling and Reinartz reaction has made this type
of circuit extremely popular.

The aerial coil for a Reinartz circuit
must be tapped ; the old disadvantage of
having to wind special coils, however,
no longer exists now that LISSENAGON
X COILS are available, and an extremely

efficient receiver can be built up with
LISSENAGON X COILS and other
standard LISSEN PARTS. Often it is
quite a simple matter to adapt an existing
receiver.

LISSENAGON X COILS are similar to standard Lissenagon
Coils but have the addition of two

tapping points near the socket end of the coil. The position of the
tappings has been selected carefully and Lissenagon X Coils will be
found highly efficient for Reinartz circuits, aperiodic aerial tuning,
neutrodyne sets, auto -coupled tuned anode circuits, etc.

LISSENAGON X COILS possess all the uses and high efficiency
of standard Lissenagon Coils and

when it is not desired to use them in special circuits, such as those
mentioned above, they can be used as standard coils.

LISSENAGON X COILS are made in four sizes : Nos. 50, 60,
75 and 250. Lissenagon X Coil

No. 60 covers the broadcast wavelengths, but in order to obtain the
best coil combinations for all conditions of reception Lissenagon X
Coils Nos. 50 and 75 are recommended for the lower and higher
broadcast wavelengths respectively. Lissenagon X Coil No. 250 covers
the Daventry and Radio -Paris wavelengths.

The experimenter usually buys the complete set

Lissenagon X Coil No. 50 6/-
60 .. .. 6/4
75 ... ... 6/4

250 ... ... 9/9

BUILD WITH ALL LISSEN PARTS AND YOUR RECEIVER WILL GIVE
RESULTS WHICH WOULD NEVER BE POSSIBLE WITH MIXED PARTS.

LISSEN LIMITED
LISSENIUM WORKS

500-520, FRIAR'S LANE, RICHMOND, SURREY.
Phone: Richmond 2285 (4 lines). Grams: "Lissenium, London."

LISSEN PARTS-WELL THOUGHT OUT, THEN WELL MADE

Readers of this
magazine are
invited to send
for interesting
leaflet describ
ing the uses of
Lissenagon X
Coils. A copy
of the Lissen
Text Book will
be sent also.

In writing to advertisers, please say you saw the advertisement in THE WIRELESS MAGAZINE.
281
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WHAT IS DISTORTION ? (Continued)

in Fig. 5. For the sake of argument
we can say that each valve will
amplify the various frequencies
equally.

Bass Frequencies
Suppose, now, that the loud-

speaker is too responsive to the bass
frequencies. In order to obtain pure
reproduction it is obviously necessary
to diminish the amplification at the
lower frequencies, or alternatively,
to increase the amplification at the
higher frequencies. The simplest
method is to diminish the amplifica-
tion at the lower frequencies. Fig. 6
shows the last two stages of the
amplifier, and it will be seen that
the anode of the last valve but one
is coupled to the last valve by means
of a condenser C.

The potentials which are produced
across the resistance R are conveyed
to the grid by this condenser. Now
it is a well-known fact that the
impedance of a condenser is inversely
proportional to the frequency or, in
other words, in a given condenser
the lower the frequency applied to
it, the greater will be its impedance.
If, for example, our coupling con-
denser were  25 microfarad, we could
consider the impedance of this con-
denser comparatively negligible at
all frequencies which were required.

Condenser Impedances
This means that the grid of the

last valve would be affected equally
by all potentials set up across R.
If, now, we were to cut this value
down very considerably, even as
small as -0005 microfarad, the con-
denser would offer very little im-
pedance to the higher frequencies,
while considerable impedance would
be offered to the lower frequencies.
This means that the grid would be
normally affected by the higher
frequencies, but would be influenced
to a considerably smaller degree by
the lower frequencies. In this way
we hhve found an easy manner of
reducing the amount of bass in the
last valve, and accordingly we can
obtain a truer reproduction.

A similar method can be adopted
in order to diminish the proportion
of treble or high frequencies, a
suitable circitit being shown in Fig. 7.
In this case the usual coupling con-
denser C is employed, but in addition

another condenser K is connected
between the grid and the filament.

The value of this condenser is
quite small, and accordingly would
offer a very high impedance to the

' low frequencies, and a comparatively
low impedance to the high fre-
quencies. This means that the grid
of the last valve will be fully affected
by the lower frequencies, but the
action of the condenser K on the
high frequencies will be to by-pass
them to a certain extent, and accord -

Fig. 8.-First Stage of Amplifier.

ingly the last valve will amplify the
lower frequencies far more strongly
than the high frequencies, with the
result that a small percentage of
treble will be obtained from the
loud -speaker.

Fig. 8 illustrates another method
of approaching the subject in which
the valve V represents the first stage
of the ampEfi3r. Instead of using
an ordinary resistance, a choke L
is employed, and we will assume that
the loud -speaker responds too fully

Fig. 9.-Transformer-coupled Amplifier.

to the bass. Now the impedance of
the choke is, in this case, proportional
to the frequency. In other words,
for a given impedance the inductance
has to increase as the frequency
decreases. If, then, we wish to
eliminate some of the bass the in-
ductance of the choke should be
fairly small. This means that it
will have a low impedance to the
low frequencies, and a very much
higher impedance with the high
frequencies, with the result that

the low frequencies will not be
amplified so strongly. . It is more
difficult, however, from an amateur's
point of view to adjust the frequency
characteristic of the amplifier by
means of chokes, as the problem is
infinitely more complicated.

Iron"Cores
For example, it is very important

that the iron core of the choke should
not become saturated. It is im-
portant to remember that in the
case of the resistance amplifier the
methods which have been outlined
are only correct for what may be
termed straight characteristics. In
order to correct a characteristic such
as that shown in Fig. 4, it is neces-
sary to use various filters either
directly in the loud -speaker circuit
or in the amplifier itself. These
filters are rather complicated in
nature, and consist of various net-
works of resistances, capacities and
inductances.

Readers should remember that a
large proportion of the distortion
which exists in many broadcasting
receivers is not due entirely to fre-
quency characteristics, bad adjust-
ment of the apparatus being fam

more probable.
Unless a valve is working on a

straight part of the characteristic
curve distortion will inevitably result,
irrespective of the method of amplifi-
cation employed.

Harmonics
Again, too small cores to trans-

formers and chokes very frequently
give rise to harmonics owing to
saturation. However, the fact re-
mains that the best way to obtain
true reproduction is to build as
distortionless an amplifier as pos-
sible, and subsequently adjust for
the characteristic of the loud -speaker
by means of the methods indicated.

The idea of varying the coupling
condenser in a resistance amplifier
can also be used in a transformer -
coupled amplifier, and this is indi-
cated in Fig. 9, a grid leak G, of
course, being necessary in order to
overcome the difficulty of a free
grid.

A LAWYER has been broadcasting a
talk on rents. Sounds more like
a task for a tailor.
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BrandesAudioliansformer
successful engineering research achieves
greater volume and clearer tone

Brandes engineers have long been
engaged in a close study of radio
acoustics. There can be no angle
of thought or experiment which
has not been investigated in
their efforts to obtain perfect
reproduction of voice or music.
Consequently, all Brandes radio
equipment for bringing the re-
ceiver to life has unique construc-
tional principles which mean vast
improvements. Acoustics is the
science of sound. Radio acoustics
is the science of transforming
electrical impulse into audible
sound, and with the knowledge of
seventeen years research in this
direction, Brandes have come near
to perfection in the reproduction
of radio transmission of sound.
The new Audio Transformer as
a step to purity and greater
volume is a definite achievement.

Any good dealer stocks Brandes
Products.

The Brandes Audio Transformer
has been developed along sound
engineering lines, the main objects
in view being a high amplification
of applied voltage, together with
a straight line amplification -fre-
quency curve. That is to say,
for a given input voltage, the
amplification is constant over a
wide band of frequencies, and
thus resonance eliminated. Com-
parative tests have authentically
established a greater and more
uniform relative amplification as
against existing transformers.
The unit is well protected
mechanically, and the shielding is
such that the Transformers may
be placed close together without
any interaction. It is an ideal
first stage Transformer and is
equally suitable for second stage
work.

Ask your dealer for Brandes.

Brandes
cSxperts in radio acoustics since 1908
Brandes Limited, 296, Regent St., W.1. Works: Slough, Bucks.

Three other famous Brandes produc
The Table -Talker

Re -designed goose-
neck horn, which
produces clear,
more rounded and
mellow tones.
Special material
which defeats any
suggestion of
metallic resonance.
The adjustment
lever, located at
the rear of base,controls the
volume and sensi-
tivity. 18" high,
diameter of bell
10".

30/ -

Matched Tone Headphones
Every pair of Brandes 'phones is matched
in tone by special apparatus so that the
two receivers produce exactly the same
sound at the same instant. Comfortable
and light in weight, with clutch on head-
band giving perfect adjustment to any
head. Included in the leading types
of completely equipped receiving
sets. 20/-

The Brandola
Special contruc-
tional features
ensure greatest
volume with
minimum current
input and excep-
tional clarity over
full frequency
range. Adjustable
semi - goose - neck
horn of patent

. non resonant
material, electro-
plated fittings and
polished walnut
plinth. 26" high ;

12" bell.
90/ -

In writing to advertisers, p1 ase sal) you saw the advertisement in TILE WIRELESS MAGAZINE.
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Making Use of Your Wireless Knowledge to help Others

BROADCASTING, by reason of
its immense popularity, offers

plenty of scope for the wireless or
electrical experimenter who wishes
to make use of his knowledge to
help others who are less technical
than he.

A very large proportion of the
users of broadcast receivers are
absolutely non -technical people who
do not wish to be bothered with
learning sufficient about their sets
to keep them in proper adjustment.

In most cases they will welcome
the services of an expert to undertake
the maintaining of their sets in good
working order. In the following
article the writer offers a few sugges-
tions for carrying out overhauls to
broadcast receivers-hints, in fact,
for becoming a wireless doctor.

Selecting Your Tools
It is useless going to visit a friend

in trouble with his set, looking wise
and offering to take the set away for
adjustment : most people, especially
the non -technical ones, want the
repair done on the spot-a few
useful accessories should therefore
be carried. The wireless expert's
set of tools should be carried in a
small attaché case, one measuring
about 9 in. long by 4 in. wide by
about 6 in. deep being a handy
size. This case should be of real
leather for preference, as it will not
only last longer, but look con-
siderably smarter in appearance than
one of the cheap cardboard cases so
common to -day.

The most useful selection of tools
would be two small and one large
screwdriver, two pairs of pliers, one
pair being of the usual combination
type with wire -cutting sides, the
other pair being the small type used
by watch and instrument repairers.

One or two small box spanners,
to take 2, 4, and 6 B.A. nuts, will
also be handy, together with one
small flat file, rather coarse, and one
smooth half -round file. A pair of
surgical forceps will be useful for
picking up small screws and putting
connecting wires ,in place.

A small roll of adhesive tape (in
a tin) and several coils of wire,
including about 12 feet of aerial
wire, 12 feet of rubber -covered flex
and some silk flex will complete the
kit. To prevent these fittings from
shaking about in the case, two large
clusters should be laid on top and
these will come in handy at times
for polishing panels, etc. It is a
good plan to carry a really good pair
of headphones, a small buzzer for
testing connections, and a 4 -volt
pocket -lamp bulb for testing indi-
vidual cells in H.T. batteries.

In nine cases out of ten the causes
of failure or weak signals will be
quite simple to locate. Take crystal
sets ; some people are not even
capable of adjusting the catwhisker,
and complain that the set will not
function as it did when it was pur-
chased. It is a good plan in these
cases to endeavour to get them one
of the permanent cartridge crystals
which do not require any adjustment.

Another good type of crystal detec-
tor for the novice is a bornite-
zincite combination.

Both crystals are sensitive practi-
cally all over, and may be screwed
down tightly without losing sensi-
tivity.

Points to Notice
Particular care should be taken to

see that earth connections are good.
More often than not the earth wire
is coiled loosely round a dirty water
pipe, affording little or no connec-
tions to earth. The aerial itself is
often inadequately insulated, and the
addition of an extra insulator at
either end will usually work wonders.
With regard to valve sets, the most
common troubles are accumulators
run down and H.T. batteries worn
out. Broken or burnt -out valves are
easily detected, the more obscure
troubles being burnt -out L.F. trans-
formers, faulty grid leaks, fixed con-
densers and broken connections.

The internal connections of loud-
speakers occasionally break, and it
is a good plan to test both these and
headphones before dismantling the
set. Many wireless dealers make the
mistake of selling to a private cus-
tomer of means an elaborate valve
set with a multiplicity of controls,
which the customer fails to under-
stand.

It is usually sufficient in these
cases to tune -in the broadcasting
station required and to then show
the owner how to switch off the

(Continued on page 309)
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THE WUNCELL
a centenarian among Valves!

OUR morning mail would be exceptional if it
did not contain at least one letter from some
enthusiastic Cossor user commenting upon

the long life of his valve. Among our most
treasured possessions are these hundreds of
letters-each one of which has been written
spontaneously to express the writer's keen
approval of the satisfactory service he has received.

Typical among them is the following from
Mr. H. Hayward, of 9 Daisy Gardens, Dagenham,
Essex. He writes as follows :

" On looking through one of your ads. in Modern
Wireless ' a few days ago. and noticing the claims
of some of your users, I think I ought to bring to
your notice the performance of one of your valves.
1 bought this in July 1923, and after using it
practically 4 hours per night on the average, and
more so during week -ends, it has just given up the
ghost. I reckon the life of this valve at about
4000 hours. Can anyone beat this? I won't say
any more ! "

But if the Cossor bright emitter is reckoned to
possess a long working life, then truly the Wuncell
Dull Emitter is a centenarian among valves.
Here is a valve which is fitted with an entirely
new type of filament-one which can be obtained
in no other valve.

A filament which, instead of being whittled down
to an exceptional thinness to obtain low current
consumption, is actually built up layer upon layer
until it is practically as stout as that used in a
bright emitter valve. A filament which, mounted
in arch formation and further secured at its centre
by a third support, will readily withstand all the
shocks and abuses of everyday use. A filament,
moreover, that owing to its unique method of
manufacture gives off an intensely powerful
electron stream when barely glowing.

Ally such a wonderful filament to the Cossor
construction and you'll readily appreciate why
the Wuncell gives a standard of performance
which has not yet been approached by any
other valve.

The essential features of every Cossor Valve-
irrespective of type-are its hood -shaped Grid
and Anode and its arched filament. As every
wireless enthusiast knows, the action of the
3 -electrode valve depends upon an effective use
being made of the electron stream given off by the
heated filament. Previous to the introduction of
the Cossor this had always been done by means
of a spiral grid and a tubular anode. But
obviously such a design suffers from severe
limitations on account of considerable leakage of
electrons from each end of the anode. In the
Cossor, on the other hand, the arched filament
is almost totally enclosed by the hood -shaped
Grid and Anode, and few, if any, of the electrons
can escape.

The Wuncell Dull Emitter incorporates every
salient Cossor feature. It functions at 1.8 volts,
while its current consumption is only .3 amp.-
so low as to enable the standard six -volt accumu-
lator, with its cells connected in parallel, to last
six times as long as with bright emitter valves. The
man changing over to Wuncells from ordinary
valves, therefore, gets an additional five weeks'
Broadcasting free of cost every time he has his
accumulator charged.

So that, not only do you get a long -life valve
when you choose the Wuncell, but you effect
tremendous economies as well. In the face of
such incontrovertible facts can you delay buying
Wuncells any longer? In two types: W1 for use
as a Detector or L.F. amplifier, and W2 (with
red top) for use as a high -frequency amplifier.
14/- each from all Wireless Dealers

A. C. COSSOR LTD.-Highbury Grove, London, N.5
MANUFACTURERS OF COSSOR AND WUNCELL VALVES

t4.-9,144A.-9c...elsee,er0-~"Z:.\:-/"#vrt.e.49+A-Ze...~Ze..04.4eZe.~Zes~ZG-114"4::W.e...04,1;)
Gilbert Ad. 3296

In writing to advertisers, please say you saw the advertisement in THE WIRELESS MAGAZINE.
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Valve Sets inTheory&Practice
Deteetion:High-z-Low-frequency Amplification

IT is now time to take intoIcon-sideration an actual valve circuit.
One is shown in Fig. 2, wherein A.
is the aerial -tuning inductance. To
the aerial, side of this is wired the
grid condenser B, across which is a
grid leak C. From the farther plate
of the condenser connection is made
with the grid D of the valve, of which
E is the filament, heated by a fila-
ment -heating battery or accumulator
F, and G is the plate or anode.

Position of Phones
Following the course of the anode

circuit from G you will see it is con-
nected in series with the telephone or
telephones H, then with the positive
terminal of a high-tension battery
K, and thence back to the negative
filament terminal, from which an
extension wire goes to the earth side
of the inductance.

The sequence of functioning of the
various parts of the circuit is there-
fore : Energy from inductance A
passes through the grid condenser B
and builds up in the grid D, influ-
encing the rate of electron flow from
the hot filament E to the anode G.
According to this rate of electron
flow, more or less current is able to
pass from the high-tension battery K
by way of the filament E to the
anode sheath or plate G, and so
through the telephones H, energising
their diaphragms and thereby repro-
ducing sound and speech.

Amplification
That there should be sound magni-

fication or amplification produced
coincidentally with valve rectifica-
tion is due to the fact that an altera-
tion of voltage or potential charge in
the grid has as much effect on the
electron current between filament
and anode as would from four to
twelve times as great an alteration
of voltage in the high-tension circuit,
the particular multiplication of ampli-
fication factor depending upon the
design and manufacture of the valve
itself.

Instead of connecting the tele-
phones H at the position shown in
Fig. 2 an L.F. (low -frequency) trans-

former may be attached at that point
instead. Such a transformer has
a central core of tightly -packed fine
iron wires, or a number of stampings
(laminations) of thin, soft iron fast-
ened together, over which are wound
two separate windings of fine insu-
lated copper wire. The inner wind-
ing, called the " primary," generally
has about five thousand turns of wire

The second of three on valves and
valve sets, this article is a continua-
tion of our "Absolutely for the
Novice- series by Colin Bennett.

The author explains in simple
language the whys and 'wherefore
of detection, and high- and low -
frequency amplification.

and the outer winding, or " second-
ary," of still finer wire, has from
twenty-five to thirty thousand turns,
or possibly more.

These two windings are not in
metallic connection, so that what-
ever effect occurs in the secondary
winding, as a result of wireless
signals circulating through the prim-
ary winding, must come about simply
through induction, in the same way
that circulation of energy in the
aerial inductance of a double -circuit
tuner induces sympathetic energy in
the closed-circuit inductance.

Fig. 2. -Single-valve Circuit.

Since the secondary winding of a
low -frequency transformer has about
five times the number of turns of the
primary winding, voltage induced in
the secondary winding will be round
about five times as high as the
primary voltage which produces it.
We have already seen that voltage,
or potential, is the determining factor

deciding the amount of influence of a
valve grid upon sheath or anode cur-
rent flow. So it follows that if we
connect up the grid circuit of a
second valve with the secondary
winding of a low -frequency trans-
former that has its primary energised
from the sheath circuit of a rectifier
valve, this second L.F. amplifying
valve will 'greatly magnify the effect
of the first valve.

Sevenfold Increase
Actually it is possible to get an

increase of loudness of sound, or
" note magnification," of about
sevenfold for each stage of low -
frequency added to a wireless receiv-
ing set, though more than two stages
of L.F. amplification produce a
serious amount of sound distortion,
so that in practice a third L.F. stage
is rarely used.

The diagram, Fig. 3, shows how
an L.F. stage may be wired up
independently to any set, whether
rectification has been by valve or
crystal. In this diagram the phone
terminals of the set are marked
T T ; P is the primary winding of the
transformer, W its iron core, and S
the secondary winding. G, A and
F are respectively grid, anode and
filament of the L.F. amplifying valVe,
to which L.T. and H.T. current
are fed from separate batteries, wires
being taken from them to the valve
and to the secondary winding of the
transformer as shown.

Valves used for rectification and
for amplification (either H.F. or
L.F.) in receiving sets are usually
different, special valves being made
for various positions in the set.

Iron Core
An iron core is placed in low -

frequency transformers to impart
to their action an intentional slug-
gishness, so that while they respond
to rectified signals coming through
at audible frequency, they " choke "
any unrectified signals which might
pass into the transformer primary at
high frequency.

Unless the original signal picked
up by the aerial is of a certain
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The New HQ
A handsome new Loud Speaker
possessing the same beauty of
outline as the luxurious Q -type
whilst retaining the full volume
and sensitiveness of the well.
known III. Can be supplied
either in a rich brown colour or
a glossy black. Polished mahog-
any base with nickelled fittings.
A superb instrument which will
charm everyone with. its excep-
tional fidelity of repro'
dnetion. Height 20 in
4000 ohms.
Also in 120 and 2000 ohms.

The New A -type
At last we have been able to
hroduce the new Brown A -type
eadphones at the sensational

price of 30/-. The same famous
tuned reed movement is used.
At such a low price you cannot
afford to be without a pair of
genuine Brown A -
type Headphones-
famous throughout a vi -
the world.

111 Brown Featherweight
J Headphones sold every-

where at 20/. per pair
(4000 ohms resistance).

Standard Brown
Loud Speakers
H 2 120 ohms £2 5 0

2000 ohms £2 8 0

4000 ohms £2 10 0

I-11 120 ohms £5 5 0

2000 ohms £5 8 0

4000 ohms £5 10 0

Q type In all resistances £15 15 0

BRITISH THROUGHOUT

As pleasing to the
eye as to the ear

-this elegant krovint Cabinet Loud
Speaker marks a new era in design

IT has been left to the manufacturers of the first
Wireless Loud Speaker to produce the first British

Cabinet Loud Speaker. The handsome Instrument illus-
trated above is a welcome relief to some of the more usual
type of Loud Speakers. Beautifully finished in a rich
rosewood shade and made of the best mahogany, it will
undoubtedly achieve a very wide measure of popularity.

The same superb volume and purity of tone so character.
istic of the Brown will be found in this new Cabinet
model. If you have been prejudiced against the use of Loud
Speakers-either on account of their appearance or their
performance-your last objection has now been removed.

For supreme beauty of outline, clarity
of tone and ample volume, the new16/6/0
vrown Cabinet Loud Speakers stands
alone. Supplied in all resistances.

S. G. Brown, Ltd., N. Acton, London, W.3
Shou rooms : 19 Mortimer Street, W.I. 15 Moorfields, Liverpool.

67 High Street, Southampton.
Depots (Wholesale only): 13 Bushy Park, Briatol.

5 Wilson's Court, Newcastle -on -Tyne.

1 f1

HEADPHONES AND LOUD SPEAKERS

11[111111111111111111111
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The New 113
A new Loud Speaker embodying
all the well-known Brown
features. Although only 15 inches
high it gives the same superb tone
as the larger HI and is equally
clear on speech and music. No
other Loud Speaker on the
market within several pounds of
its price can give such a
fine volume as the H3. 3
In all resistances

The New 114
W care proud of being able to offer

real Brown Loud Speaker-Brit-
ish throughout, and a replica in
every detail of the larger models
-at the amazingly low price of
30/-. Small in size but big in
performance it is
wonderful v hie fur 9 n

money. 2000 ohms. au/.
height 10 inches.

The New
Crystavox

The new and improved horn
now fitted to the Crystavox will
'viable this Loud Speaker to give
an exceptional volume of sound
direct from a Crystal Set without
the use of valves. The powerful
Daventry Station will permit
thousands of Crystal Set
users to get Loud ,A,6
Speaker results direct
from a Crystavox.

i.)
iJ

In writing to advertisers, please say you saw the advertisement in
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VALVE SETS IN THEORY AND PRACTICE (Continued)

strength, its effect either upon a
rectifying valve or a crystal detector
is not strong enough to bring about
rectification. And again, unless a
signal has been rectified, no amount
of note magnification will make it
audible in a telephone receiver, for

(PHONE
TF.11111111Al.

G-C;-D

P

TERMINAL

tuned -anode system for short wave-
lengths, and the resistance -capacity
method for wavelengths over one
thousand metres. It will be suffi-
cient here to give a brief outline of
H.F. amplification by transformer
and

Fig. 3.-Independent L.F. Amplifying Stage.

the simple reason that there will be
no " note " to magnify or reproduce.
There is, however, a way in which
rectification of extremely weak sig-
nals may be indirectly brought about.
That way is by first of all ampli-
fying the signals at oscillatory or
radio frequency, this being what
is called H.F. or high -frequency
amplification.

H.F. Transformers
High -frequency amplification may

be produced by using a double -
wound transformer, as with low -
frequency amplification. A high -
frequency transformer differs from
a low -frequency transformer in that
it has no iron core and very little, if
any, " step-up " effect. (The num-
ber of turns of the secondary winding
is not more than about one -fifth
more than the number of turns of the
primary winding.)

For very long-range reception of
British broadcasting two stages of
high -frequency transformer amplifi-
cation may be added before the
rectifying valve, or, alternatively, a
single stage of auto -transformer H.F.
amplification, known as " tuned
anode." Other less efficient methods
of H.F. amplification, which are not
of great practical interest to the
receiver of British broadcasting, are
the " reactance -capacity," or semi -

by tuned -anode coupling.
Fig. 4 gives a

diagram of the
essentials of radio -
frequency ampli-
fication by trans-
former. Here B
is the rectifying
valve. The aerial
lead (or closed-
circuit lead with
double - circuit
tuning) is con-
nected instead to
the grid of a
preceding valve
A, which is the
H.F. amplifying
valve. Sheath
or anode current

from this H.F. valve passes through
the primary winding of an air -core
transformer on its way to the
positive terminal of the high-tension
battery. The primary H.F. trans-
former winding may or may not
have connected across it (that is,
in parallel with its terminals) a small
variable condenser, not exceeding
.0002 - microfarad
capacity.

If a separate
condenser is used
the transformer
primary is said to
be tuned. If not,
it is an untuned
"aperiodic"
primary. But
whether a separ-
ate outside con-
denser is or is not
connected with
the transformer
winding, we must
not forget that
the turns of wire
possess, within themselves, both in-
ductance and capacity. Hence this
primary winding of the transformer
forms in itself a small oscillatory
circuit.

Every variation of electron flow to
the sheath of the valve, therefore, not
only produces a variation of current
flow up the winding to the H.T.
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battery terminal, but actually starts
a sympathetic oscillatory current
surge within the H.F. transformer's
primary coils. This oscillatory cir-
cuit at once induces a similar oscilla-
tory surging of current in the trans-
former's secondary winding. The
grid of the rectifier valve being con-
nected to the H.F. transformer
secondary, induced oscillatory cur-
rent thus passes through grid
condenser to the grid of valve B,
there to influence rectification in the
way we know.

Advantage of H.F. 4mplification
Since no marked step-up is made

between the number of wire turns
in the winding .of a H.F. trans-
former's primary and secondary coils,
signal strength going to the rectifying
valve is not much increased in that
way. The advantage comes in with
the very considerable amplification
effect between grid and energy input
and anode energy output from the
H.F. valve itself.

Notice, in Fig. 4, the position of
the grid leak L is on the grid side
of the grid condenser D. Also, that
instead of bridging the condenser it
connects with the wire coming from
the positive terminal of the low-
tension battery. This is the right
way of connecting the leak wherever

HT.+

LT -
HT-

Fig. 4.-Transformer-coupled H.F. Amplifier.

tuned-anode H.F. valves precede the
rectifying valve. If the leak were to
bridge the grid condenser with such
a wiring as shown, high-tension cur-
rent, straight from the high-tension
battery, could find its way through
the leak to the rectifier -valve grid.

COLIN BENNETT.
(To be continued.)
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PRICES :
.001 mfd. 20/-
.0005 mfd. 17/6
.0003 mfd. 15/ -

Ask your dealer
for Leaflet W.M.

POINT
CONDENSER

Wholesale Distributors-P. & M., Ltd., 122-124, Tooley Street, London, S.E.1

Use Newey Snap Terminals Telephon, : HOP. 134

"Condenser

A

REVOLUTION

IN

CONDENSERS

ZERO All plates in this condenser are of gold -finished brass,
LOSS and are welded together, thereby eliminating electrical

loss experienced with all types of condensers using
spacers between plates.

2
LOWEST The illustration shows the condenser fully extended, and
MINIMUM it will be seen that there is air space between the

CAPACITY two sets of vanes, impossible to obtain in the usual
form of condenser.

3
NO

HAND
No metal plates are used whatsoever, only the very
highest grade Bakelite being employed. The moving

CAPACITY shaft connected to the dial is entirely insulated from the
Condenser by means of Bakelite Sectors.

4 360 Vernier is unnecessary, as the condenser is geared and
DEGREES has a calibration range of 360° as against 180° in the

usual form of condenser........... Lastly, the Condenser, which is single -hole fixing, is
beautifully finished, only the best Bakelite and high-grade
brass being used, and it bears the

Newey British Hall Mark of Excellence.

H

H

H
H
H

H
H
H
H
H

H

In writing to advertisers, please say you saw the advertisement in THE WIRELESS MAGAZINE.
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I WAS much struck by a recent
suggestion, made to the B.B.C.

by a correspondent, that folks who
have paid for theft wireless licence,
should receive as receipt a metal
plaque ; this would be stuck promin-
ently outside their houses to dare
inspectors to call again for the
money !

I feel sure the G.P.O. will not be
hard-hearted enough to grudge us
such pretty playthings. The L.C.C.
already ornament with blue plaques
London houses in which famous
folk have lived, and there is plenty
of scope still left for brightening our
dwellings on these lines and saving
the precious time of cash demanders.

They Won't Agree to Differ
The controversy about the merits

of wireless transmissions from the
studio or from concert halls respec-
tively, rages on with unabated zest.
Far be it from me to embark upon
it here. Chacun a son goat, and who's
to say if it's better or worse than that
of the woman next door ?

But what does strike one about this
and similar arguments on subjects
connected with the B.B.C. pro-
grammes is the amount of grabbing
and intolerance that is about. Hardly
ever will the disputants agree to
differ and quietly switch off when
the type of amusement they dislike
is in progress. No. nine out of ten
of those who pay ten shillings
annually for their licence think that
the modest sum ought to entitle
them to a year-round programme
based entirely on their personal
tastes. They display the greatest
contempt for those who think differ-
ently.

In defence of my sex, though, I

must add that most of the complain-
ants appear to be men. Either
women are more tolerant or they
have less energy in writing to air
their grievances. Perhaps it wouldn't
be safe to say which factor rules most.

I was much interested in hearing
recently of a nursing home for
nervous breakdown patients, where
the treatment consists principally of
singing classes for patients and of
facilities for them to listen to broad-
cast songs. This fits in with my
own experience that there is no more

admirable emotional out-
let than singing for all who
are hysterically or nerv-
ously inclined or are emotion-
ally starved for the time being.

Curing Nervousness
If singing were a daily in-

stead of only a weekly item
in the curriculum of girls'
schools, maidens in their teens
would be better balanced and
less liable to nervous trouble
than they are.

Singing for sound mental
health is quite irrespective of
the possession of a voice and
of private lessons. Evening sing-
songs round a piano, choral meet-
ings, a folk -song class-all these
meet the need quite adequately
and cater for the social instinct as
well as the emotional one.

Tips from the Men
By the way, mesdames, I wonder if

you've discovered that it's often
worth our feminine while to look
through all the weird things that men
use in their hobbies, wireless or other-
wise. I find that some of their tools
and materials can be converted to
other than masculine uses.

For instance, not one woman in
a thousand seems to have discovered
that the insulating tape her husband
uses for motoring and electrical
purposes is simply splendid in the
house. I've mended all sorts of
broken things with it myself, in-
cluding a leak in a gas pipe. It
wasn't till months later that the
gas man had to be called in to that
hole, so successful was the tem-
porary , repair 1

The other day, in a home wireless
workshop, I picked up a sheet of
ebonite grained to represent a brown
wood. And here was the end of thy
search for something to renovate a
very scratched and shabby dressing
table top. Funds wouldn't run to
plate glass, but by getting the very
thinnest ebonite (it's sold by weight
you know) grained to match my
wood, I've a beautiful new top
within my price limit.

So keep an eye on the wireless tool
chest, and in time your vigilance
may be rewarded as mine was.

What Are they Like?
Photographs of broadcast artists

are frequently published, of course,
but they never seem to answer one
question that is in my mind regarding
these unseen entertainers.

That is : do they, like the visible
artists of the theatre and concert
room, conform to the apparently
stern law of nature which regulates
the height and build of entertainers ?
Thus, are all the contraltos and basses
big broad people weighing well above
the average ? Are all the sopranos
only of average height, but also weigh-
ing well above the average ? And,
particularly, are the comedians very
small and slim, and incredibly nimble
on graceful little feet ?

From the glimpses I've caught of
artists in the studio when I've
broadcast, I should think they are
cast in the regulation mould, with
few exceptions. Why nature made
that mould is, of course, another
matter.

Anyhow, what a change it would
be to come across a six-foot funny
man ! Even Charlie Chaplin, so
original in other respects, is con-
ventionally small. A. M. M.

ACCORDING to a detective, some night
clubs have wireless installed. That
accounts for the fact that bad lan-
guage is excessively used in such
establishments.
QUITE a lot of brides have run away
lately on the eve of their marriage.
If only some of our busybodies could
blame wireless for this its success
would be assured for all time.
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Two outstanding developments
in Radio Design

PolarTwin
A two -valve, single -dial, Loud -
Speaker Set, at a remarkably low
price, and without any compli-
cations.
The Polar -Twin set is for use with dry cells or
accumulators, can be switched on or off with a
single knob, and has a surprising "Loud Speaker"
range. It will readily operate a Loud Speaker at
a distance of 20 to 60 miles from a main Broad-
casting Station, and has even proved effective in
Loud Speaker reception up to 400 miles (of which
we have ample written testimony).

Tuning is

Complete Set,
to connect to

Effected with a
Single Knob
A unique plug-in Aerial-

Reaction coil System is
used, and tuning for all
B.B.C.
tions is

dial.
ready

Aerial i13 : 10 : 0

short-wave sta-
effected on one

Accessories include : 2 Alullard D.06 Valves, 2 H.T.
Batteries and Plugs, 3 Polar D.E. Cells, 1 short wave
Aerial -Reaction Coil Unit, 1 Daventry Aerial -Reaction
Coil Unit, 1 Ainplion Junior Loud Speaker and the
necessary connecting wires.
Set, without accessories, but including
short-wave Aerial -Reaction Coil Unit. £6  15.0Rog'alty paid

Cabinet, as illustrated above, £2 2s. extra.
The sign that
nieans service.

A powerful four -valve set with
dual tuning systems and a

unique system of control.

The Polar -Four has been designed so that it can
be placed inconspicuously in any room or in the
garage, etc., and by means of a simple system
of triple lead -covered wire and specially designed
Jack Boxes, the Loud Speaker and Remote Control
can be plugged -in and operated from any point
of the wiring system. Wherever these are plugged
in on the system, complete control can be obtained,
just as if the Set itself were present.

The Remote Control Box
permits switching over from
one station to the other at
will. It also regulates and
turns on and off the filament
current.

Price, without accessories, but with
Control and L.S. Jacks, Coil units
and Leads.
Including Royalty. £32

Sold by all high class Radio Dealers.
Write for details to:-

Radio Communication Co. Ld,
34-35, Norfolk St., Strand, London, W.C.2.

Remote Control,
for two Stations

:10:0
The name of
the nearest
Polar Service
Agent is supplied

on request.

0
In writing to advertisers, please say you saw the advertisement in THE WIRELESS MAGAZINE.
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Wanted : A New Valve
To the Editor of "The Wireless Magazine."

SIR,-As an experimenter of many
years' standing, I have often won-

dered why no British valve manu-
facturers have been enterprising
enough to manufacture and place on
the market a dull -emitter valve
operating at 1.8-2.0 volts and con-
suming .o6 ampere. If foreign
firms are able to accomplish this,
why not British firms ?

A valve such as described would do
away with the awkward and cumber-
some 4 -volt accumulator, and with
such a valve and a good 2 -volt
accumulator, wireless would proceed
and more valves be used.

Whichever firm brings out a
2 -volt .o6 ampere valve will be
assured of the support of all valve
users now troubled with heavy
accumulators and current -eating
valves.-E. L. BURGESS ( Rampton,
Notts).

More Praise
SIR,-I should like to congratulate

you upon the excellence of your new
paper, THE WIRELESS MAGAZINE.
I have read both the magazine and
Amateur Wireless since their
inception, and have come to the
conclusion that for the average wire-
less enthusiast they are superior
to any others.

I am able to make this statement
with some degree of assurance as I
regularly read all the other English
journals and some of the American.
I would like especially to congratu-
late you on your article in the July
issue entitled " How a Super -het
Works." Like many other " radio
fans," I am very interested in this
type of receiver and propose to con-
struct one. Lack of knowledge of
the underlying principles has, so far,
deterred me from so doing, and al-
though I read many other articles in
other journals, I failed to become
acquainted with the fundamentals.
Since reading your article, however,

What the
'eader
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I feel quite confident- to proceed with
the construction.

Wishing both of your publications
every success.-WILLIAM E. CAL-
LINGHAM (Battersea, S.W. II).

From Down Under
S IR,-I was unable to procure the

first number of your wonderful
magazine, but have read subsequent
issues. I find them very instructive,
especially to, a novice like myself.

The licence fee in England is small
compared to Australia, where we
have to pay 35s. the first year and 3os.

VALVES FOR LETTERS.
Correspondents whose letters we have
printed this month have been awarded
Ediswan valves. The writers of all
letters printed next month will receive
Mallard valves.

the next. This fee prevents quite a
number of people availing themselves
of one of the best entertainments
possible.

We have about one hundred ama-
teur transmitters in N. S. Wales and
two first-class stations -2 F C (Farm-
ers) on 1, ioo metres, and 2 B L
(Broadcasters) on 353 metres.
,There are also several B. class

stations, so we have plenty of
variety.

We could do with a monthly
magazine out here similar to yours.-
J. MOXON (Sydney, Australia).

On a One-valver
SIR,-In reply to Mr. D. S.

Fountain's letter in the July issue,
I give my results with a single -valve
set as follows :

All main B.B.C. stations and the
following relay stations : Sheffield,
Plymouth, Edinburgh, Leeds -Brad-
ford, Dundee, Nottingham, Hamburg,
Koenigsberg, Munster, Breslau, Leip-
zig, Munich, Petit Parisien, Madrid,
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Stockholm, Radio -Paris, and L'Ecole
Superieure.

The following American stations
were also received with the same set :
W G Y (Schnectady), W B Z (Spring-
field, Mass.), K D K A (East Pitts-
burgh), W E A F (New York). A
New England station was also heard,
but the call -sign was inaudible.

The set is a straight -circuit single -
valve receiver employing a D.E 3 .06
dull -emitter valve. The aerial is
6o ft. long single wire, 35 feet high,
and the earth is an ordinary water
pipe.-W. HUNTER TOM ISON (Miln-
gavie, Dumbartonshire).

SIR,-I was keenly interested in
Mr. Fountain's letter, and I am so
bold as to say that I can beat his
results. In addition to having
received all the B.B.C. main stations
and 5 X X, I have also received all
the relays, except Swansea (and only
Plymouth among them was received
on the special Monday experimental
night).

The continentals heard include
Radio -Paris, Vienna, Zurich, Berlin,
Munich, Frankfurt, Leipzig, P T T,
Stuttgart, Stockholm, Rome, Breslau,
Munster, Hamburg, Madrid, Oslo,
Radio-Ancell, Bremen, Nuremburg,
Dresden, Hanover, Cassel, Radio -
Toulouse, Malmo and Brussels, and
Petit Parisien.

I have only coils for reception of
the 250 to 530, and 1,500 to 1,800
metres wavelength -bands and so, of
course, have been unable to " get "
Hilversum, Copenhagen, etc.

More than 5o per cent. of the above -
mentioned stations are regularly
received even during the summer
months after dark. I attribute my
success chiefly to the situation of my
station and good luck.-A. R. BURTON
(Sheffield).

LONDON amateurs have established
continuous contact with the Arctic.
More unfair competition for the ice-
cream trade.
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THE large control knob, rotating
in the same direction as the dial,
easily allows the meat delicate

adjustments to be meat.

THE patent reduction mechan-
ism, giving micrometer adjust-
ment without backlash. Dead
silent, velvety movement in
operation.

r
GECoPHONE

LOW LOSS -SLOW MOTION

VARIABLE CONDENSER
The GECOPHONE Low - Loss Slow - Motion
Variable Condenser will supersede the old -
type condenser wherever valve -sets are used.
The result of close and protracted investigation
into the essentials of ideal condenser design,
it is entirely new in conception, and gives to
tuning an amazing degree of ease, certainty
and selectivity.

Wireless enthusiasts everywhere will discover
in the new GECOPHONE condenser the know-
ledge-not previously accessible-of what
perfect tuning can be.

SULATION of fixed plates
outside electrostatic field. This
'educes losses to a minimum.

PRICES

The GECOPHONE Low -Loss Slow -
Motion Variable Condenser pro-
vides micrometer adjustment, abso-
lutely without backlash. Minimum
capacity is uniquely low, hand -
capacity eliminated, and dielectric
losses are the smallest possible. The
condenser is adapted for one -hole fix-
ing, and can be mounted on a metal
panel without insulation.

Sold by all CECOPHONE Service
Depots, Wireless Dealers and Stores.

.0002 mfd. - - 22/- .0003 mfd. - - 24/-

.00025 mfd. - - 23/- .0005 mfd. - 27/6
.001 mfd. - 32/6

(Manufacturers-wholesale only)

THE GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., LTD. Head Office: Magnet House. Kingsway, London. W.C.2.

In writing to advertisers, please say you saw the advertisement in THE WIRELESS MAGAZINE.
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AT 2 SAVOY HILL,WC 2.
WITH the coming of winter the

B.B.C. is formulating plans for
more ambitious broadcast entertain-
ment. As much variety as possible
will be introduced into the pro-
grammes during the long, dark
evenings, and the policy of pro-
viding two or three classes of enter-
tainment each evening will be
developed. Broadly speaking, for
each hour of serious music that
is given, the B.B.C. is aiming to
provide as a set-off an equal amount
of humour or light entertainment.
Wireless -plays will be chosen to
provide contrast, tragedy and
comedy being balanced in suitable
proportions ; and any single play
will need strong recommendation
from listeners before it is given a
repeat broadcast ; for the recom-
mendation of listeners is the best
standard of judging the most suitable
broadcast material.

Competitions
It is hoped to run several compe-

titions in connection with " un-
finished " plays, which listeners will
be asked to complete in a form that
they consider best suited to the
broadcast medium.

While close attention is being
paid to the lighter side of broadcast
entertainment, it is admittedly no
easy task to discover the kind of
humour that is adapted to wireless
transmission. The comedy artist
gets no help or inspiration from his
invisible audience, and partly for
that reason some  well-known
comedians, whose deportment alone
constitutes a strong appeal to the
risible faculties of visible audiences,
are inclined to be squeamish about
appearing before the microphone.
So far, however, as present plans
go, the B.B.C. hopes to secure the
assistance of anyone who is worth
hearing.

The " stars " of broadcasting will
also be heard pretty frequently,
but care will be taken to prevent
overworking them to the degree
of staleness. Names that have grown
familiar to broadcast listeners, such
as those of Beatrice Harrison, the
Sisters Goossens, Kate Winter, Mavis
Bennett, Mabel Constanduros, Wynne
Ajello, A. J. Alan, John Henry,
Ronald Gourley, and Louis Hertel,

A Page Specially
Contributed by the

B.B.C.

will figure often during the coming
winter, along with a fair sprinkling
of celebrities.

Concert. Parties
The concert parties who have

broadcast at intervals have now
got a thorough grip on -the new
medium, and this side of the pro-
gramme work will be extended.
It is considered essential to provide
more alternative programmes than
are at present possible to the great
majority of listeners. About 6o
per cent. of the population is now
within reach of alternative services
capable of crystal reception. The
B.B.C. does not consider this per-
centage satisfactory and wants to
improve it as soon as possible.
The P.M.G.. has stated that it is
hoped to continue the policy of
giving greater scope for broad-
casting ; alternative programmes will
figure largely in the development
thus foreshadowed and a considerable
sum of money is being earmarked
by the B.B.C. for that purpose.

Forthcoming Speakers
Speakers have been chosen for

the coming season with an eye to
their ability to present their ideas
in an attractive manner and in
simple language, as well as for their.
knowledge of the particular subject
with which they are qualified to
deal. Professor Julian S. Huxley,
M.A., in a series - of fortnightly
talks on evolution, entitled " The
Stream of Life," will tell listeners
some interesting facts respecting
the origin of man and racial develop-
ment. Professor Huxley is the
eldest on of Dr. Leonard HUxley,
editor of the " Comhill " and grand-
son of Thomas Henry Huxley, the
famous scientist. He has had a
remarkably brilliant scientific career
and has just been appointed to a
professorship in Zoology at King'r
College, London.

Then we shall have Dr. E. H
Barton, F.R.S., author of many
writings on Magnetism; Electrical
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Waves, Acoustics, etc., who is to
talk on " Musical Sound."

Dr. George Macdonald, C.B., M.A.,
who has been Permanent Secretary
of the. Scottish Education Depart-
ment since 1922, is an authority
on coinage who will be well worth
hearing when he broadcasts on
" The Origin and Development of
Coinage." Dr. Macdonald is a
member of numismatic societies in
America, Holland and other con-
tinental countries, and it is probable
that his talks will be received by
them as part of the, international
programme scheme which is now
being developed.

New Fortnightly Series
Among other speakers whom

listeners will, it is thought, be glad
to hear, are Mr. C. E. M. Joad and
Mr. J. Strachey, who are to con-
duct a fortnightly series of dis-
cussions on " After -dinner Phil-
osophy," in which they will argue
such debatable topics as " That
Courage is only a form of Cowardice,"
" That Nothing ever Changes," and
" That Men are no better than
Monkeys " although the latter is
a subject with which Professor
Huxley is no doubt better qualified
scientifically to deal.

The B.B.C. is also arranging to
tap the intellectual resources of
the great Universities, and as a
start will set up a small studio
at Oxford to give listeners the
benefit of some of the many brilliant
debates which are conducted there,
a privilege hitherto reserved to a
comparatively small but fortunate
body of students. If the experiment
should prove successful a similar
arrangement will probably be made
at Cambridge.

On the engineering side a good
deal of attention will be paid in
the ensuing months to improving
the apparatus in use and to the
general work of polishing up. The
efforts of the engineers will to a
great extent be concentrated on
the new super -receiving station at
Hayes, Kent, with its peculiar short
aerials, and on the transmissions
from Daventry ; in the .first -named
case because here foreign programmes
will be received and " selected for

(Continued on page 296)



7HE N.A.R.M.A.T.
Exhibit,on
settled the ques-tion-made
Ediswan superi-
ority clear
undeniable.

The Exhibition
Dispersed

any doubts!

THOUSANDS of Wireless
Enthusiasts, not quite convinced
of Ediswan perfection, learned

at the Exhibition of the thoroughness
that goes to the making of each
Ediswan Valve, each Ediswan Set and
each Ediswan Component, realised
that such painstaking care in manufac-
ture, backed by the Ediswan patents,
must inevitably result in Ediswan users
" Hearing more-Hearing better.

If possible, see that all your Wireless
is stamped with the genuine Ediswan
Trade Mark. In any case remember
that-

`NeWireless Magazine, October 1925

EDISWAN VALVES
Fil. Volts.

P.V. 5 D.E. 2216 .. 5'0
P.V. 6 D.E. 18 6 .. V8-2'0
P.V. 8 D.E. . 22,6 . . 3

A.R. (L.F. or H.F.) 8/- .. 4

A.R.D.E. (L.F. or H.F.)14/- 11-2'0
A.R.O. 6 16/6 21-3

At all Wireless Dealers.

Will improve
THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO., LTD., any set

123, Queen Victoria street, London, E.C.4
In writing to advertisers, please say you saw the advertisement in THE WIRELESS MAGAZINE.
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At 2, Savoy Hill, W.C.2
(Continued from page 294)

re -broadcasting to British listeners ;
and in the latter case because 5 X X
will this winter gain a big reputation,
both as a national and an inter-
national broadcasting station.

It is not, however, intended to
make any extravagant claims on
behalf of 5 X X at this juncture.
It is therefore well to keep in mind
the fact that a good deal of experi-
ment has to be carried out before
the necessary factor of safety can
be guaranteed for regular trans-
mission and relaying of foreign
programmes. If the expectations
are to be fulfilled, the B.B.C. will
begin its foreign service by re-
broadcasting the programmes of
the Radio Corporation of America,
and will then arrange for exchanges
with all the leading American broad-
cast organisations, an ambitious
scheme which the Company has been
promoting throughout the summer
months.

Daventry-the Pivot
Daventry will be, in addition,

the pivot on which continental
exchanges 'with America will turn.
Germany has already arranged an
interchange with the Radio Cor-
poration, but the  Germans are
unable, through lack of money, to
broadcast their programmes direct
to the United States of America.
The B.B.C. will, therefore, align its
relay plans with those of Germany,
and will receive the German pro-
grammes at Hayes for re -broadcast
to America by way of Daventry.

The schemes in hand also provide
for a regular exchange with Canada
as part of the larger project of broad-
casting to other Dominions. Chelms-
ford, for example, was received
regularly in India. Daventry, pos-
sessing the latest developments in
broadcasting apparatus, should be
still better received in the Depen-
dency. Moreover, experiments are
being made in short-wave trans-
missions, simultaneously with long -
wave experiments, from a station
the name of which may not be
disclosed. and it will not be long
ere the eagerness of Australia to
hear a broadcast message from the
Old Country is satisfied.

The engineers are also showing
great activity in the study of

acoustics, with the object of ensuring
reception as near to perfection as it
is possible to attain. Research work
is to be conducted in the arrangement
of the studios, and in the new studio
that has been prepared the draping
will differ considerably from that
previously in use. In the original
studio, situated on the third floor
of 2 L 0 and brought into operation
early in 1923, experiments were
conducted from the aspect of the
extreme of non -resonance, the studio
being draped with five thicknesses
of cotton. The studio, therefore,
had practically no resonance and,
in addition, the time echo was
eliminated. This was an important
omission, as in an auditorium pos-
sessing ideal acoustic properties,
musical sounds have a time echo
of about two seconds.

The Non -resonant Studio
It was found that the non -resonant

studio, in eliminating this time
echo, tended to spoil reproduction.
It was discovered also that certain
draping materials tended to obscure
or actually to cut out certain sound
frequencies. It was therefore de-
cided to allow greater resonance in
the second studio, which came into
operation early in 1924. It had
four times the capacity of the old
studio, but " damping " was only
carried out to about a quarter of
the extent The old studio was
reserved for speakers chiefly and
was very little used for music, while
the new studio was used for practi-
cally all musical transmissions, vocal
and instrumental. The latter studio
was draped with one thickness of
cotton material, and the results
represented a considerable improve-
ment on those secured in the old
studio.

Studio Experiments.
Even in the latest studio it is

felt that conditions are not perfect.
Here adjustable curtains are to be
tried and will be used very much
on the principle of the photographer's
methods of getting light and shade
on his pictures. The curtains will
work on pulleys and will be con-
trolled by an official from within
the studio, being raised to sharpen
the echoes or lowered to produce a
damping effect, as occasion may
require. The new studio will be
divided into two sections, one of
which can be set for a play while
the other section is being used for
instrumental or vocal broadcasts.
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Two -wavelength Transmissions
The division will also be useful

in enabling effects to be transmitted
from one section to coincide in point
of time with a play which may be
in progress in the other section.
It may also serve the purpose of
enabling transmissions to be made
on two wavelengths at some future
time. Another and smaller studio
will shortly be brought into use
for talks only. This will be more
heavily draped, in order to secure
the essential " damping " effects
required for a broadcast speech.

No one at Savoy Hill was surprised
at the receipt of complaints from
crystal users respecting the non -
reception of Daventry programmes,
in the South-eastern areas, which
previously were successful in getting
Chelmsford ; indeed, it would not
have been surprising if complaints
had been more numerous than they
actually were. This may perhaps
be accepted as a testimonial to the
efficiency of the apparatus at the
new 5 X X.

Blaming the B.B.C.
Certain Essex and Kentish lis-

teners have shown a disposition to
blame the B.B.C. for the changed
conditions, an attitude of mind
which can be appreciated but not
justified. It should be remembered
that 5 X X was started at Chelms-
ford purely as an experiment, and
it was all along emphasised by' the
B.B.C. that there was no intention
of installing a permanent high -
power station on that site. The
location of Chelmsford rendered it
ill-suited for broadcasting to listeners
in this country. The radiation
covered a large sea area, and much
of the potential utility of the station
was therefore wasted, so far as
British broadcast listeners were
concerned.

The Postmaster -General may be
assumed to be acting in the interests
of wireless generally in co-ordinating
the work of the various applicants
who claim a right of way in the
ether. The wireless services, the
Navy, the Army and Air Force,
and the inalienable right to the use
of the ether by our Mercantile
Marine, which depends to an ever-
increasing extent on efficient wireless
communication, must naturally be
taken into account. Hence the
necessity of removing 5 X X, when
its claim to function became per-
manently established.

(Continued on page 301)
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LONDON'S FINEST RADIO SHOWROOMS AND SERVICE DEPOT
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CIRCUS
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Be sure to visit Stand No. E.37, at the N.A.R.M.A.T. Wireless Exhibition, Royal Albert Hall, Sept. 12th -23rd.

TI1E PANE L

,----4///1/11/14,,ippu,

DE LUXE

THE real wireless enthusiast goes over his
Set inch by inch. Shortening a connection

"here-replacing an inefficient component
there, he knows that success depends on the
most careful attention to seemingly insignificant
details. Such men are now standardising on
Radion as the panel material de luxe.

Radian is available in 21 different sizes in
black and makaganite. Radios can also be
supplied in any special size. Black rd. per
square inch, mahoganite rid. per square inch.

DIO
American Hard Rubber Company (Britain) Ltd.
Head Office : 1 3 a Fore Street, Depots: rizio6Wellington iltireet; Taanisgow.

London, E.C. 2 Irish Agents: 8 Corporation Street,'Belfast.

In writing to advertisers,

DON'T BLAME THE SET!

110_411111111u11111111111111111111_11111.

root\
- t 1'

Nine times out
of ten there is a
fault in the cir-
cuit which can
be put right in
a minute or two
with the aid of
FLUXITE.
Solder all joins
with FLU X-
TTE, and they
cease to be
joins, but be-

come one unbroken piece of metal. No chance of leakage
there! It's so easy, too. A child could do it, No wireless
enthusiast should dream of making joins any other way.

Asa your Ironmonger ch Hardware Ded,..i ...Low you a4ut .1_

MUM

FLUXITE SOLDERING SET
It is perfectly simple to use,
and will last for years in con-
stant use. It contains a special
" small -space " Soldering Iron
with non -heating metal handle,
a Pocket Blow -lamp, FLUXITE,
solder, etc., and full instruc-
tions. Price 7,6. Write to
us should you be unable to
obtain it.

FLUXITE
SIMPLIFIES SOLDERING
All Hardware and Ironmongery
Stores sell FLUXITE in tins,

price 8d., 1 /4, and 2/8.
Buy a Tin To -day.

FLUXITE LTD. (Dept. 332), West
Lau Wores, Rotnerhithe, 3.E.13

yvv,, ANOTHER USEFOR rt.trxrrz.
Hardening Tools & Case Hardening
ASK FOR LEAFLET on improved methods.

Gilbert Ad. 3319
please say you saw the advertisement in THE WIRELESS MAGAZINE.
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PRINCIPAL EUROPEAN
STATIONS

Trace -
length
Metres.

FRANCE

Station. . Call
Sign.

length
Metres.

RUSSIA

Station. Call
Sign.

2,650 Eiffel Tower E L 940 Leningrad
GREAT BRITAIN 458 L'Ecole Sup. (Paris) PTT 1,450 Moscow . . R D W

I l'ave- 345 " Le Petit Parisien " 1,010 Moscow (Sokolniki
length Station. Call 1,750 Radio -Paris . C F R station)
Metres. Sign. 450 Moscow (Trades

495 Aberdeen 2 B D GERMANY Union Council)
439 Belfast 2BF. 505 Berlin (Vox Haus)
479 Birmingham 5 I T 279 Bremen (relay) . UKRAINE.
386 Botirnemouth M 418 Breslau . .

(z -o Kiev
310 Bradford (relay) 2LS 275 Cassell (relay) .

353 Cardiff . . 5 W A 288 Dortmund (relay) . SPAIN
331

1,60o
328
422

333

Dundee (relay)
Daventry .

Edinburgh (relay)
Glasgow
HUI (relay)

2 D E
5 X X
2 E H

S C
6 K H

292
295
.170

395

296

Dresden (relay) .

Elberfeld (relay) .

Frankfort -on -Main
Hamburg .

Hanover (relay) .

325

46o

451

Barcelona . .

Barcelona (Radio-
*Catalana) . .

Bilbao

EAJ

EAJ13
EAJ 9

346
315

Leeds (relay)
Liverpool (relay)

2LS
6 L V

463
1,300

Konigsberg . .

KOnigswusterhausen LP
33o

392

Cadiz .

Madrid
E A J 3
EAJ 6

365 London . . 2 L 0 454 Leipzig 430 Madrid EAJ 7
378 Manchester . 2 Z Y 485 Miinich 35o Seville . E A J 5
403 Newcastle . . 5 N 0 410 Miinster 425 San Sebastian EAJ 8
325 Nottingham (relay) 5 N 443 Stuttgart 290 Salamanca EAJ 2;
338 Plymouth (relay) . 5 P Y 36o Valencia E A J 2i
302 Sheffield (relay) . 6FL HOLLAND 400 Valencia EAJi.
306 Stoke-on-Trent (re- 1,955 Amsterdam . PCFF

lay) . . 6 S T 345 Bloemendaal SWEDEN
482 Swansea (relay) . 5 S X 1,06o Hilversum H D 0 1,370 Boden (relay) SASE

AUSTRIA HUNGARY
243

370

Eskelstund .

Falun (relay) SMZK
404 Graz (relay) 565 Buda-Pesth (Cser el) 290 Gothenburg . SASB
530 Vienna (Radio -Wien) -

ITALY 325 Gefle . .

BELGIUM 425 Rome . IRO 265 Joenkoeping. SMZD
205 'russi. is 495 Milan . . IFL 355 Karlstadt . SMXC

27o Malmoe (relay) SASC
CZECHO-SLOVAKIA JUGO-SLA VIA 266 Norrkoeping SMVV

1,800 Brinin . 0 K B 1,650 a grade (Rakovit- 427 Stockholm . SASA
409 Bratislava za) . . If E F 545 Sundsvall (relay) SASD
555 Strasnice AD

NORWAY 345 Trollaattan S M X 0

1,250

DENMARK
Hjorring

515

382
Aalcsuncl .

Oslo .

SWITZERLAND

2,400 Lyngby . 0 E 1,100 Geneva . H B
95o Odense POLAND 85o Lausanne . H B 2

1,150 Ryvang 385 Warsaw . . P T R 515 Zurich (Hongg)
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At your
Radio dealers
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Your enjoyment of all the wonder
and charm that lies in the realm
of radio is governed by one thing
and one thing alone the merit
of the valves you fit your receiver
with. However good your set,
valves absolutely rule radio.
Whatever clever arguments are
produced for valves the test of
actual performance is the only
true one. Fit Marconi Valves
to your receiver and your loud
speaker or headphones will prove
that in both tonal purity and
sound volume your choice has
been the right one.

hexes macy-ic

e FO1 f4 //
Marconi

7-E.

Announcement of THE MARCONIPHONE COMPANY, LTD.,
Marconi House, Strand, W.C.2, and Telephone House. 210-212, Tottenham Court Road. London, W.1.

In writing to advertisers. olease say you saw the advertisement in THE WIRELESS MAGAZINE.
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WITH the coming of the long
evenings and intensive activity

on the part of the transmitting
amateurs, the great game of ' card
collecting " is growing in favour.
It is not a new game so far as trans-
mitters themselves are concerned,
but there are now increasing numbers
of receiving amateurs taking part.
The rules are very simple. You listen
on the wavelength bands where
amateur transmitters most do con-
gregate, log them carefully, and then
write a post card giving as full par-
ticulars as possible.

If you are lucky you get a prompt
reply from the transmitter on a
decorative card with his call -sign
overprinted in colour. The aim is
to get as many different cards as
possible and they make not only a
very fine record of the efficiency of
your station, but also contain a large
amount of information as to the
various types of transmitter, aerial
and receiving sets in use.

The transmitter is glad to have
your report because it helps him to
judge the efficiency of his set. To
play the game properly you should
have some knowledge of morse. It
is not necessary to be a quick reader
because transmitters usually send
their call signs many times. Do not
forget that the call sign of the station
called comes first, then " de " and
then the call of the transmitting
station.

Making Reports
When sending your report make it

as full as possible. If you do not
know the " R " code of audibility
say the signals were " loud," or
" very loud " or " faint " or " very
faint," or just " comfortable." Give,
if possible, the approximate wave-
length on which you heard the
transmission, and add brief details
of your set and aerial. Fading is a
problem we are all interested in, and
if you notice fading give particulars.

The distance of your station is

useful and, obviously, the farther off
a station is the bigger is the score for
you. You can find the addresses of
transmitting amateurs in one of the
many directories now published for
amateurs, and you will usually find
that the transmitter is most glad- to
have your report. Personally, I get
most useful information from the
friendly cards sent in, and always
answer them promptly. The wave-
lengths to listen on are 15o to 200
metres, 8o to 120 metres, and in the
neighbourhood of 40 and zo metres.

The addresses of foreign transmit-
ters are, published in some of the

ridirectoes, and the foreigners are
usually most prompt in answering.
If you do not know the address of a
foreign station and hear him working
with a man in this country you can
usually get the address from the
Britisher.

Small Tube for Short-wave Set
Connections

The use of small diameter copper
tubing is not a new idea for making
connections in short-wave receiving
and transmitting sets, but now that
such tube can be obtained with ease,
many home constructors are using
it with very beneficial results in the
reduction of the almost inevitable
losses when dealing with very high
frequencies. The tubing on the
market corresponds to about No. i6
gauge wire, and is properly " tinned "
to reduce oxidation and make solder-
ing easy.

Besides being most useful for
connections, it is the very thing for
building " low -loss " coils. It has
to be handled carefully, however, as
it is easy to injure it and pinch it so
that the sides fall together, when
part of its efficiency is destroyed.

As most of my readers will know,
high -frequency energy travels only
on the outside of the conductor. The
metal in the interior of a wire is
useless from the carrying point of
view, and it introduces losses be -
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cause some of the energy tries to
get down into the interior and surges
up and down between the surface
and the depth to which it is able to
penetrate. This puts up the resist-
ance of the conductor and brings
other troubles in its train as well.

The claims made by the original
firm that put " Radio Condit " on
the market are most interesting.
They say that it gives a minimum of
high -frequency resistance, a maxi-
mum conducting surface with the
minimum of capacity, the almost
entire elimination of lateral surges,
an absence of complex magnetic in-
duction and energy absorption, and
they also state that much of the
confined internal air cclumn is
ionised.

The advantages of most of these
claims are obvious, but I must con-
fess that I have not yet worked out
for myself the advantages to be
gained from the last claim, though I
have no doubt that it is a real one.

The Efficiency of Short-wave Sets
The true measure of efficiency in

a short-wave set is its ability to tune -
in telephony. Anyone can make a
set that will receive morse C.W. down
to about zo metres. It is merely a
question of getting the set to oscillate
and providing a smooth reaction
control so that the note of the C.W.
can be tuned to best audibility-
which is not, of necessity, tuning the
note to its loudest.

The reception of telephony, of
Which there is now a very large
amount on the 150 -zoo and 8o-
120 metre bands, is altogether a
different proposition. To be heard
at its best and clearest, telephony
must be tuned -in with the set in a
non -oscillating condition. Those os-
cillating fiends who tune -in broad-
casting by getting on, to the " silent
point " where the beat notes of the
transmitting and receiving sets are
obliterated, are quite at a loss with

(Continued on page 302)
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At 2, Savoy Hill, W.C.2.
(Continued from paTe 296)

Unavoidable Sufferers
In locating the new 5 X X north

of a line drawn from the Severn to
the Wash, the B.B.C. realised that
crystal users who had hitherto been
able to receive strong signals from
Chelmsford with the aid, in many
instances, of indifferent apparatus,
were bound to suffer. Although
the Company is anxious to provide
a service for everyone who wants
to listen to broadcast programmes,
particularly in those parts of South-
east Essex and North Kent where
the Chelmsford programmes were
heretofore received in comfort,
listeners are counselled to await
a thorough examination of the
results of the work of Daventry
before suggesting further new
stations or increases in power. It
may, however, be taken for granted
that Savoy Hill is carefully watching
the situation, and will act in the
best interests of listeners, with due
regard to national interests, at the
proper time.

Australian Broadcasting
WHAT is claimed to be the

world's most up-to-date sta-
tion is nearing completion on the
roof of the State Government Insur-
ance Buildings at the corner of
George and Elizabeth Streets, Bris-
bane, Australia (writes our Australian
correspondent).

The station is to be wholly built
in Australia by the Amalgamated
Wireless Company of Australia and
the Works Department.

The aerial system used will be a
squirrel cage L -type, but no earth
will be used, a counterpoise being
employed.

The station will broadcast with
the power of 5,000 watts on the
wavelength of 385 metres, and it is
hoped that many English amateurs
will try for 4 Q C. R. S. R.

WHAT are known as doughnut coils
are being used a lot in the U.S.A.
Probably because no currant is
required with that type.
NEW YORK is supposed to be a bad
spot for D X. And for X X X, if
the prohibition agents are to be
believed.

In writing to advertisers, please say you saw the advertisement in THE WIRELESS MAGAZINE.
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Amazing Autumn Offer
Till October 15th we are offering two particularly fine wireless
bargains at 33% below their usual prices. The Little Giant, a
most efficient All Station Two -Valve Set which is also capable of
operating a Loud Speaker, is priced till that date at £3 15s.

The Fellocryst Super, a most useful crystal set is priced at 20/ -
The cost of both sets complete with all accessories is also corres-
pondingly low. Every set is fully guaranteed and tested.

Fill in the coupon below and post it to us with your remittance
We will then forward you the goods requested, packing free
carriage forward, on Seven Days' Approval. If at the end of
that time you are not fully satisfied with the set, send it back
to us, carriage paid, and we will refund you your money in full,

LITTLE GIANT ALL STATION TWO -VALVE
LOUD SPEAKER SET ... ... ... ... .

£3 15 0
Inclusive of Marconi Royalty.

Usual Price £5 15s.

...- ACCESSORIES AND EXTRAS. 6-v. 20 A.H. Accumulator 20/-
. H.T. Battery ...

2 Louden Valves .. 9/ -
Aerial and Insulators 3/6
Fellows Junior Loud

Speaker ... . . ... 19/6
Marconi Royalty ... ... 25/ -

SET COMPLETE £6 15 0
inclusive with Fellows Junior Loud speaker and all accessories and extras
as detailed above.

Usual Price £10 2s.

FELLOCRYST SUPER 20/ -Usual Price 29/ -

The Fellocryst Super, is mounted in a hand-
some oak case. It is reliable, efficient and
easy to operate. With the addition of
a suitable Fellows loading coil, it can be Milti

tuned to Daventry's wavelength.

SET COMPLETE 33/6
with Headphones, Aerial and insulators,
absolutely ready for use. Usual Price
£2 10s. 6d.

Save 6/8 in the pound. Send for Special Catalogue.

To THE FELLOWS MAGNETO CO., LTD.,
Cumberland Avenue,

Park Royal, London, N.W.I0.
Herewith Remittance value

Please forward me

on conditions as per your advertisement.

Name

Address

W.M.O. This coupon is not available after October 15th.
Please write clearly in Block Letters and register Cash or Treasury Notes.

E.P.S. 162.
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BELOW THE BROADCASTING BELT (Continued J. page 300)

short-wave work because the " silent
point " is so very small that it is
almost impossible to find and hold it.
The result of this method is also that
the operator defeats his own ends.

The Only Remedy
The only thing to do is to so care-

fully adjust reaction control that
the set can be brought just up to the
point of oscillation, and no more.
Then it is in its most efficient state
with regard to the reception of tele-
phony. But to build such a set is not
an Easy task as stray capacity must
be reduced to its very minimum. I
have recently been experimenting
with a set that gave a great deal of
trouble in this respect. It was most
excellent on C.W. morse and would
receive right down to below io metres;
but it was no earthly good on " fone "
even as Mei as 250 metres, which was
the upward limit of the set.

After much investigation the fault
was found to be in a variable grid
leak of American make. This con-
tained a very large amount of metal
and was found to be introducing any
amount of stray capacity coupling.
The removal of this gadget and the
substitution of an ordinary fixed leak
improved telephony reception out
of all knowledge. Its effect on C.W.
reception was curious. It seemed to
reduce the strength of many well-
known stations somewhat, but it
brought in many distant stations
that had never been heard before.

The Grid Leak
Of course, if your set will not re-

ceive telephony it is not sure that
you will find the remedy in changing
your grid leak. But look for any
big mass of metal and cut it out.
And - keep your tuning condensers
as far as possible from your induc-
tances. Of course, you will have
started with the idea of cutting down
stray capacities to the minimum, so
all leads will follow the shortest paths
and will be well -spaced.

On short-wave sets it is as well to
discard appearance and use as little
solid dielectric in the way of ebonite
mounting panels as possible. The
minimum of ebonite that must be
used for supporting condensers, etc.,
is all that is required and all that
should be used. Condensers should
be of the very best construction
and have low losses.

" Blind Spots"
And now a few words on the sub-

ject of " blind spots." These are
not the blind spots of which we used
to hear so much at the beginning of
the broadcasting era ; but blind spots
in receivers on which the set will not
oscillate and on which nothing can be
heard, save, perhaps, very loud tele-
phony. The wavelength of the
aerial is a factor in causing these blind
spots and to eliminate them the
wavelength has to be shifted. There
are various ways of doing this. One
is by putting a small air -spaced con-
denser in the aerial lead. Another is
by removing the earth connection
from the set and yet another is by
putting- a small air -spaced inductance
in the aerial lead.

The Aerial Condenser
The aerial series condenser, unless

it is very carefully adjusted, is likely
to result in a very considerable re-
duction in signal strength. Remov-
ing the earth lead has the same effect.
The aerial series method of removing
blind spots can be made to work very
well, however. On some sets it is
possible to put in a good variable
condenser of .0005-microfarad maxi-
mum capacity and tune with it until
the best result is obtained. This will
usually be found to be at somewhere
near half setting on an average P.M.G.
aerial.

A very cheap way of experimenting
with this method is to attach a length,
say a foot, of rubber covered flex
to the aerial terminal of the set
and tying the aerial lead-in to it.
This acts as a small condenser be-
cause the only path for the H.F.
energy from the aerial to the set is
by way of the capacity between the
two wires, the aerial lead not being
attached to the set. The length of
the two leads in contact can be ad-
justed until best results are obtained.

But the best way is to put in a
series inductance. This can consist
of about ten turns of bare copper
wire four inches in diameter. One
end is attached to the aerial terminal
of the set and the aerial lead is clipped
on to different turns until the re-
quired result is obtained. In my
experience this method removes the
" blind spot " without cutting down
signal strength and is preferable to
either of the other methods.

By the way, it is often possible
to obtain the same result by reducing
the number of turns in the " fixed
tune " aerial coupling coil. By using
only two or three turns in this " pick-
up " coil, even on 200 metres, blind
spots may often be completely
eliminated- without any extraneous
devices. It is a -question of discover-.
ing the method which best suits
your own set.

A New Idea in Tuners
The other day I was shown a most

excellent short-wave tuner for the
band between about 25 and roo
metres. Of course, it was not really
new, because it was a variometer ;
but it was the very first time I had
seen a variometer used for really
short-wave reception. This vario-
meter was " ball " wound with
enamelled copper wire of either 16
or 18 gauge and was, of course, air -
spaced between turns. The stator
was just over three inches in diameter
and the rotor about 21 inches. There
were twenty turns on the stator and
sixteen on the rotor.

To my mind the great ingenuity of
this tuner was that the variometer
had been adapted to the Reinartz cir-
cuit and provided with both an aerial
pick-up coil and reaction. The re-
action coil was tuned in the usual
Reinartz way with a series con-
denser connected between one end of
the coil and the common negative.

It consisted of only a few turns of
thin wire wound round the supports
of the stator. The aerial " pick-up "
was a three turn " helix " that could
be variably coupled with the vario-
meter. The tuner was most efficient
and brought in telephony wonder-
fully.

Variometer-tuning for short waves
seems to me the right thing because
the condenser capacity, which is
always a disadvantage, can be
removed completely and a larger in-
ductance used with all its consequent
advantages. 5 Y M.

A BARRISTER says that a loud-
speaker is not a nuisance in law.
It's more likely to be a mother-in-law.
AN Englishman is using wireless to
teach English to the Viennese,
Perhaps some benefactor will dis-
cover a way of using it to teach the
language to some of the American
visitors over here.
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Ax UP-TO-DATE
Yesterday-to-day-and to-morrow-the expeliences of yesterday in
the light of the knowledge of to -day point clearly to the practices of
to -morrow. (See the Climax Magazine Catalogue.)O

The Climax Radio Earth (Priv. Pat. 17053)-the low loss direct
tubular earth. Far better than the old-fashioned water -pipe or gas -
pipe earth. Provided with flanges which break up the earth around
the tube, thereby prevent ng any rocking of the tube in the ground.
In addition the surface ()rola:Cons provi-le water courses, making per-
fect electrical contact. Ready to use. Easily fitted. Maximum efficiency.

Length approx. 30 in. .. Price 5/.
Climax Insulated Low Loss Earth Lead, 20 ft. .. Price 1 8

The New Climax Aerial Insulator.
(Registered Design No. 708713. )

Stands four times the flash over voltage.
Far less capacity to earth. Will stand
a direct pull of hundreds of pounds.
Entirely null - hygroscopic. Cannot
absorb moisture even if fractured.
INSULATES PERFECTLY DURING
RAINFALL. Self-cleaning on all sur-
faces. Price per pair, 1/ -

The Climax Insulated Shock
Absorber Set.

Comprising set of 4 Climax low -loss
Aerial Insulators and 2 Climax
Aerial Shock Absorbers.3,'s per box.
If you believe in metal-and who
does not?-use exclusively t. limax
Rheostats and Potentiometers.
They are wire -wound oil metal -cool-
ing cores with vitreous enamel
insulation.

Climax Rheostats, 6 ohm
pattern for one, two or three
bright valves .. 31. each.

Climax Rheostats, 30
ohm pattern, universal pat-
tern for D.E.E. or lir, glit
valves .. 4  each.

Climax Potentiometers,
300 ohm pat tern .. 8- ea.

Climax Resistance
Capacity Unit for
L.F. Amplification.

Anew convenient design
of resistance capacity
coupling unit embodying
the Climax fixed Mica
Condenser, the Climax
Wile -Wound Anode Re-
sistance, and the Climax
New Syst. in Grid Leak.
Each item is readily
replaceable and inter-
changeable, so that the
discriminating user has
complete freedom of
control. Price, 12/6

Insist on the Name" Climax." Refuse Sub-
stitutes.-If substitutes are offered, send your
order direct to us, together with P.O., and we

will send the goods by return.

The C:Imax Popular
Crystal Set.

A set with a highly efficient
timing system, giving re-
markably close coupling.
Wide wavelengt h variation,
line tuning and selectivity.
Fitted with the Climax
superb crystal and cat -
whisker, which is designed
on au absolutely new prin-
ciple to give at every point a setting of maximum effi-
ciency without skill or care in operation. Exceptionally
fine finish on all parts Is a distinctive feature.
Price for u avelengths 300-500 metres . 12/6
Chelmsford and Da ventry adjustable loading coil 3/6
The Climax Popu'ar

Receiving Sete.
Exceedingly well -fin-
ished receiving sets,
with tuning system
containe(I inside
the cabi-
net. Fitted
with anti -
m i c ro-
p 0 n c
valve

sockets
sunk into

the panels. Sin-
gle knob tun-

ing independent reaction
separate filament c(nti
by Climax Universal Metal

Cooled Rheostats. Obtainable in 2, 3 and 4 valve sets.4 15 0 + £1 0
Prices, E6 15 O + 31 175 6£8 15 0 + £2 10 0

The Climax De Luxe Receiving Sets.-The his oiil ill techni-
cal refinement characterised by superlative finish. The tuning
system which is entirely self-contained consist!, of a double -toned
circuit with H.F. Amplification and independent reaction. The
valves are mounted in anti-inicroph .nic h. Iders and each is
provided a ith a separate filament control. Obtainable in 2, 3
:mud 4 valve models. Wavelet gihs 150-3000 metres. Prices
£12 143 + £1 5 £17 10 + C1 47 6 322 10 + 32 10

CLIMA.X RADIO ELECTRIC LIMITED
Head Office and Works : QUILL WORKS, PUTNEY, LONDON, S.W.15. Telephone-Putney 2599. All commu-
nications to Head Office. Showrooms : 257 HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.1. Telephone-Holborn 2538.

In Writing to advertisers, please say you saw the advertisement in THE WIRELESS MAGAZINE.
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"I'm Going to Make
More Money!"

"I am tired of working for a small
salary-tired of the strain of endeavour-
ing to keep up appearances-tired of
seeing others beat me in the struggle
for promotion-tired of the fear of
unemployment.

" I've been blind in some ways, but now
I see clearly that diligence, integrity, and
long service are not enough. To succeed
one must have a special vocational training.
The men who are going ahead of me have
only one advantage-they are trained, while
I am not. That makes all the difference.
But I am determined to raise myself to
their standard without a day's delay. The
International Correspondence Schools can
help me, joist as they have helped tens of
thousands of others."

Many a man, at last realizing the tre-
mendous handicap of being untrained, has
thought along those lines and then become
an I.C.S. student, greatly to his advantage
and happiness.

In every line of business men
and women are holding import-
ant positions and receiving
splendid salaries-because they
became I.C.S. students.

You, too, by studying at home in your
own time, can qualify for the position you
want in the work you like best-no matter
what your age, your occupation, or your
means.

As a first step towards that goal, write to
us at once, a post -card will do, or better
still

USE THIS COUPON
INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDVICE SCHOOLS, Ltd.
189 International Buildings, Kingsway, London, W.C.2

Please send me your booklet containing full particulars
or the course of Correspondence Training before which I

hate marked X. I assume no obligation.

BUSINESS
.. Accountancy
.. Advertising
.. Book-keeping
.. Commercial Art
.. French
.. Professional Exams.

TRAINING
.. Salesmanship
.. Scientific Management
.. Shorthand Typewriting

Showcard Writing
.. Spanish
.. Window Dressing

TECHNICAL AND INDUSTRIAL
.. Aeronautics .. Mechanical Engineering
.. Architecture .. Mining Engineering
.. Building .. Motor Engineering
.. Chemical Engineering .. Municipal Engineering
.. Civil Engineering .. Plumbing
.. Draughtsmanship .. Poultry Farming
.. Electrical Engineering .. Sanitary Engineering
.. Gas Power Engineering .. Steam Engineering
.. Marine Engineering .. Textiles
.. Market Gardening .. Woodworking
NOTE.- The I.C.S. teach wherever the pros! reaches, and have
are? 300 eourses of Study. If, therefore, your subject is not
on the above list, write it here.

Name Age

Address

" Loud -speaker Crystal Sets"
THERE are those amateurs who

contend that the humble crystal
has never received the attention to
which it is entitled and that a
crystal set to -day is not quite
the efficient instrument it ought
to be.

While there is possibly some foun-
dation for such an opinion it cannot
be said that the crystal has been
altogether neglected. Amateur
Wireless has, since its inception,
always catered to a large extent
for the user of the humblest of
receivers, and many highly satisfac-
tory receivers of this type owe their
existence to the efforts of that
journal, the outcome of which are
contained in " Loud -speaker Crystal
Sets," the new " Amateur Wireless "
handbook (published by Cassell, acid
Co., Ltd., London, price zs. 6d.).

Details and working instructions
for many highly efficient sets are
contained in the publication, which is
profusely illustrated.

Included in the book also is a full
explanation of the " A.W." loud-
speaker set, together with informa-
tion and working drawings that will

enable the merest novice to construct
this well-known instrument. It may
be added that since the first an-
nouncement of this crystal loud-
speaker circuit further experiments
have been carried out, the result of
which are given in the book.

' Talks About Wireless"
Inspired by many years of study

and research on the part of one
whose name is a household word
in the world of science, " Talks
About. Wireless " (written by Sir
Oliver ..Lodge and published by
Cassell & Co., Ltd., London, price
5s.), is a book that traces the history
of wireless from th! earliest days
It is questionable if any man, other
than the author, could have made
such a book so entertaining and
devoid of technicalities.

Being, as he is, one of the pioneers
of the science, Sir Oliver Lodge,
is one of the few living men who are
able to carry us back to the days
when broadcasting was an undreamed-
of proposition.

Coming to the present time, the
author has much to say of the
present system of wireless com-
munication. His history of the
Science and the valuable data and
explanations of the modus operandi,
are treated in a way we should like
to see more universally employed.
Simplicity has been his watchword
and our thanks are due to so eminent
an authority for such clear and
concise definitions.

ataiogues
amphlets

MAYMORE electric soldering iront
are described in a circular obtain-

able from May and Padmore, Limited,
Tyseley, Birmingham.

A leaflet describing Siemens' batteries
will be sent on application to A. J.
Dew and Co., 33-34, Rathbone Place,
Oxford Street, London, W.I.

The latest catalogue of Igranic wire-
less accessories may be had from
Igranic Electric Co., Ltd., 149, Queen
Victoria Street, London.

The British Thomson -Houston Co.,
Ltd., Newman Street, Oxford Street,
W.x, have just issued a booklet describ-
ing Mazda House and its products.

In writing to advertisers, please say you saw the advertisement in
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Radcom components are fully de-
scribed in the catalogue issued by
Radio Components Ltd., 19, Rathbone
Place, London, W.I.

A set of six humorous postcards on
wireless terms may be had from A.
.gist, Ltd., Waveney Works, Lowestoft,
price 6d.

A booklet illustrating cabinets for
sets of all descriptions may be had from
Carrington Manufacturing Co., Ltd.,
18-20, Norman's Buildings, Mitchell
Street, Central Street, London, E.C.I.

Hellesen batteries are fully described
in a circular obtainable from A. H.
Hunt, Ltd., H.A.H. Works, Tunstall
Road, Croydon, Surrey.

A folder describing the Watmel
variable grid -leak may be had from
Watmel Wireless, Ltd., 332A, Goswell
Road, London,

Autoveyors, Ltd., 84, Victoria Street,
Westminster, S.W.x, have issued a
brochure containing full particulars of
their specialities.

THE WIRELESS MAGAZINE.



Is Crystal Research
Neglected ? Cogrgrr

In the meantime the serious
experimenter may materially increase
the effectiveness of his crystal set by
observing the following points. The
essentials for " super " results are :-
The longest and most effective aerial
possible under the Postmaster -
General's regulations ; the most effec-
tive earth, in the form of a. buried
plate, or better still, a series of buried
plates (the usual water -pipe con-
nection is an excellent makeshift
and good enough for all ordinary
purposes, but not for serious experi-
menters who seek long ranges) ; the
finest crystal obtainable, a condition
which can only be satisfied by
repeated trials ; an inductance wound
with a heavier gauge of wire than is
customary in crystal sets-not
smaller than No. 18 gauge and
preferably larger, even though its
bulk offends the artistic eye (after
all it is not beauty that is sought,
but effectiveness) ; and perfect insu-
lation, or insulation as nearly perfect
as is humanly and mechanically
possible, in order that every con-
ceivable source of leakage may be
eliminated.

A Chance for the Amateur
Here, surely, is good work for the

ambitious amateur, who should not
forget that no less eminent an
authority than Dr. Eccles has de-
clared that " the most valuable work
accomplished in the field of experi-
mental wireless telephony has been
achieved by the amateur for the
sheer love of the pursuit." Dr.
Eccles even went farther than this,
for he averred that " if wireless
investigation, invention and design
had been confined strictly to com-
mercial firms for its development, it
would be in a position less advanced
than it is to -day. The tendency of
the commercial world is to resist the
inconveniently rapid introduction of
new ideas."

On this note we may confidently
leave this fascinating subject to the
amateur himself.

A GOLF CHAMPION found himself
practically speechless before the
microphone recently. Quite natural
-there ought to be a special type
of microphone made for the kind of
language that golfers use.

Announcement of Portable Utilities Co. Ltd., Fisher St., FV.C.1

I.P C- -

I.S.

Eureka introduces
three new models

FOR the past two years Eureka has been
accepted as the finest Transformer that

money can buy. It has always been selected
by those to whom quality of reproduction is
the first essential. Owing to its unique
principles of construction and the immense
amount of fine copper wire involved, it is of
necessity high-priced. As a result, although
coveted by every discriminating amateur, not
everyone can afford to buy it.
Six months' work in our extensive laboratories
has now enabled us to reproduce for the first
time in the new Eureka Baby Grand a
worthy competitor of the famous Concert
Grand. The same quality of workmanship-
the same freedom from breakdown-the same
high-grade materials-the same purity of tone
--still the same Emeka but in a smaller size.
No longer is it necessary for you to accept an
inferior substitute because the Concert Grand
is beyond your means-choose the Eureka
Baby Grand and you are guaranteed the same
Eureka standard of quality

Everyone can now
afford the Eureka

Eureka Baby Grand. No.
A new and inexpensive first stage
Transformer embodying all the well.
proved Eureka principles. Uncon-
ditionally guaranteed. Price 15/.
Eureka Baby Grand. No. 2
Specially designed to follow the
Baby Grand No.1 when two stage. of
I.f. amplification are wanted. Un-
conditionallrguaranteed. Price 15/.
Eureka Reflex Transformer
The first Transformer ever to be
placed on the market as being
specially designed for reflex work.

his fine quality instrument will
give considerably more volume in a

reflex circuit than any standard
transformer. Unconditionally
guaranteed. Price 15/.
Eureka Concert Grand -

The well-known Eureka Trans-
former selected by experienced
radio engineers for its wonderful
ampfideation with a complete absence
of distortion. Unconditionally
guaranteed. Price 25/.
Eureka No. 2
Specially designed for use as a
second stage transformer with the
Concert Grand.. Unconditionally
guaranteed. Price 21/.

`1 Don't experiment - specify Eureka

Gilbert
In writing to advertisers, please say you saw the advertisement in THE WIRELESS MAGAZINE.
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Questions
imply Answered

.::"?51 -N -

Unsatisfactory Crystal Reception_
Q.-My introduction into the mys

teries of wireless reception has resulted
in disappointment.

I purchased a cheap crystal set and,
as a preliminary, erected an indoor
aerial, but all I can hear with any degree
of certainty is the time signal trans-
mitted from Big Ben by 2 L 0. I am
roughly five miles from this station's
aerial. My reason for getting a cheap
set was so that I might be guided in
my choice of a good set later. Can you
advise me ?-B. P. (Hammersmith).

A.--L-An unaided crystal receiver is not
ideal for telephony reception, even
under the best conditions. To obtain
fair results you must use a good high
outdoor aerial. You are also advised
to invest in a good pair of phones of
reliable make, as upon these much
depends.

Ensure a firm and clean earth con-
nection and link up the set to earth
with low resistance copper wire at least
as thick as that used for the aerial.-
L. A. C.

Grid Bias and Distortion
Q.-Exactly how does the introduc-

tion of grid bias obviate distortion and
improve amplification in an amplifier ?-
J. McM. (Banffshire).

A.-Strong signals reaching the grid
of an amplifying valve are liable to
make the grid. so positive as to cause
grid current to flow.

By inserting a negative bias the
curve is moved bodily to the left, thus
minimising the possibility of grid current
flowing, and the addition of extra H.T.
increases the length of the straight
portion of the curve, permitting a
greater variation in plate - filament
current.-S. C.

Eliminating Interference
Q.-As I am within five hundred

yards of 2 L O's aerial I wondered if I
might build aid use the 7 -valve super-
heterodyne receiver to receive other
B.B.C. stations whilst 2 L 0 is working.

Do you think this at all possible ?-
W. H. D. (London).

A.-It is impossible to guarantee any
receiver to be able to accomplish this.
The receiver in question is certainly
intended for selectivity of tuning, but
we are afraid you are a little too near to
2 L 0 to expect satisfactory reception
from other stations.

A great improvement would be to
enclose the complete receiver in a copper
container or screen. This will eliminate
reception due to induction. Results
depend largely upon the operator.-
C. M. N.

e.-11,..vuu1PId11111110111111111111liumn;111..iiiigh.111111k, .."11111:-' .1111i
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Working to Set Plans
Q.-I have a distinct aversion to

working to plans of wireless sets as
designed and published in several of the
many wireless periodicals. Up till now,
however, I have not deviated from the
instructions merely because I have been
loth to endanger the efficiency of the
set under construction. Is it essential
to follow all instructions implicity ?-
F. R. (Dunkirk).

A.-There is no necessity to adhere
in every way to the actual layout of the
panel, design of cabinet, etc., but the
wiring, spacing and values of the com-
ponents should be followed in every case.

On no account should a set be altered
to fit into a smaller panel.-R. T.

Tropadyne v. Super -het
Q.-What advantages has the Tropa-

dyne over the Super -heterodyne re-
ceiver ?-F. T. (Cornwall).

A.-The Tropadyne receiver may be
used in conjunction with an outdoor
aerial with little or no danger of re -
radiation ; thus no interference will be
experienced in near -by receivers. It is
also a little more selective in tuning

YOU CAN'T SOLVE IT ?
You don't know to where that

connection should go or why your
set works well one day and badly the
next ?

Well, why worry ? We keep
staff specially to solve such problems
as yours. Let them have your
queries so that they may give you the
benefit of their long and varied
experience.

Replies to queries of general in-
terest are published each month on
this page, but every querist is

answered direct by post.
Please observe the following con-

ditions :

Ask one question at a lime; write
on one side of the paper only; attach
to your query the coupon on cover
and send it with a stamped addressed
reply envelope to : The Editor,
" The Wireless Magazine," La Belle
Sauvage, London. E.C.4.

Remember Our Query
Service is Free !
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than the super -heterodyne receiver,
this being a great asset.

Apart from these two considerations
they give much about the same results.-
L. A. C.

Short Aerials
Q.-I wish to erect an efficient aerial,

but as the length will be limited to
thirty feet I should like your advice
before wasting money in needless experi-
ments.-M. E. (Bury).

A.-Where space is very limited, as
in your case, a double -wire aerial is cer-
tainly advised.

The wires should be spaced at least
six feet apart and the free ends left
" open," whilst the down leads should be
joined to each other at the point where
they reach the lead-in tube.

If a crystal set is being employed,
it may be found an advantage to use
three wires, provided that they are
well spaced, but with a valve set, two
wires should not be exceeded.-Q. C.

Reflex or Straight -circuit
Receivers

Q.-I wish to build a receiver which
will combine purity of reproduction with
maximum efficiency and should be
obliged if you would advise me upon
the subject. Should I use a reflex or a
straight -circuit receiver ? I do not
require a plan or circuit diagram.-
T. R. (Malden).

A.-There is no doubt that the
reflex receiver has at least one advan-
tage over the ordinary straight -circuit
receiver, but for purity of reproduction
the straight -circuit is best.

Generally speaking, a valve may be
made to perform one duty much more
efficiently than two, so that we have no
hesitation in recommending the straight
circuit for your requirements.-M. C.

Cutting Out Generator Hum
Q.-I have made up the set (with

refinements) " as good a set as money
can buy," and get perfect results except
during the hours 7 p.m. to so p.m.

During these hours the generator at a
near -by cinema causes terrible noises in
the loud -speaker which completely blot
out signals.

How may I overcome this difficulty ?
-E. M. J. (Bangor).

A.-Any one, or all, of the following
should be adopted according to the
extent of the interference experienced.

Fit and use a counterpoise earth in
place of the orthodox earth.

Use loose -coupled aerial tuning.
Screen and earth the iron core of each

L.F. transformer to the counterpoise.-
C. T. M.



IT is twenty years since the first T.C.C. Condenser
merited the approval of the electrical industry.

When Wireless loomed ahead-we, as the largest
condenserbuilding specialists in this country-were
quick to realise its immense possibilities.
New plant was laid down-factories were extended
-but still the demand for the familiar Green
Condenser exceeded the available supply. Under
such circumstances, any other firm might have been
tempted to relax some of the restrictions which
govern the quality in an effort to speed up
production.
But twenty years of manufacturing experience have
proved the wisdom of keeping faith with the public.
A condenser for wireless use-nine times out of ten
-is bought on the reputation of the maker. We
are proud to think, therefore, that within the last
three years many hundreds of thousands of T.C.C.
Condensers have been chosen for the most strategical
points of the Receiving Set.

The Improved T.C.C. Mansbridge
Every T.C.C. Mansbridge Condenser is
now being fitted with the new Duplex
terminals, which can be used as soldering
tags or to hold connections by means of
their knurled heads. The top of every
Condenser is now all -metal, which
is, of course, quite impervious to the
heat of the soldering iron or the action
of the atmosphere.

In all
values

from all
Dealers

Look for
the

name
T.C.C.

Telegraph Condenser Co. Ltd., Mortlake Rd., Kew

I cNeWireless Magazine. 0.-toben 19251

IGRANIC
Filament Rheostat

(Plain Type)

Patent No. 195911i

Experiment with wireless
but not with components
-use Igranic and be sure of the
results your efforts deserve.
Igranic Rheostats, remarkable for their extremely
smooth action, critical control of filament current and
absolute reliability, are particularly valuable com-
ponents for the wireless enthusiast engaging in
experimental work.
These filament Rheostats are constructed for panel
mounting and can readily be adjusted for panels of
from one -eighth to one-half an inch in thickness.
Positive travel stops are provided so that the main
Rheostat body comes to rest at zero and at full resis-
tance positions. The Igranic Rheostat for bright
emitter valves is made in two types, vernier and
plain. The vernier type is recommended for detector
valves. Both are supplied with 4, 6, 8, or 10 ohms
resistance as required.
The Igranic D.E. type filament Rheostat is suitable
for controlling all types of dull emitter valves. It
is smoothly and evenly variable over its whole resis-
tance range, and permits of very fine adjustment.

IGRANIC RADIO DEVICES include:
Honeycomb Duolateral Coils, Variable Condensers, Fixed
Condensers, Intervalve Transformers, Variable Grid -Leaks,
Variometers, Vario-couplers, Coil -Holders, Potentiometers,
Vernier Tuning Devices, Switches, etc. etc.

All carry the IGRA N1C guarantee.

Write for List Z694.

149, Queen Victoria1M Street, London.

Works : BEDFORD.
Branches--131RmiNGI:Am : 73-71, Exchange Buildings. CARDIFF :

Western Mail Chambers. ansnow: 50, Wellington Street. LEEDS:
Standard Buildings, City Square. MaNcnEsrmt: 30, Cross Street.

NEWCASTLE: 90, Pilgrim Street.

Gilbert Ad. 3411
wriling to advertisers, please say you saw the advertisetnent in THE WIRELESS MAGAZINE.
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DIAL INDICATORS
SIMPLY OPILL ONE MOLE AND FIR AT ANY

OBTAINABLE FROM ALL THE BEST DEALERS.
FOIST Of DIAL .SCALITIFICS THE PANEL.

NOUaN4C
911 CURSITOLG R ST.

pr, -.2 P CHANCERY LANE E.C.4.

Never Built a Set?
CAN'T ?

RUBBISH ! You can build the
famous P.P.V.2 de Luxe from
childishly simple instructions in
RADIO PLAN No. 6. Radio Plans
tell and show you everything. Every
wire, every connection. No com-
plicated diagrams, but an " easy -as -
easy " system a child can understand.
Over 500,000 amateurs have suc-
ceeded in making our ultra powerful
long range loud speaker circuits such
as this

P.P.V.2. de Luxe
which works a loud speaker at 40
miles, and enables you to
Sweep Europe for your Programmes
Two valves and just a few ordinary,
inexpensive parts.
Send for Radio Plan No. 6, price 2/-

Prase send for List of P.E. Wireless Publica.
Lions. Eueryti ing in simple circuits for the

m atrur cons melon Post free on reque 1.
PRESS EXCLUSIVES, Wireless Publishers,
2, Wine Office Court, Fleet St., London, E.C.4

7-=-4 Ziogrite AV-truA_

te.7-14434 Se"
MORRIS SOLID
OAK STANDARD
CABINET WITH

LOCKS,
to lock up any set
and batteries with
panel up to 36° x

Sent on Approval.
Trade Suppl ed.

Price carriage paid
and packing free :

22- wide inside £4 15
55' £5 0
,6" , £8 0

MAKERIMPORT CO.
(Dept. 25)

60a, Lord Street, LIVERPOOL.

-2 -VALVE AMPLIFIER, 35/-
x -Valve Amplifier, 201., both perfect as new; Valve..
4,8 each; smart Headphones, 7/6 p ,ir ; new 4 -Volt
Accumulator, celluloid case, 13/. ; new fio-Volt H.T. 
Battery. guaranteed, 6/. ; aNalve Ali Station Set, £4.

A ppwvai oSlim, I y.
B. TAYLOR, 57, Studley Road, Stockwell, LONDON.

That Book you want !
Foyles can supply it. Immense stock (second-
hand and new), on Wireless, other Technical,

Scientiffc and all other subjects.
Write for Catalogue 567 (free), mentioning
requirements. Books sent on approval.

Books Purchased.1' 0 'V 3r... E S
121.125 Charing °roes Rood, London W

VALVE
WINDOWS

MAKE L FINIS. OF TNE NIE.NEST
OUALITY, MR

OF
OF DIST.NCTOM.

OBTAIMAGLE r.o.. ALL TOE SC, DEALERS.

ontinentat Notes
d WEATY work, this I " mut-

t tered the College Youth, as he
folded back the tent flaps, in the
early morning prior to the usual
daily " clean up."

You see, we are still on our holi-
days, out here, far up in the hills,
about 15 miles N.E. of Cologne. We
have been blessed with perfect
weather and more than our allow-
ance of sunshine. The sudden arrival
of sundry nephews and nieces out
from home compelled us to erect
three bell tents, and the College
Youth and I were lucidly allotted

one of them. Bedding qua
bedding was unobtainable from -the
village-a matter of three miles
distance-but blankets, rugs and
dolly cushions were at hand : as
the weather was fine and warm
we fared well. Three or four boards,
scrounged from the barns, grain
sacks, filled with clean straw or
hay have provided the necessary
palliasses and personally, I must
admit that my sleep has been sounder
and dreams sweeter under canvas
than on many other nights since the
great war.

Our Temporary Aerial
We have erected a temporary

aerial-made of thin insulated
copper cable and slung between
two lofty pines with a lead-in
straight through one of the tent
ventilators. For an earth-we have
the earth. Results are all that could
be desired. The College Youth
and I share the tent, and I greatly
fear that our hurricane lamp is
the last one to be extinguished
at night as, when all is quiet with
the farm at rest-usually about
ro p.m.-we connect up and set
the dim lamps glowing. We do
not tie ourselves down to a schedule,
nor do we consult any programmes
but merely roam through the ether,
following up, as we gently twirl
the condensers, every squeal, every
rustle in an endeavour to resolve
all carrier waves.

Luck must be with us-or is it
due to our favourable site near the
brow of the hill ?-for we pass
from morse to jazz, from time -
signal to orchestra, from news613LGifti4C bulletin to lecture. Many landsPi 9-11 CURSITOR 0DR

S.C. Pet. e Act(
IP PACKETS CHANCERY LANE E.C.4. fall to our cast and we only dwell (Continued rn page 310)
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long enough over each capture to
identify its origin. And so, well
into the late hours of the night or
early morn when distant voices
can be heard, when music can be
received without a too heavy ac-
companiment of mush and atmos-
pherics.

Morning Exercise
On some days, when feeling par-

ticularly energetic, we have tuned -
in Berlin at 6.3o a.m.-a ghastly
hour in town-and switching on
the loud -speaker have endeavoured
to carry out the physical exercises
-which the Vox Haus studio broad-
casts for the benefit of adipose and
overfed citizens of the German
capital. His orders, although some-
what alleviated by a musical accom-
paniment, come through in the
strident tones of a grumpy sergeant -
major, and it is easy to imagine
the groans and other unsympathetic
noises made by the conscientious
Berliners who, by the order of their
better halves, are compelled to
improve their contour !

" Sweaty work, this ! " mutters
the College Youth every morning,
as he' folds back the tent flaps,
although we take the orderly work
in turn. In very sleepy tones he
grumbles incessantly as he slackens
the guy ropes, rolls up the skirting
and tosses out the straw sacks to
be aired on the grass, and just as
regularly, every morning, although
we consider that we are early birds,
peasants from the neighbouring
hamlet are already astir and cluster
around our little camp, never having
seen-so they tell us-civilised
beings, who, of their own free will,
prefer an airy tent to a stuffy
farmhouse loft or barn.

On some evenings, by means of
the loud-speaker-and by the aid
of 5 X X, we have treated the local
yokels to the Savoy Bands. It is
difficult to explain to these simple
people that the music is " trapped "
through the wire on the pine trees,
and that they are actually listening
to an orchestra some 400 miles
away. They appear to realise that
it is not a gramophone, as they
see no records, but very little
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When the
Filament Sags

MANY an old valve is passed out
of service with its electrodes

still intact. Most valves meet their
end by a filament burn -out, but in
many cases they become useless
owing to the sagging of the fine
wire, which eventually comes into
contact with the grid. It is often
quite possible to effect a cure in
these cases.

Effecting a Cure
A method which is frequently

successful is the following : Connect
the valve to the accumulator by
means of flexible leads and hold it
in the left hand so that the bowed
side of the filament is upwards.
Tap the bulb gently on the upper side
to see whether it is possible to induce
the filament to leave the grid.

If this has no result let the valve
remain for some hours in the posi-
tion suggested, with the filament
heated to rather a high temperature.
It will often be found that it tends
to sag in the opposite direction and
so frees itself from the grid.

J. H. It.

Becoming a Wireless
Doctor (continued from page 284)

valves and H.T. battery and warning
him to leave all the other controls
severely alone. A goodly number of
the more expensive sets installed in
large mansions are connected up to
a small frame aerial, and tuning on
them is, of course, frightfully critical.
Many owners of these sets spend
hours trying to tune -in anything at
all, at the same time disturbing other
listeners -in by their violent oscil-
lations.

A few minutes' instruction will
usually suffice to give the owner a
fair idea of how to tune -in correctly.
In the majority of cases it will be
found that people are only too
willing to learn how to use their
sets properly and to get the best
results out of them. There is, of
course, the usual type of theorist
who knows (in theory) exactly what
is wrong with his set and is usually
annoyed because you diagnose the

rAeWireless Magazine, October. 1925J

'Verb. Sap.
E have tried practically every transformer on the
market and your transformers certainly are by far
the best, both for ordinary use and for Power
Amplification and, what is very important, they
are the most convenient for mounting.

" Their chief advantages over others are
strength, clearness of speech and music, and entire absence of
howling even when placed very close to each other.

" In the hands of amateurs, they should also be splendid
for their freedom from self -capacity effects."

In these words a prominent West London Wireless Firm
gives its unsolicited opinion of the M -L Low Frequency
Transformer. Their satisfaction can easily be shared by
you-M-L Transformers only cost 25/- each, and the name
"M -L Wireless" appears conspicuously on the container.

The 1:6 ratio is used for amplification after a crystal
rectifier. The 1:4 ratio is used for single stage L -F Amplifi-
cation. The 1:2.6 and 1:4 ratios are used respectively in the
first and second stages of two -stage amplification.

S. SMITH & SONS (M.A) LTD,
179-185, Great Portland Street, London, W.1
Telephone: Langhan: 2323 Telegrams: Speedomet, Telew, London"

Also at Birmingham, Manchester, Glasgow and Belli st.

SeSMOTH 6 SONS (KA) LTD
fault differently. A. W. H.
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CONTINENTAL NOTES (Continued from page 308)

more. Does it matter ? No, dance
music is dance music all the world
over and although their clumsy
steps do not fit in with the fox-
trots and blues, they waltz or
polka to the merry strains. In
the intervals, with exclamations
such as " wundervoll " or " uner-
hoert," they press their faces through
the opening to get a glimpse of the
magic box and of the little lamps
which dimly illuminate the darkness
of the tent.

In Touch with the World
During the day we have plenty

of transmissions which we can tap.
The ether is vast and we poach on
everybody's preserves. At any time
we can pick up something, as there
are so very many stations from which
we can select items, and we turn to
our receiver at all odd moments in
the twenty-four hours. Although,
to a slight degree, geographically
isolated, we are always in touch
with the world, and our news service
is perhaps more exhaustive than if
we were within easy reach of the
morning, lunch, 6.3o or final editions
-we can absolutely rely on two
sources of information as to daily
happenings in all European coun-
tries, namely L P (Koenigswuster-
hausen) and 5 X X (Daventry).

A Conscientious Announcer
Throughout the day Wolff's Bureau

(Berlin) drones out, on 2,525 metres,
news items for the benefit of the
German Press. The announcer is a
conscientious man, for all proper
names are twice repeated, preceded
by the warning " Achtung," and
actually spelt out letter by letter in
a similar way to that adopted by
the telephone operators at home.
We have almost learnt by rote the
German equivalents " A for apple,"
" C for Charlie," " T for Tommy,"
and the College Youth expresses the
opinion that listening to this news
transmission reminds him of nothing
so much as some of the rotten hours
he has had with the German Master
at school.

But 5 X X is always breathlessly
awaited, and his face lights up as
he hears the tuning signal, for shall
we not hear the latest cricket scores ?

Daventry's motto should be
" Ubique." Take the 10.3o a.m.

weather forecast. It has been of
great use to us and all our plans
for outings have been based on the
reports received. I made a point
of getting it every day and the news
soon got about. A local farmer came
towards me one morning as I emerged
from the tent. He touched his
cap.

" And what says one to the
weather in England ? " he inquired.
I gasped. " I dare not repeat the
language," I replied, " but were I
to do so I greatly fear that I should
be misunderstood." This in my
most precise German. " I believe
the Herr has not grasped the ques-
tion. With your lamps you can
hear what weather prevails on the
English coast, in the Channel, in
the North Sea." (He called it the
German Ocean, but I didn't trouble
to contradict him.)

" What do the English forecast
to -day ? " I told him. " When
you return you must tell them how
useful the information has been
found in this district. We are
privileged-as the Englishman who
lives at the house on the hill tells
us, as we pass his door every evening.
With this forecast and our know-
ledge of local conditions, we are
well prepared for all emergencies.
I thank you." He departed.

An Uncanny Fact
It seems uncanny that the local

smallholders should receive their
weather reports from London and
that they should, as appeared to be
the case, set the family alarm clock
to the chimes of Big Ben. And yet
-so it is. The opening of 5 X X,
first at Chelmsford and later at
Daventry, has not only served its
purpose in the United Kingdom but
has generously conferred benefits on
innumerable inhabitants of scattered
villages in foreign lands. Big Ben,
to them, to -day, is a household
word ; it does not represent the
chimes of a clock in the Victoria
Tower but the voice of London.
It has become to the foreigner as
much an institution as Piccadilly
Circus or le Square de Trafalgar.

Further, to the Frenchman, the
German, the Belgian or the Swede,
there is only one orchestra in London
-the Savoy Bands. We must be a
jolly, light-hearted, light-footed
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nation, from what I hear on this
side, as in the opinion of foreigners
the only music we broadcast is that
of the fox-trot, blues and one-step.
When, apart from Spain-a night
bird !-other nations have retired
to rest-the Savoy comes into its
own and from our shores, the sounds
of the saxophone, double piano,
banjo and the many other weird
instruments which go to make up
the orchestra, cross the Channel and
North Sea to drift into the out-of-
the-way houses in all parts of the
European continent.

An international language ? Es-
peranto, forsooth ! Why, Big Ben
and the Savoy Bands have languages
of their own and are understood by
all. JAY COOTE:

RIPPLES

WIRELESS organisation is said to be
upside down in Italy. Like this :-
uor}estuu;fio ssaiailm
ABBREVIATIONS play an enormous
part in wireless communication, says
a reader. Yes. We often tell our
next door oscillator to go 2 L.
WITH the rapid growth of wireless,
old maids are finding that cat -
whiskers are far more useful to keep
in the house than cats.
ELECTRIFIED railway lines are said to
interfere with listening. And judg-
ing from the recent experience of the
Southern Railway, they interfere
with travelling, too.
Now that we have had the exploits
of Dick Turpin on the wireless,
an educational course for budding
tax collectors should be quite easy
to arrange.
A STATION has been offering three
guineas to the listener who discove.rs
the greatest number of mistakes in
a special programme. Lucky for
them they don't make this offer in
connection with their ordinary pro-
grammes.
IN some countries the majority of
listeners have their sets coupled
to the domestic electric supply main.
In this country, with so many
lectures in the programmes, it would
be more appropriate to connect up
with the gas main.
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INDICATING TERMINALS

HIGHLY FINISHED
SCREW - ACTION
INSULATED HEAD

NON -THREADED
STEM AND
CROSS - HOLE
FACILITATING
CONNECTION

HIGHLY FINISHED
INSULATED COLLAR

STANDARD 2 R.A.
STEM WITH NUT
AND WASHER

INSULATED TYPE

-BELLING LEE.
PATENTS PENDING

INSULATED
NON -ROTATING
ENGRAVED TOP

SHIELDED METAL
CLAMPING. (ACES

TRANSVERSE 5101
WITH CLAMPING
NUT ELIMINATING
SOLDERING

ALL METAL PARTS HEAVILY NICKELLED.
INSULATED PARTS OF GENUINE POLISHED BLACK BAKELITE

Price: 9d. each.

INDICATING TERMINALS
Metal Type

Stocks of all varieties are held as follows :
Aerial, Earth, Phones +, Phones -,
L.T. +, H.T. +, H.T.
Input +, Input -, Output +, Out-
put -, L.S. + , L.S. -, Grid +, Grid --,
A.T.I., Reaction, Ap. Aerial, H.T.
Medium and Blanks.

Internal
Metal
Chuck to
grip 14 to
44 gauge
wire or
flex.

Price:
Plug 4d.
Socket 2d.
Indicating
Ring 1d.

416:17io_

r'..441ERtrz`; '

1111IIHN

PATENTED

Price:
Brass
4d.

Nickel
Cd.

PATEN 1 ED

PLUG & SOCKET TERMINALS
(M.K. PATENT)

I. Give seven points of contact.
2. Have no loose parts.
3. Soldering lug on socket ; will also

grip a sub -connector.
4. Indicating rings are dome -shaped.
5. All metal parts are nickelled.

DIAL INDICATORS

Solid cast metal,
with raised,
polished letters

showing white on a black
background. Single hole
fixing, complete with nut.
Stocked in Tuner, Filament,
Reaction, Aerial, Anode.
H.F. Tuner, Secondary,
Rejector

Price - - 6d. each.
Every high-class dealer stocks them,

BELLING & LEE, Ltd., Queensw

SUB -CONNECTORS
Eliminate Soldering

Perfect connec-
tion; lowest
possible self -
capacity ; low
resistance ; con-
nection changed
in an instant.
Tapped to screw
on to 2, 4, 5 and
6 B.A. threads;
also T connectors
for joining wires.

Price 1d. each.

but in Case of difficulty send to

ay Works, Ponder's End, Midx.

In writing to advertisers, please

HOME CONSTRUCTORS

WRITE FOR
OUR LATEST FALK STADELMANN ? Co., Ltd.,
CATALOGUE 83-93 Farringdon Rd., London, E.C.1

Glasgow, ManclilkeVer"t& B rsmngham.'11\ No 559

RIDE OF CREATION
is in most of us, but lack of
technical knowledge and work-
shop facilities often deter the

entkusiast who wishes to build his own
wireless set. The Efesca One -hole fix-
ing components are specially designed
to facilitate the building of self-con-
tained receiving instruments. Whether
supplied as a complete outfit for
assembling a set or as separate com-
ponents for use in any popular circuits
they are the most convenient and

fficient obtainable.

4 -Valve Home Constructor's
Set (illustrated) comprising-
Mahogany Case, 14} X 8} X 5 -in. deep.
Ebonite Panel, drilled and engraved,

and fitted with Terminals and Valve
Legs.

Aerial Tuner.
Reaction Component.
High Frequency Reactance.
Low Frequency Transformer.
Speech Amplifying Transformer.
.0005 Mfd. Variable Condenses.
.0003 Mfd. Fixed Condenser.
1.5 Meg. Grid Leak.
.002 Mfd. Fixed Condenser.
.05 Mfd. Fixed Condenser.
.001 Mfd. Fixed Condenser.
4 only Rheostats.
Necessary Screws, Wire and Insulated

Sleeving.

1 0 : 0 : 0 each
Royalties £2 10a. net extra.

Other models available are I -valve Crystal 2 -value
Crystal, 2-, 3-, and 4 -valve.

Ask your Wireless dealer for

A
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FIRST of all, when buying phones,
forget the importance of re-

sistance. Be content with the usual
4,000 -ohm phones. Because a pair
of phones is marked 8,000 ohms do
not rush blindly into the shop and
get them simply because they are
twice the usual resistance, thinking
that, perhaps, signals will be twice
as strong. They will not, and you
will actually be dissatisfied in the
long run. There is the added risk
that the high -resistance phones are
more delicate, and therefore more
liable to be put out of adjustment,
even to the extent of damaging the
windings and rendering them useless.
Any good phone of 4,000 -ohms
resistance is sufficiently sensitive
and is, moreover, robust enough to
stand a fair amount of rough usage.

Appearance and Efficiienpy
Now for the difference between the

good and the bad phone. Appear-
ance and efficiency do not always go

hand -in -hand, although the majority
of makes usually combine these quali-
ties proportionately. By far the most
important points that can be ascer-
tained about phones is the distance
between the polepieces and the dia-
phragm, and the strength of the
magnets.

The wise salesman will prohibit
the removal of the earcaps, but
at the same time will guarantee
their sensitiveness in writing. Some
salesmen " prove " the phones are
in perfect condition by means of a
battery connected to the leads, in
which case a loud " click " is heard
whether the diaphragm is correctly
adjusted or not!

Once you have had " proof "
that they are working perfectly, the
matter is ended, and you cannot
get them changed. Thus you are
tempted to experiment with them
until you get them right. To what
degree you are likely to be successful
is dependent upon your knowledge

of the principles and operation of the
normal earpiece, and the only way
to safeguard yourself against the
phone that is not guaranteed per-
sonally by the salesman is to bear
in mind that, primarily, the distance
from the polepieces to the diaphragm
must be the smallest measurement
without actually touching. This
means the smallest measurement that
can be felt by means of gentle pres-
sure upon the centre of the diaphragm
when the earcap is screwed on
tight. A slight movement will be
noticed if all is well, the diaphragm
touching the polepieces at the end
of this movement.

Arching Diaphragm
Should the diaphragm seem to be

arching and bending inwards in a

springy manner then all is not well ;
the polepieces are far too low, and
if there is no provision made (by
rings or other means) for bringing

(Continued on page 314)

The Weekly that solves

31J
Every

Thursday

your Wireless Problems

Take "Amateur Wireless" Each Week
and Get the Best Results from Your Set

Cassell's Publi-hers, London

Exclusively devoted to
the interests of Wireless
Amateurs and essentially
a practical paper. It
is lavishly illustrated
with photo reproductions
and many explanatory
drawings and diagrams.
A great feature is Expert
Replies to Readers' Ques-
tions. Other regular
features, all fully illus-
trated, are - On Your
Wavelength ! (C hatty
paragraphs by " Ther-
mion Components You
Can Rely Upon, Around
the Showrooms, Progress
and Invention, Latest
News in Brief, Times and
Wavelengths of Home and
Foreign Stations, etc. etc.
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BRITISH MADE.

"" /A pH0 \veA 0.__vE. s
AN EVERY AN EVERY PUR-PUR-

POSE VOLUMEPOSE POWER VALVE.
VALVE. Cleartron-America's biggest selling independ- C.T. 08.

C.T. 25. ent wireless valve, is now manufactured at the Fit. Volts 3
Fil. Current ... o.o8 amp.

Cleartron Works in Birmingham-Britain's new- Anode Volts 30-150
Fil. Volt' 5

Anode Impedance 1Z5oo
Amplification Factor 8.7

Fil. Current ... o.25 amp. est and most recently equipped radio factory.
Anode Volts 30-150
Anode Impedance mow 12/6
Amplification Factor... } CLEARTRON VALVES possess UNUSUAL

15/- RECEPTION QUALITIES, through which they AN EVERY PUR-
have achieved their greatest reputation and POSE VOLUME

VALVE.
sale in America. C.T. 15.

Fii. volts i.,

FOR RESISTANCE VASTLY INCREASED VOLUME
Fil. Current ... 0.15 amp.
Anode Volts 30-160
Anode Impedance 20,00o

CAPACITY FAR GREATER DISTANCE Amplification Factor... to

COUPLED AMPLI-
FIER. OPERATIC PURITY OF TONE 12/6

C.T. 25B. KEENER SELECTIVITY
CLEARTRON
VALVES FOR

rd. Volts 5 Sold under an IRONCLAD GUARANTEE AMERICAN SETS
Fil. Current ... 0.25 amp. AND KITS'Anode Volts 9o -zoo
Anode Impedance 20,000 POSITIVE PERFORMANCE C.T. 199Amplification Factor...zo
Power Amp. Factor ... 2u OR INSTANT REPLACEMENT (Dry Cells)

Supplied English or C.T. 201a
American Bases. Full technical data on request of sample (Accumulators)

valves sentsent post free, together with

15/- our Ironclad Guarantee, on receipt of 15/-
remittance and name of nearest Dealer.
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CLEARTRON RADIO LIMITED
1, CHARING CROSS, LONDON, S.W.1
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Expert Advice on Choosing Phones (Continued from page 312)

the diaphragm and polepieces to-
gether, then the phones should be
left severely alone. Faulty mounting
of the interior of any phone so that
the polepieces are too low is an un-
forgivable fault, as there is no means
open to other than the specialist to
bring them up to the best position.

If they are mounted level or
higher than the case of the phone,
there is a simple and sure method of
getting the correct adjustment by
means of rings cut to the size of the
rim of the case, made of paper,
metal, -or, in fact, any material that
is flat and has a uniform thickness.
The only knowledge required is that
the diaphragm must only just per-
ceptibly miss the polepieces when the
earcap is screwed up tight. No doubt
the specialist might make this adjust-
ment a little more accurately owing
to the facilities at his command, but
for normal accuracy there is not
likely to be any difficulty whatever.

Magnetism
Now we come to the magnetism.

It is impossible, visually, to get any

idea as to the state of the magnets of
a phone unless we call  upon the aid
of a compass, usually in the form of
a galvanometer needle. With the help
of this simple little instrument a
rough idea may be formulated (very
rough, because the needle will usually
respond to a weak magnetic force).

What actually happens is this:
Supposing our needle is swinging
free and we hold an earpiece, say,
12 in. away, we shall see that the
needle will swing round, and oscil-
late backwards and forwards, and
will finally come to rest.

Testing Strength
Supposing we now turn the ear-

piece over, we shall see that the
needle will swing right round and
will come to rest again, but it will
now be pointing in the opposite
direction. This is due to the poles
of the magnet in the phone attract-
ing and repelling the magnetic force
of the galvanometer needle.

A simple way of testing the com-
parative strengths of phones will
be obvious if we measure the greatest

distance away that the phone will
swing the galvanometer needle. This
will, however, only give us the
strength of the magnet intrinsically.
It certainly does not follow that all
the magnetism will be transmitted
to the polepieces, as, if they should
be mounted at the neutral points (as
is often the case where ring magnets
are used) there will be no magnetic
pull upon the diaphragm at all.

We must, therefore, cut out the
visual test for the magnetic proper-
ties of a phone. Instead, let us
rely upon the pull of the magnets
on the actual diaphragm in use.
If the polepieces are well made and
have perfectly flat tops, the average
magnet will hold on the diaphragm
until the latter will bend appreciably.
The first-rate phone will hang on
until there is a risk of damaging the
diaphragm by bending. It will be
as well to test with an old diaphragm.

J. W. M.

AN inventor has discovered how to
light a house by wireless. But he
is keeping it dark for the present.

A. M U N DAY, Ltd.
Electrical and Wireless Engineers.

59, WATLING STREET, E.C.4.
(One door from Queen Victoria St., and Queen St.)

and at 45, EASTCHEAP, E.C.3.
Tele. : CITY 2972. Teie. : ROYAL 4632.

Stockists of all

English & American

Wireless Goods

Large Catalogue 6d. post free.

In

CABINETS CABINETS

A CAMCO CABINET means a professional finish to your set.

WRITE AT ONCE for our illustrated list of 100 varieties of
cabinets for radio sets, or Phone, Clerkenw ell 6903.

Cabinets in this issue:-
A Reinartz One-Valver (p. 250) . . In Polished Mahogany 22/6

A New Four Electrode Valve Circuit (p. 270) , 151 -

TRADE ENQUIRIES ESPECIALLY INVITED.
CARRINGTON MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.,
18/20, Norman's Buildings, Mitchell St., Central St., E.C.1.

The FAMOUS
GENERAL

qADIOPHONES

OUPSfolr
Latest Standard Model General Radio-

phones (made by the well-known General
Radio Company, Ltd.), super -sensitive and

highly efficient. Receivers matched in tone.
Magnets of highly expensive Cobalt Steel. Dia-

phragms triple tested. Accurately designed sound
chamber goes natural tone. Beautifully, comfortable,

highly finished, weight 7 ounces. Fully guaranteed. Sent on receipt of Gd.
deposit. If satisfied, you send 2,6 more on receipt, balance 3/. monthly
until only 21/. is paid. Price full cash with order or within 7 days, Al.-.
t IMPSONT (Brighton, Ltd.)'(inna), 94, Queen's Rd., Brighton.
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The Seal of
Satisfaction,-

Every wireless enthusiast who takes
a real pride in his set should see
that he gets RAPINET Accessories.
They have never been equalled for
Quality of Material and Workman-
ship at their exceptionally low price.

RA PINET
Slider Basket -Coil Holder.
Made from best Ebonite and beautifully
finished. Very firmly constructed and
absolutely leak -proof. Price ls. 9d

RAPINET
TWO-WAY AND THREE -.A A

COIL -HOLDERS.

A reliable and superior article
which will add to the efficiency of
any set. The body parts are made
from the solid stick Ebonite (not
moulded from composition), and
all metal parts heavily nickel -
plated. Finely fitted and finished.

Prim
Panel Mounting 2 -way 3/-

3 -way 5/ -
With Base 2 -way 4/

3 -way 6/

RAPINET
BATTERYLESS FAULT -DETECTOR.
This unique little instrument is having
a great reception. You carry it :ike a
fountain -pen in the pocket. It detects
faults in a tick by a click " without
batteries. Price 3s. 6c1.

RAPINET
SPIKE BASKET COIL HOLDER.
Made from solid Ebonite, and leak-
proof. Unrivalled of its kind
on the market Price Is. each.

RAPINET LEADS for
QUALITY and PRICE
If unable to obtain from your local dealer

write direct to:

R AP I 1ST Err LTD
39-47, Groton Road, Earlsfield, London, S.W.18.
Latchmei e 5788. All Trade Enquiries to above address.

"AeWireless Magazine, October 1925 I

He never gets
let down now/

THAT
" BOUND - TO - COME "

SORT OF FEELING !
You know it and I know it, and
one day it will come ! No current ;
no wireless.

There's only one satisfactory solu-
tion-always have your accumula-
tors ready charged, and when you
think of chargers remember there is
only one that will give complete
satisfaction.

The PHILIPS RECTIFIER
works off any A.C. supply,
requires no supervision
whatever, works silently,
and automatically regulates
the current supply.
There are no objectionable chemi-
cals, no buzzing noises and you have
in fact a most reliable battery
feeder with an extraordinary low
running cost.

Simple, convenient, efficient.
It charges while you sleep.

Write for leaflet W.M. Free on
application.

Trade enquiries invited.

COMPLETE

PHILIPSRECTIFIER
Advt. Philips Lamps r.td., 60, Wilson Street. London. E.C.2
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01/112 S 0/2 ihe
THE lower band of wavelengths

between 200 and 600 metres is
at present being used by ap-
proximately ninety European sta-
tions, whilst plans are being made to
build forty others, making 130 short-
wave centres in all. In addition
there are some thirty more stations
already in commission (or about to
be erected) for broadcasting on the
longer waves.

Under these circumstances it is
obviously impossible to avoid con-
siderable overlap and mutual inter-
ference. Present conditions are,
however, worse than need be, and the
International Committee propose to
alleviate matters by altering the
wavelengths allotted to certain sta-
tions, and more systematically grad-
ing the wavelengths used by others.
This, as may be imagined, is no easy
task, especially as it has been
mutually agreed to leave the older
and more important stations un-
affected.

oths rogess
A tentative scheme of wavelength

redistribution has now been sub-
mitted by the Geneva delegates to
their respective Governments. Sub-
ject to the consent of the latter, the
proposed alterations will first come
into operation, by way of experiment,
some time in September, and if they
prove effective in reducing inter-
ference, will be kept permanently
in force.

A Useful Valve
Satisfactory tests have been made

in America with a new type of valve
designed to work direct from
electric light mains, whether carrying
direct or alternating current. Two
separate cathodes are used, the first
being heated directly by the current
from the mains, and the second by
radiation from the first. One cath-
ode is in the form of a tungsten wire,
whilst the other is a cylindrical metal
plate coated on the outside with a
thermionically - active material so

that it emits electrons at a com-
paratively low temperature. The
valve also contains the ordinary
control grid and plate.

The two cathodes are separated
by a vacuous space which con-
stitutes a kind of auxiliary two -elec-
trode valve, serving to rectify part
of the main current. This rectified
current is then used to feed the plate
of the valve, so that no separate
rectifier or H.T. battery is required
apart from the current on the mains.

The only " extras " are, firstly, a
small adapter fitted to the ordinary
valve holder and provided with a
five -prong socket to take the new
valve ; and secondly, a small filtering
unit in the plate circuit to cut out
any hum. The latter is not abso-
lutely essential, but when it is em-
ployed the electric -light mains can
also be used as a receiving aerial, in
place of the ordinary garden -wire or
indoor frame.

(Continued on page 318)

Asv-zosteespsv.g.

(if A clear explanation
A startling prophecy

Talks About
Wireless

By SIR OLIVER LODGE
Who would not wish to read what the famous
scientist has to say regarding the most wonder-
ful and most entertaining phenomenon of the
present time ? Sir Oliver Lodge's book is at
once authoritative and suggestive. It comprises
not only a survey of wireless from the earliest
discoveries down to existent conditions, but
also arresting prophecies of possible future
achievements.
"A book simply written and popularly presented
by one of the foremost minds of the day ; both
beginners and advanced students all the world
over will eagerly peruse this book."

DAILY GRAPHIC

Extra crown 8vo, 276 pages, with a number 5/..
of Illustrations in the Text. Cloth. net

Cassell's, Publishers, London, E.C.4

The Wireless
Book you
should not
miss !

Ly

ARTHUR R.
BURROWS

Asst. Controller
and Director of

Programmes, B.B.C.

ME STORY°,
BROADCAsimc

A 11,BURROWs

The Story of Broadcasting
The theory of wireless, little known examples of its
use in peace and war, wireless telephony, peeps into
the control room, the amazing possibilities of broad-
casting in the future, simply and delightfully recorded.
With 8 pages of illustrations.

" A book of importance to which people's at-
tention should be drawn."-Sunday Chronicle.
" A first-rate history of wireless."-Daily Dispatch.

Cassell & Co., Ltd. London, E.C.4.

AIM

3/6,
net
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Start your own Railway
Service-with BING.

1.41
-

srls,

Pullman EApress-scale
model, powerful loco, tender.
Pullman <ars and set of rails.
Length of train 42 ins. overall.

FREE.
Ask at any toy shop
for free Bing Booklets.
No. l.-Steam, clock-
work and electric
trains.
No. 2.-S t at ion ar y
engines, magic lan-
terns and cinemas.
No. 3.-Miniature
table railway sets.

Look for this Brand
Mark on all metal toys

The finest clockwork, electric
and steam -driven models.
Built to scale by engineers.
You can get complete rail-
ways, with engines, rolling stock,
tracks, stations, signals, tunnels,
buffers, signal cabins, bridges, etc.
Also the Bing Miniature Table
Railway, rolling stock and separate
parts. All Bing Trains are finished
in correct L.M.S. or L.N N. E. R. colon rs.
Also stationary steam engines, magic
lanterns and cinemas. Ask for them
at any oy shop and see how
surprisingly low priced they are.

IN
Model Toys
"Keep Boys Busy."

Bing Toys are distinctively boxed in yellow boxes with black edges. rp

H at last is a clock which
keeps accurate time, requires no

attention, and no winding.
No matter how many Slave Clocks
you may install in your house, offices
or works, each one will show the
identical time.

The PRINCEPS
ELECTRICAL CLOCK
is different in principle to any other
system in existence, and has solved the
difficulties which have puzzled the minds
of horologists throughout the centuries.
Princeps Master Clocks cost from £10,
and Slave Clocks from £2 : 5.

" The Book of the Princeps
Electrical Clock," giving a
full description of its opera-
tion, can be obtained on re-
quest from-

PRINCE'S ELECTRICAL CLOCKS LTD.,
173 New Bond St., London, W.1
7 el. Phone: Telegrams:
Gerrard 1142. Princlox, Wesdo.

(NeWireless Magazine. octofrer: 1925
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Good Sound ._

Furniture
ECONOMICAL and LONG -WEARING

CASH or

EASY

PAYMENTS.-
Free and Safe
Delivery to all

parts.

£2 down, and 17/6
monthly for 24
months. Cash
price: 26 guineas.

If not
approved of,

can be
returned at

our expense,
and any money
paid will be
refunded in

full.

The " Osborne " Suite of Settee (one end adjustable)and Two Easy Chairs. All of
comfortable size-our standard reliable upholstery work,
interior coppered steel springs-British Web-best canvas-
fibre and wool-patent push -in Castors-Loose Down
Cushions, covered in Tapestry or Corded Velvet, in pretty
shades of Greys, Browns, Reds, or Golds. Patterns on
application.

FREE

GLOBE

Our Fully Illustrated Catalogue, together with Terms, etc.
A perusal of this will save you Pounds in Furnishing.

Furnishing Co. Ltd. (Dept. R), Pembroke

GoveJ.rn
R. GTh RAT,

r. Place, LIVERPOOLing recto

I,

VALVE HOLDER

9 e e
,....,.............,_,

,..........,..,_______........

e a 9
niOL G Pg11

for any circuit, any set, anywhere.
As featured exclusively in the 7

Valve Super -Het. receiver described
recently in the "Wireless Magazine"
Its porcelain base gives perfect insula-
tion. The four brass sockets fit loosely,
and are almost entirely air -spaced.
The connecting screws are brought out
to the sides, reducing capacity effects to
a minimum.
The ATHOL is truly the valve holder
for every use. It allows of one -hole
fixing to base board, or above panel ;
can be easily mounted below the
panel, thanks to reversible brass sockets;
or behind vertical panels with the aid
of special brass support.
A marvel of value at 1/3, complete with
soldering tags and fixing bolt. Brass
support for vertical panels 2d. extra.

ATHOL ENGINEERING CO.
(Contractors to The Admiralty),

Cornet St. Works, Higher Broughton,
MANCHESTER.

'Phone : Hr. Broughton 469.
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Jottings on the Month's
Progress (Continua from page 316)

A Super -het Connecter
Amateurs who wish to try the

effect of supersonic amplification, and
who happen to possess an ordinary
valve receiver containing at least one
stage of high -frequency amplifica-
tion, may be interested to learn that
M. Levy has recently placed on the
French market a single -valve block
adapted to enable a straight -circuit
set to be worked on the super-
heterodyne principle.

It should be mentioned that M.
Levy claims to be the original in-
ventor of this method of reception,
so that the new device is well sub-
stantiated, and should enable the
merits of the super -het circuit to be
tried out by many amateurs who
have previously fought shy of it on
the ground of expense.

The converter consists of a one -
valve panel, the single valve being
adapted to generate local oscillations
(of a slightly different frequency to
that of the received signals) and, at
the same time, to detect the super-

sonic or beat frequency resulting
from the combination of these two
oscillations. The input side of the
converter is coupled directly to the
aerial. The output or plate circuit
comprises a high -frequency trans-
former tuned to a wavelength of
3,000 metres, this, of course, being
the supersonic frequency.

The Plate Transformer
The secondary of the plate trans-

former is in turn connected across
the grid and filament of the high -
frequency valve on the standard
set. It need hardly be said that the
converter will not work if coupled
directly to a detector valve. The
presence of at least one high -fre-
quency amplifier is absolutely
necessary in order to get super -het
results.

As a result of extensive tests the
new installation has been found to
give highly satisfactory results.

An enormous amount of experi-
mental work in connection with the
practical application of direction -
finding to aircraft and marine navi-
gation has been carried out for some
time past at the Teddington labora-
tories. The Radio Research Board
are now satisfied that the modern

type of D.F. equipment is quite
accurate enough, with skilful hand-
ling, to be safely relied upon for
navigating in foggy weather or under
conditions of low visibility. In all
probability such sets will soon be
made a compulsory part of the
equipment of every liner.

Another Problem
Another wireless problem to re-

ceive the careful attention of the
N.P.L. is that of fading. Specially
sensitive receiving sets have been
installed in various centres through-
out the country, and quantitative
measurements taken of the strength
of signal reception from specified
stations under different climatic con-
ditions, both by day and night.
The results are carefully checked,
tabluated, and compared, in order
to ascertain the precise effect of
various factors in different localities.
It is hoped, in this way, to find some
clue to the cause of fading and other
curious vagaries of the ether waves.

B. A. R.

" TEE industrial value of milk "
was a talk from Berlin recently.
A very obvious development in these
days of water power.

Player's Navy Cut Cigarettes
Now and for years past the most
popular of all High-class Cigarettes

MADE
PERFECTLY
from choice well -

seasoned old
Virginia Tobacco

r.

COOL

and

SWEET
REGISTERED TRADE MARE No. 154,011.

JOHN PLAYER & SONS, NOTTINGHAM
Tranch of the Imperial Tobacco Co. (of Great Britain and Ireland), Ltd.
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YET ANOTHER TRIX
A I I 

Pat. Applied For.

Ask for
" TRIX "
GOODS

A
FEW

"LINES"
THAT
WILL

INTEREST
YOU

Obtainable from all Dealers

TELESCOPIC
ANTI -CAPACITY

Cat.
No.

16. "Trix" Anti - capacity
Valve Grips, 8d. per set.

37. "Trix " H.F. Variable Transform. Cti
er, Plug-in Type, 300-3,200, 17,6 each.

111. "Trix" Variable Condensers, Sq. Law,
Cut Ebonite End Plates, All Capacities
('0005 with Vernier, 9'6 complete).

176. "Trix" 4 -way Battery Cord (for connecting H.T.
and L.T.), 2.9 each.

179. "Trix" 1 -way "Pull and Push" Panel Switch, I Hole
Fixing, 1/3 each.

189. " Trig " 2 -way Ditto, 1!9 each.
190. "Trix" " T " Bus Bar Connectors, 4d. per doz. (It makes solder-

ing easy.)
192. " Trix " Micro Adjustment Adaptor (It will turn any Standard Detector into

the Micrometer Type.) 6d. each.
113. "Trix" 2 -way Vernier Coil Holder. (Connections made under the panel.) 5 6 eaci.

Manufactured by ERIC J. LEVER,

c',

Tr, v
fir

(44
'v

EXTENSION HANDLE.

BEST EBONITE WITH

c

FACTORS, TRADE AND SHIPPERS ONLY SUPPLIED. 33, Clerkenwell Green, London,

PRODUCT

HIGHLY NICKELLED "KNOB GRIP,"

1/9
EACd

E.C.1.

OF
OUTSTANDING MERITS

The new GECOPHONE
Super capacity H.T.
Radio Batteries are the
latest development in
BRITISH Battery manu-
facture and have been
specially designed to meet
the needs of users of
valve sets who desire to
improve reception and to
eliminate the annoyance
of frequent renewals and
the sizzling hitherto
experienced.
LONG LIFE -4 to 5

times as long as others.
LARGE CAPACITY.
SILENCE IN USE.
These merits are worth your
consideration. Ask your
dealer about them.

GEC0PHONE
Super Capacity High Tension

RADIO BATTERIES
Prices from 7/6 to 27/6

Sold by Wireless and Electrical Dealers everywhere.
Alarm/at s: 7 he General Electric co., Ltd., Magnet House,

Every Pair Guaranteed.

Phone -Joy
Only truly experienced when listening -in
on Bowerman's Phones. There is a
charm, comfort and clarity about these
instrumen s that is beyond praise and
beyond rival. Get a pair to-day-they
will amaze and delight you and reveal
undreamt -of powers in your sets.
Obainable from Whiteley's,
Barker's, and all leading wireless
dealers or direct under
guarantee, p 0. 12 B.

SUPER
POWER

rlECID PHONES
Bowerman's Phones 10-12, Ludgatl Hill, Lord3n, Eng.

WHY BUY ACCUMULATORS?

IF you add de-
preciation to

the expense and
Inconvenience of
having your own
accumulator,
unskilfully re-
charged, it costs
you consider-
ably more than
our inclusive
Hire Service.

VAIL your.,elf of our real Hire Service
Punctual weekly or fortnightly deliveries
of Rotax Wireless Accumulators

Greater London Area) from 916 per quarter.
If you have your own accurnti'ators, let ue
maintain them. Always clean and fully
charged. We guarantee satisfaction.

RADIO DOCTOR at your service.
IF your set gives poor reception, our Wireless

Specialist will call at your house and
examine it for a small fee (Greater London
Area)and. if necessary, estimate for repair, or
reconstruction.

RAD 0 SERVICE CO., 105a, TORRIANO AVE., KEN TISH TOWN, N.W.5 //

REAL SERVICE -HIRE OR MAINTENANCE.
Write for Fo.d.r Z6 Phone : North 4131-4162
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The announcements below mentioned are

Accumulators PAGE

Imperial Motor Industries,
Ltd. 110, 325

Radio Service Co. 319

Aerial Equipment
A. Munday, Ltd. . 463
New London Electron Works,

Ltd. . . 455, 679
Battery Chargers

Chase Electrical Manufactur-
ing Co., Ltd. . . 343, 465

Gran -Goldman Service log, 229
Lionel Robinson & Co. 232, 353

Books & Publications
American Technical Society. 192
Amateur Mechanic. . . 189
Cassell & Co., Ltd. 106, 107, 189,

197, 201, 315, 316
Daily Graphic . stir, 1387 3
Foyle's 456, 474, 586, 95, 192, 308
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Univers;tv Tutorial Press . 97
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British Radio and Portable
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Coils and Coil Winders
Igranic Electric Co. . . 571
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Radio Instruments, Ltd. . 67r
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B. T. H. Co., Ltd. 439, 185
Falk, Stadelmann & Co., Ltd. 126
General Electric Co., Ltd. 199
J. W. B. Wireless Co. 231, 343
Lissen, Ltd. . . 193
National Wireless & Electric

Co. . . . 347
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British Engineering Products
Co. . . 112, 229, 341

British Radio and Portable
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British Thomson -Houston Co.,
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THE NEW SUPER
FULSTOP CONDENSER

-the greatest advance in variable
condenser construction since the

introduction of wireless.

15 months ago the Fulstop variable condenser superseded
all other condensers. It possessed two entirely new
features. It was geared, and it abolished absolutely
hand capacity effects. The new Super Fulstop condenser
is as far in advance of the old Fulstop as that was in
advance of ordinary variable condensers. This is why.

The new Super Fulstop condenser is fitted with dual
gearing. It has two operating knobs. One has a gear
ratio of 2 to 1, and is used for first adjustment. The
second-a small vernier knob-is geared 125 to 1, and
is used for final critical tuning.

The dial is graduated round the whole circumference
from 0 to 100. These graduations are again divided,
giving 200 actual readings. Each reading is capable of
an infinite number of adjustments by means of the
vernier gearing.

The clockwork multi -gear is made by watchmakers for
the sake of accuracy, and is quite free from backlash.
It is a no -loss condenser, is perfectly square -law, and
has brass vanes.

It is the superlative condenser, and is positively un-
approached by any other variable condenser made.

"7/.Wireless Magazine. October 1925)

Guaranteed to Abolish Hand
Capacity Effects. Made in 3 models.

SUPER FULSTOP
.00025 25/6 .0005 28/6 .001 33/6
The Standard Fulstop, geared 2 to 1, is still
in great demand. We also make the Plain
Fulstop without gears.

Standard Plain
Prices: Fulstop Fulstop

.0002 ... 9/6 8/3

.0003 ... 10/3 8/9

.0005 ... ... 11/3 9/6

.001 ... 13/6 11/6
Send for full descriptive leaflet tree.

There are 3 Models, and all are guaranteed
for twelve months.

VARIABLE
CONDENSER

Protected throughout the world.
If any difficulty in obtaining, write us and we will send direct, post free.

J. H. NAYLOR, LTD. WIGAN

In writing to advertisers, please say you saw the advertisement in THE WIRELESS MAGAZINE.

17.Wireless Magazine. October 192.1] ENQUIRER'S COUPON, available
until end of month here mentioned.
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"Nerd"
" Yes ! it's her birthday to -day,

and this is her birthday present.
Although she is only nine, she loves
good music, and won't be satisfied
with anything but the best. That's
why we got her this lovely R.I.
4 -valve Set. She never tires of
listening to really good music, and
we know what perfect reproduction
is obtained with the R.I. sets. Of
course we must admit that it's reitly
a present for ourselves too, because
we simply revel in good music."

R I. 4 -Valve
Lyrian Model

Price £21 10 0
Marconi Royalty £2 10 0

And with the R.I. Sets, the tone is wonderful, so clear and yet so delicate, embracing all
those overtones which bring out the real beauty of the music and make you think you
are actually in the same room as the artist, for you feel that not one scrap of his
personality has been lost in the transmission.
And there is just one other point. The beauty of the music is enhanced by the perfect
finish of the set itself, and after all-" a thing of beauty is a joy for ever."

II ,itr for R.I. Catalogue, free on application.
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